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K. W. ELECTRONICS for all

your Amateur Radio Requirements

Consult us at K. W. for all your
equipment - we may have it in
sto ck
WE STOCK:
KEYS-Vibroplex Semi -automatic and G.P.O.
HK I B keyer.

type.

VFO'S-Geloso, Miniphase.
TOWERS-G3BXI and S.V.S.
PHASE -SHIFT NETWORKS

-B and W.

AR22,
ROTATORS-CDR
" HAM -M," and TR44.
Hy -Gain.
BEAMS-Mosley,

11HC 2 metre curtain.

AERIALS-K.W. & Mosley,
G3FIF & Webster Band spanner (mobile).
MIC'S-Geloso, Shure, Acos.
FILTERS SSB-McCoy Crystal
and Kokusai Mechanical.
FILTERS-High Pass and Low
Pass.

"WALKIE-TALKIE"- Tokal

Transceiver on 28.5 mc/s.
AIRDUX COILS. Complete

range i" to 2" dia.

RELAYS-Dow Key Co -axial
type.

SIG. GENERATOR - Nombrex Transistorized.
CABLE-Co-ax 75 and 52
ohm, 15 s.w.g. enamelled
copper.
POLYTHENE CORD -280 lb.
and 350 lb. strain.

SWR INDICATOR - KW
Match 75 or 52 ohm.

CONVERTER - Front-end
KW, Geloso.
PLUGS, SOCKETS, Pi COILS,
R.F. CHOKES, etc.

COLLINS '5' LINE 32S3 & 75S3

The KW77 Receiver

NEW !

KW TRANSMITTERS

KW "Viceroy" S.S.B. Transmitter MK. IV with built-in Power Supply L156
(Additional i lattice filter, E9 extra)
KW500 Linear Amp. 500 watts p.e.p., E87 10s.
KW "Vanguard" A.M. and C.W. 10-80m. 63 gns. 10-160m. 67 gns. Kits also available.
KW " Vanguard" 2 metre 50 watt transmitter, complete with power supplies and high
level modulator QQV03-20A P.A. E63

KWI60. Top band transmitter with a punch, E29

Send for details.

Carriage extra

*

Awarded Silver Plaque, Radio Communications Exhibition,
Seymour Hall, London, 1963

Mechanical filter provides
pass -band for SSB

No external antenna

switching required

transmit and

Independent

receiver frequencies or true
transceiver operation
90
watt p.e.p. provides
effective
mobile
power

whilst not over taxing the
car battery
12
volt

d.c.

power supply

Easy to install in a vehicle
for mobile operation
Lightweight,
attractive,

KW2000 SSB

TRANSCEIVER AND A.G. POWER SUPPLY
10-160 metres, Mobile and Fixed Station L195

Easy Terms Available

Importers of U.S.A. Equipm'ent

transistor

*

robust, efficient
100 kc Calibrator built-in

ELECTRONICS LTD Vanguard Works
I HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT

Cables: KAYDUBLEW, Dartford

Phone: DARTFORD 25574

ri
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NC -I40 - National's new double conversion receiver
with exclusive All -Band Dial Selector. Incorporating
features normally associated with much higher priced
equipment. Vacuum tube Q -Multiplier operation AM
and CW/SSB, 6BZ6 RF Stage. 5 main tuning bands.
Accessories : NT -3B matching speaker XCU-27 .1 MC
crystal calibrator.
Price E74. 3 . 2, matching speaker £7 . 8 .

I

NC 77X - an inexpensive communications receiver ideal
for the beginner. Four -Band receiver. I I 5v. A.C. trans-

former operation - eliminates the hum and polarity
problems, shock hazards and grounding difficulties. Continuous coverage from 540 KC to 31 MC. Built-in 5" speaker
Price E28. 14. I
and front panel headphone jack.

MciOri moU RANGE
The

National

Radio

Company,

America's most

esteemed manufacturers of superior amateur and
short wave equipment.
There is a National equipment for practically every

NXC 3 - Tri-Band SSB transceiver. Complete coverage

application. The models vary in appearance, size and
weight and number of features - but they all have the
same uncompromising quality and all are backed by
the same One Year Guarantee.

of the 80, 40 and 20 metre phone and CW bands.
Only E148 . 8 . 4, matching AC speaker console L46 . 7 .

NC 121 - Designed for the more advanced
enthusiast, features edge -reading signal strength

meter, noise -limiter, variable BFO, audio and
RF gain controls, exclusive Tuner Output for

use as a short wave tuner with Hi-Fi equipment and peaking Q -multiplier for optimum
selectivity.

Price E53 . 6 . 11

1

NC 190X-combines exceptional
SSB, AM and CW amateur band
calibrated
with
performance
foreign broadcast bandspread.
This model incorporates every
desirable feature necessary to
conquer crowded amateur band
Fitted for 230v.
conditions.
50 cycles operation.

Price E89. 18.2

Matching speaker NTS-3B L7 . 8 .

Now available from stock in the U.K. from
leading distributors of amateur products !

NC 121 - General

coverage

receiver with continuous coverage from 550 KC to 30 MC in four
bands. Model shown above is in
hand -rubbed oiled walnut case -

perfect for your living room.
Price E61 . 13.7

1

Ad. Auriema Limited
125 Gunnersbury Lane, London, W.3.
Telephone: ACOrn 8765
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ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS.

AERIAL
EQUIPMENT

! ! la )
CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.

l
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3.00 to 35.00 Me/s. in 3 Switched
Bands. 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s.

TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin
ribbon feeder similar K25 6d. per

yard. K35B Telecon (round) 1/6 per
yard. 75 ohm twin feeder 6d. per
yard. Post on above feeders and cable,

Ham Bands marked on scale.

Corn -

piece with indicator bulb. A MUST
for any Ham Shack. ONLY 22/6
EACH.

Post free.

BANDCHECKER

MONITOR,

1/6 any length.

3.00-35.00 Mc/s. in 3 switched Bands.

SOLE MIDLAND AGENTS

COPPER WIRE, 14G, H/D, 140 ft.,

Very sensitive. E3.13.6, P. & P. 2/6.

17 /-; 70 ft., 8 /6, post and packing 2/6.

FOR

Other lengths pro rata.
FEEDER SPREADERS. 6" Ceramic

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. All
brass with ceramic end plates and

0-I mA Indicator. Monitor Socket.

ball race bearings. 50pf, 5/9, 100-6/6,

1/6

160, 7/6, 240, 8/6 and 300pf, 9/6.
Extension for ganging, P. & P. I/..

* EDDYSTONE
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS

CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for

RACK MOUNTING PANELS :

* NATIONAL

with I' to 26" masthead bracket.

type F.S., 10d. each.
up to 12.

Postage

dipoles, Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. 1/-.

2 METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT
W.S. YAGI. Complete in box
Price 49/-, P. & P. 3/6.

SUPER AERAXIAL, 70/80 ohm

RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS

coax, 300 watt very low loss, I /8 per
yard. P. & P.2/-.

TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE,

* GREEN & DAVIS CONVERTERS

type MLI (100 lbs.), 2d. per yd. or
12/6 per 100 yds. Type ML2 (220 lbs.),

4d. per yd. or 25/- per 100 yds., ML4
(400 lbs.), 6d. per yd., post free.
Ideal for Guys, L.W. Supports, Halyards, etc.

* KW EQUIPMENT
* MOSLEY AERIALS

19" x 5r, 7", 81, or 10r, black
7/6, 9/-

crackle finish, 5/9, 6/6,
respectively. P. & P. 2/,

GELOSO VFO UNITS. 4/102 with

new dial and escutcheon. Outputs on
80, 40, 20, 15 and 10. For 2-807 or
6146 Tubes. Only E8 15 0. 3 valves
to suit, 24/-.
ALL POST FREE.

SHADED POLE MOTORS, 230 v.
or 110 v. operation, ideal for fans,

blowers or models. Single Unit 12/6
plus 2/- P. & P. or Pair El plus
2/6 p. & p.

PARMEKO TRANS.

200/200

40 mA. 6.3v., 3A. New, not ex W.D.
Only 12/6. P. & P. 2/6.

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.
170-172 Corporation St., Birmingham 4.

H.P. FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PART EXCHANGES

Please print your address. No C.O.D. under El. 'phone CEN 1635

Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD.
Head Office :
Retail Branch :

44a, WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2.

Tel : PARk 5641-2-3

85, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.

Tel : LANgham 8403

When ordering by post, please address correspondence to the head office and enclose 2/6 in C for packing and postage, subject to a minimum of 1/6.

... 12/-'......

VALVES FOR RADIO, T.V. AND AUDIO APPLICATIONS
0A2 ...
0C3 ...

4/6
5/6

5/4/6
7/C5 ... 5/L4 ... 2/R5 ... 5/55
... 4/6
T4 ... 3/U4 ... 5/05 ... 5/2021 ... 6/3A4 ... 3/6
3A5 ... 7/OD3 ...
A5

_.

A7GT

3B7

..

3Q5GT
354 ...
3V4

..

OCI ... 10/-

6BR8 ... 5/6857 -. 16/-

6F23 ...
616
...

8/6
3/6

6LI8 .- 8/-

4/9
6SN7GT 4/6
651-7GT

6V6G
6V6GT
6X4 ...
7C6 ...

9BW6
907 ...

EF89 ...
EF9I ...
EF92 ...
EF98 ...
EFI83
EFI84
E L36 ...
E L41 ...

EL42 ...
EL81 ...
EL83 ...

E L84 ...
E L86 ...

4/6 PCC89 10/4/- PCC189 10/5/6
2/- PCF80
9/- PCF82 6/6
7/- PCF84 10/-

7/9/7/3
7/8/6
7/5/-

7/6
EM34... 9/6
EM80... 6/6
EM81... 7/6

6/9 EM84
6/6 EM85...
6/6 EM87...

PCF86
PCF801

8/-

10 /-

PCL8I
PCL82

PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL86
PEN45

PEN45DD

ECH2I

ECH8I

6 /-

EC92 ...
ECC84
ECC85
ECC88
ECF80

35L6GT

6/6

53KU...
77
80
83

...
...
...

9/5/6
6/8/-

85A2 ... 8/6
90AV
15/15082

12/-

4/- 5696 ... 6/5/6 5750 ... 12/4/- 6146 .. 27/6
6/- A2293. 17/6
7/- AW6... 5/7/- AZ4I
6/-

ECF82

ECH83
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86

...
EF36 ...
EF39 ...
EF6

EF40
EF4I

...
EF42 ...
EFSO ...

EF80 ...
EF83 ...
EF85 ...
EF86 ...

7/6

6/6/6
9/8/7/4/6
5/9/6/9
6/2/5/-

GZ34... 10/HVR2
7/KT8C
25/KT41 ... 7/6
KT66... 15/KT8I
17/6
KT88 .. . 20/MHLD6. II /-

4/N78 -. 15/MUI4

PABC80 7/-

PY8I ...

PY82 ...
PY83 ...
PY88'...

5/6

5/-

6 /7/6
8/6
PY801
6/6
PZ30 ... 10/QQVO2-6
45 /QQV03-10
PY800

71-

... 25/6/...
...

6/6 UBC4I

7/- EN3I ... 10 /- PENDD4020
7/6
6/- EN32... 10 /6/- EN92
6/- PL36 ... 8/6/6 EY8I ... 7/- PL8I ... 7/6/6 EY84 ... 7/6 PL82 ... 5/6
9/- EY86 ... 5/6 PL83 ... 6/7/6 E Z40 ... 5/6 PL84 ... 6/6
7/- EZ4I ... 6/6 PM84
10/9/- EZ80 ... 5/6 PY33 ... 10/-

EBF83
EBF89

U19
U22
U24
U31
U76

MINIATURE MOVING COIL METERS

7/- "International" lin.
3/6

4/6

round flush "Penny size" Meters,
500 µA F.S.D., Calibr. 0-ImA. ...
.- 22/6
"General Electric" 1+in. Round Flush Mete;:;. IA
30/75 mA., IO0mA. or 150 mA.
...
..
20/-

PLESSEY ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

II /Voltage Miniature:
9/- U282... 12/- Low
2 4F 6V.; 4 µF 40V.; 8 µF 6V.: 16 µF 40V.; 20 µF 12V.; 20 pF 25V.;
6/6 U301
11 /25 µF 50V.; 50 µF 6V.; 50 µF 25V.; 100 µF 25V.; 200 4F 12V.;
8/- U403
7/250 µF 12V.; 300 4F 25V.; 450 µF 25V....
...
All at 1/3
7/- U4020 5/- Low
Voltage Miniature Reversible:
7/6 UABC80 5/5 µF 25V.; 100 AF 50V. ...
...
...
All at 1/6
9/- UAF42 8/- Standard
Voltage :

II /PEN383 10 /8/6 PEN384 7/-

8/9/-

TH233
U12/14

PCF802 10 /- UI91

301'1_14 12/644/9

35Z5GT 6/5005 .- 6/6CD6G 17/- 50L6GT 6/6CW4 14/603 ... 7/6

6/6
5/6

.

4/6
6/6 20F2 ... 15/- EBC4I
5/- 20L1 ... 12/- EBC8I
5/6 20PI ... 14/- EBF80

6AV6... 5 /613Q7A
7 /-

9/-

7/- DAF96
4/- DF66 ... 6/3/- DF96 ,.. 5/6
5/6 DK40... Ill2AU7
5/- D K92... 6/6
2AV6
7/- D K96... 6/6
2AV7
8/- DL68 ... 10/2AX7
6/- DL96... 6/6
2BA6
4/- DM70
5/2BE6
4/6 DY86... 7/2BH7
6/- E88CC 15/2K8 _ 10/- EI8OF 15/5/- EABC80 6/9AQ5
9BG6G 8/- EBC33
6/1D5 ...
2AT6
2AT7
2AU6

6/- 20P3 ... I2/5/- 20P4 ... I4/6/- 25A6G 5/5Z4GT 8/- 25L6GT 8/6A05... 2/- 25Z4G 6/6
6AG7... 5/- 25Z5 ... 7/6AK5
5/- 30CI5 8/6
6AQ5
6/- 30C17 12/6AU6... 5/- 30L17
13 /SU4G8
5Y3GT
5Z3 _.

CL33 ...

0C2... 12/- CY3I ...

UBC8I
UBF80
UBF89

UCC84
UCC85
UCF80

UCH2I
UCH42
U C H8 I

6/6
7 /6/6

UC L82

7/3

UCL83
UF4I
UF80 ...
uF85

8/7/6
6/6
6/6

UF86

8/-

UL4I ...
.UL84...
UM80

UU6 ...
UY2I ...
UY41...

I µF 100V., I /3 ; I µF 350V., 1/6 ; 8µF 350V., 1/6 ; 8 µF 500V.,
1/9 ; 16 µF 350V., 1/9 ; 24 4F 275V., 1/6 ; 60 4,F 200V., 2/6 ;

100 1.1.F 100V., 1/6 ; 200 µF 275V., 2/6.
7/Minimum orders for 12 capacitors please
8/6/- multiple Capacitors:
9/6
8-8 µF 450V., 2/6 ; 16-32 µF 150V., 2/6 ; 20-20 µF 450V., 3/6 ;
8/16-50 µF 275V., 3/6 30-50 µF ISOV 3/ ; 50-50-I00 µF 350V.,
7/6/- , 50-100-100 µF350V.,
.
5/3 ; 106-400 µF 275V., 5/6 ; 2007/400 .4F, 6/-.

Mullard

TRANSISTORS

0C45 6/- 0072 8/- 0076 6/- OC 139 12 /0C35 I5/- OC70 5/- 0073 I2/- 0078 7/- 0C170 8/0C44 6 /- 0071 5 /- 0075 6 /- 0078D
0C28 17/6

7/6

Sets of two matched 0081 with one 0C8ID ...
R.C.A.:

5/6

E4103/B/4 (CVI522) 1-}" dia., 800V. ENT, 4.0V. heaters, green

...

12/-

2N410 (465 kc/s. I.F.) similar to 0C45 ...
...
6/7/II /6
8/- MINIATURE ELECTROSTATIC CATHODE RAY TUBES

35/- UY85... 4/6
trace medium persistence ...
..
...
...
... 45 /pc86 ... 12/- Q583/3 8/6 VU39... 5/- E4I03 /E /4 (CV2205) as above but *blue trace short persistence,
PC88 ... 12/- RI
photographic
8/VUI20 10 /PC97 ... 8/6 R18 ... 7/6
CV320 I" dia., 800V. EHT, 4V. heaters, yellow trace, medium
9/6 PC014 5/6 R19 ... 6/- X79 ... 15/persistence _.
_.
..
... 45 /n2
15/- 913 I" dia., 50V. EHT, 6.3V. heaters,
6 /- PCC85 7 /- T41 ... 15 /- 266
medium
5/6 PCC88 10/- TH41... 10/- Z759 ... 22/persistence ...
...

t
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS - Available from stock

Latest Issues
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TRANSISTOR TECHNIQUES (Gernsback)
*UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO
VHF HANDBOOK (Orr W6SAI)
VHF FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (CQ)
WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK (1964)

12s. 6d.
19s. 6d.
24s. Od.
28s. Od.

22s. 6d.

WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK 1964 (library
edition)

34s. Od.

Post Free

AMATEUR SINGLE SIDEBAND (Collins)
'ANTENNA ROUND UP (by CQ)
ANTENNA HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L., 9th Edn.).
AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND
ELECTRONICS
"BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK, New Edition
BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
CALL BOOK (U.K. only), 1964 Edition

"CHART OF INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY
ALLOCATIONS - GENEVA, 1960 (Official),
10 Kc. to 40 Gc, 51" x 34", wall mounting
COMMAND SETS (Published by CQ.)
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
CQ ANTHOLOGY (the Best of CQ 1945 - 1952)
CQ ANTHOLOGY (1952 - 59)

COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
GETTING STARTED WITH TRANSISTORS
GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO
HAMS INTERPRETER (4th Edition)
'HINTS AND KINKS Vol. 6
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR

30s. Od.
25s. Od.
19s. Od.
57s. Od.

NOVICE HANDBOOK. Tx and Rx, 150 pages
OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION

*AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK

8s. 3d.
12s. 6d.

RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK

3s. Od.
16s. 9d.
25s. Od.
10s. 6d.
24s. Od.

22s. 3d.
28s. 6d.
4s. Od.

8s. 6d.

lls. Od.
5s. Od.

1s. 9d.
4s. 6d.

24s. Od.

BOOK (Data Publications)

RADIO CONTROL MANUAL
RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS (F. C. Judd)
RADIO DATA CHARTS
RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
HANDBROOK (7th Edition, by Wireless World)
RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
RADIO VALVE DATA 4,800 types listed

S-9 SIGNALS

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS For the Beginner

25s. 6d.
23s. 6d.

5s. Od.
25s. Od.
16s. Od.

lls. 3d.
14s. Od.

57s. 3d.

Its. 3d.

7s. Od.

8s. 6d.
6s. 6d.

SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE
lls. 9d.
SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.) (3rd Edition)
18s. 6d.
STEREO HANDBOOK
lls. 4d.
*SURPLUS SCHEMATICS (Published by CQ)
"SURPLUS HANDBOOK

SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL
Vols. I, II and III, each
TELEVISION EXPLAINED

21s. Od.
24s. Od.

by A.R.R.L. (41st Edition) 37s. 6d. post free
(Library Binding) 47s. 6d. post free

MAGAZINES BY SUBSCRIPTION
One Year

CQ, RADIO AMATEUR'S JOURNAL
QST, ARRL
Post free, ordinary mail only

44s. Od.
48s. Od.

EASIBINDERS for Short Wave Magazines, holds 12 issues
(One Volume) 15s.

LOG BOOKS, spiral bound, by ARRL, 7s. 6d.

LOG BOOKS, by Webbs Radio, GPO Approved, 6s. post free
All publications marked

were reviewed on pp.

502-504 November 1963 SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

*RADIO HANDBOOK

-Sixteenth Edition
86s. post free

*DX ZONE MAP

(With Amendment List to Oct. 1963)
(Great Circle, centred U.K., size 25ins. by 35ins. A" must" for
every DX operator and SWL)
Linen Backed (de luxe) lls. Od. post free

*AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Mercator Projection - Much DX Information - In Colour,
8s. 6d. post free
Second Edition

*WORLD SHORT WAVE RADIO MAP
(General SWL and BC coverage, with handbook)

8s. 6d. post free

24s. Od.

13s. 6d.

TRANSISTORS: THEORY AND PRACTICE
(Published by Gernsback)
23s. Od.
TRANSISTOR THEORY AND PRACTICE
(Published by World Radio Handbook)

(by R.S.G.B.), 550 pp., 36s. 6d.

24s. 6d.

(Published by A.R.R.L.)
2s. 8d.
PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RECEIVER
3s. Od.
'QUAD ANTENNAS
23s. Od.
RADIO AMATEUR EXAMINATION MANUAL
5s. 6d.

RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HAND-

The two together, covering the World, 65s. post free

28s. Od.
24s. Od.
5s. Od.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
lls. 6d.
"NEW RTTY HANDBOOK
32s. Od.
NEW SIDEBAND HANDBOOK (Published by
CQ, latest issue)

"DX Listings," 27s. post free. "US Listings," 45s. post free

18s. 3d.

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION
14s. 9d.
HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD, 1963/4
15s. Od.
HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR
TAPE RECORDER
9s. ld.

LEARNING MORSE
LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH CODE
MOBILE HANDBOOK (Published by CQ)
MOBILE MANUAL (Published by A.R.R.L.)

CALL BOOK (Spring Edition)

9s. 6d.

*RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS
In booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives
Zones and Prefixes. 8s. 3d. post free

Publications Department 55 Victoria St London SW1 Abbey 5341
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New Equipments include
2 M15 -20A (Falcon) 20 watt Phone and CW

mains or Mobile TX for 144 Mc/s. with 420
Price including
Mc/s. extension facilities.
both power supplies in plug-in module form.
48 gns.

2MI000. A 150 watt Phone and CW TX complete with power supplies for 144 Mc/s. with
420 Mc/s. extension facilities. Price 96 gns.
70CM 1000. For use with 2M1000 and 2M15 -20a
(Falcon). For extending their coverage to 70

cms. Running 90 watt and 40 watt respectively

the 70CMI000 matches.

GREEN &

and 2MI000 in appearance.
These

500W. SSB LINEAR

DAVIS

new equipments represent

New 2MI5-20A
the

ultimate

in

VHF -UHF transmitters.

operates on 80-40-25-15 and 10m. With high efficiency on ALL Bands.
Completely self-contained including P.S.U.

R.C.A. 7094 Beam Tetrode. Light in weight -only 38 lbs. Absolutely
reliable- 12 months guarantee. Internal Ant. Change -over relay
matches into ALL SSB TX or transceivers.

A

The PGLAI L87.10.0d. (Ex Stock)
The New G & D
18w, 144 Mc/s CW

Transmitter -

GREEN & DAVIS 70 cm.

Nuvistor Converter. 3N70 cm.
Miniature VHF. Xtal by " BRUSH " ;
616 VHF
overtone oscillator ; 6J6 VHF frequency multiplier;

I N82A UHF frequency multiplier; 6CW4

1st

grounded grid R.F. amplifier ; 6CW4 2nd grounded

grid R.F. amplifier ; 6CW4 grounded grid mixer ;
OB2 H.T. voltage regulator; BY101 H.T. rectifier
diode. Size 5" x 2" x 7".
Price 16 gns.

The CTX2
GREEN & DAVIS CTR-70
low power Tripler-Amplifier

* HCIV03-10 P.A. +
ECF82 and I2AT7

* 18 Watts input
* Easily Modulated
* Easily Drives 150w.

P.A. or 70 centimetreTripler-amp

TUBE
* CLAMPER
PROTECTS P.A.
(including valves

Price Only LIO (Ex Stock)

and XTAL)

To be driven by a 2 metre TX with an R.F. output
of 1-2 watts. (i.e. CTX-2 with reduced H.T. or

" Falcon" 2MI5-20A which has 70 cm. H.T. reducing
and modulating facilities).
QQVO2-6 Tripler. QQVO2-6 Amplifier. D.C.
p.a. input 8-10 watts. H.T. required : I80v. 120mA.
L.T. required : 6.3v. 1.2 amps. The unit matches
the CTX-2 and CTX-70 in appearance, and is
ideally suited for use in conjunction with the CTX-2

or " Falcon " 2M I5 -20A. Size : 5"
Weight : approx. 2-lbs. Price : E20.

The finest Converter yet built
The GREEN & DAVIS

x 7" x 2".

GREEN & DAVIS

Accessories include :

144 Mc/s. Cony.
3 of 6CW4

watt Transistorized DC -DC INVERTOR.
I2v. DC i/p 300v. 200mA. o/p. Price E7. 19 . 6.
45
watt Transistorized DC -DC INVERTOR.
12v. DC i/p 300v. 150mA. o/p. Price E6. 19.6

6060. MINIA-

2m. 5 ele. Beam ...

60

Mk. IV

2 and 4m. Mobile Whip Antenna

N U VIST ORS,

TURE XTAL

...

All Band R.F. Chokes - I KW rating

BY BRUSH

Linear's, etc.
...
CO -AX CABLE...

1.F.s: 1.8-3.8 MO.
4-6 Mc/s. 14-16

...

Super Aeraxial cable 75 ohms.

Mc/s. 24-26 Mc/s
28-30 Mc/s. or to
order.

E3

E2 . 5 . 0
for PA's,

...per yd.

1/8

Very low loss.

OK at 450 Mc/s.
The following manufacturers products are also available:

PRICE

Mk. III available

14 GNS.
Inc. P.S.U.

at £8.19.6
incl. P.S.U.

Acos, Amphenol, Cambion, Eagle Products, National

Radio, Nutronics, Partridge Electronic Products.
Just write or phone for further information.

THE NATIONAL RADIO NCX-3 TRI-BAND SSB TRANSCEIVER. Complete SSB/AM/CW station with full coverage of the 80, 40 and 20

metre bands. 200 watts P.E.P. on SSB, 200 watts CW, 100 watts AM. High Frequency crystal filter giving 40dB sideband suppression. VOX or Push -to -talk

on phone, break-in keying on CW.
Available from stock :

NCX-3 Transceiver E148 8s. 4d.
NCX-A Mains power supply and speaker console E46 7s. Id.

(OFFICE)

5 WEIR HALL GDS,
LONDON, N.18

NXC-D I2v. DC Mobile power supply, £50 8s. I Id.
Full details on request from Green & Davis, Main London
Agents of the National Range.

GREEN & DAVIS
LONDON
Phone : NORth 6871

(WORKS)

104 HORNSEY ROAD,

LONDON, N.7
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COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. Three months guarantee on all equipment over £25

G.E.C. BRT400K.

s.

In

150-380 Kc. and 540 Kc.-32 Mc/s.

... 100

0

0

45

0

0

EDDYSTONE S750. 500 Kc.-30 Mc/s.
double conversion, 1.6 and 85 Kc. 1.F.
EDDYSTONE S740. 500 Kc.-30 Mc/s.
110-240 AC input
...
EDDYSTONE S640. 1.8-30 Mc/s. in new
condition. 240 AC input
...
...
NATIONAL NC60 " Special." 550 Kc.30 Mc/s., built-in speaker
...
...
NATIONAL NC66. Portable with DF
loop.

d.

new condition.

Mains/Battery

NATIONAL NCX3. Transceiver 80/40/

25

0

0

30

0

0

GONSET GSBI00.

0

PANORAMIC ADAPTOR. 450-470 Kc.

0

0

MOSLEY " COMMANDO " Mk.
NEW. 180W p.e.p.

0

Al 90W, A3a 90W

19

19

23

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

12 10

0

15

45
50

0

0

35

0

0

4

0

0

25

0

0

VALVES : 5B254M 15/-, 2E24 5/-, TCS
BFO units with can and capacitor 3/6 ;
SSB diodes matched fours 5/- pack.

... 170

0

0

17

10

0

R.S.G.B. publications : CALL BOOK, latest
edition 4/6, manual 34/- ; Radio amateur
examination manual 5/6 ; A GUIDE TO

0

BC I I47A. 1.5-30 Mc/s. Variable selectivity
built-in spkr. electrically similar to AR88

EDDYSTONE 358X with all coils and

AMATEUR RADIO 4/-.

Xtal. with Auto transformer. 2 6146 in
P.A.

...

HAMMARLU ND SPEAKER ...

0

power unit

0

... 140

HE30. 550 Kc.-30 Mc/s. Q Multiplier, etc.,
slightly used
...
0

HEATHKIT seneca 2 Mtr. TX VFO or

0

2.

115

COLLINS 75A3 with 8 and 3.1 filters,
100 Kc. cal. 160/10 mtrs....

0

s. d.

15

input

25

... 194

p.e.p. Also A3 and P.M....

A3, 75W Al.

12 10

new complete with AC power unit/
...

IOW. V.F.O. TX. Excellent stability ...
DC -DC INVERTER and all cables
...
K.W. VANGUARD with 160 Mtrs. 50W.

MOSLEY C.M.I. 80-10 Mtrs. 240 AC input

20, Al 200W, A3 100W, A3a 200W p.e.p.
speaker

£

WITHERS 2 Mtr. converters, 28-30 Mc/s.
I.F. output. Mains input ...
WITHERS 160 Mtr. mobile outfit. All
transistor receiver
...

50

0

WANTED URGENTLY THE FOLLOWING RECEIVERS - HALLICRAFTERS 5)(10 (with I60) EDDYSTONE 640, AR8801LF. DRAKE 28. Please state your price

Hire Purchase Terms on equipment over L35

410 BEVERLEY ROAD - HULL

-

YORKSHIRE

Telephone: Hull 41938 (43353 after 7.30 p.m.)

MINIMITTER
1.1111M1111111111111111.111111111111

ICOMPACT HIGH EFFICIENCY TUNERS

- FOR ALL RX's AND TX's

A range of special units will "match anything to anything!" Peak up your R.F. performance by many 'S' points

*Type I. General purpose tuner for'

I CL:

receiving and transmitting
10/ + 1/6 P/P.
*Type 2. Medium wave tuner

receiving, also peaks up over
H.F. range.
45/2/- PIP.
Type 3. H.F. band tuner for receiving

-a MUST for the serious short wave
operator, covers 1.4 to 30 me/s.
+ 1/6 P/P. 39/6
*Type 4. As type but with built-in
series var. capacitor, for
receiving.
l5/+ 1/6 P/P.
Type 5. As type I but with built-in
series var. capacitor for
transmitting.
20/+ 2/- P/P.
*These Units are illustrated

The NEW MC 64 ' All -Band Converter gives
superb Amateur Band performance on any
receiver. Complete Bandspread. Fixed or
Mobile operation. Self Powered.
Price £20. 10.0. complete

I

SEND FOR
II R/IIDETNIS

Only the PRICE is low !

PARTRIDGE
ELECTRONICS
LTD.

7, Sowell Street,
Broadstairs, Kent

Thanet 62535
Use the RF40 Field Indicator/phone monitor, 69/6, post free

al

all all all 11.1

I

' TOP -2-7.' 3 Band, 24 Watt Transmitter

...
MR44/2. All Band Communications Receiver ...
Mobile Transmitter. 20 Watt. Compact, efficient
TR7. All Transistor 1.8 Mc/s. Mobile Receiver ...

Minimitter Multi -Q Unit. 465 Kc/s.
" X 20." 20 Metre Rotary Beam Array
' FBS.' All Band Aerial. High power ...

£33.10.0
E68. 0.0
LIB. 15.0
E13. 0.0

L.5.10.0
£12. 10.0

£5. 2.6

M.P. Terms Available
For full details of any of the above, please send S.A.E. to -

THE MINIMITTER Co. Ltd. ALBION MEWS, KILBURN

HIGH ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6.

Tel. MAlda Vale 5588
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Mosley Commando II
SINGLE SIDE BAND TRANSMITTER
180 Watts P.E.P.
O AM/SSB/CW Modes.
0-

0- Lattice Filter Exciter.
O Pi Tank Output Circuit.
0. Vox and Manual Operation.
O 10-80 Metre Bandswitching.
O Full Vision Eddystone Dial.
0- Ideal for RTTY by Tone Injection.
0. Selectable Upper and Lower Side -band.

O Three Change -Over Contacts for External Switching Functions.
incorporates many features which makes it The Outstanding Transmitter Buy
Today! Only reliable " air -tested " circuitry is used. Power Supply is the latest cool -running
Silicon Rectifier, fuse protected and conservatively rated. Power Amplifier employs two 6146
Tetrodes operating at 750 Volts Class A131 Linear Amplifier Service to give maximum I.C.A.S.
rating at 180 watts P.E.P. The Pi -Tank circuit 10-80 metres, band -switched, gives efficient
COMMANDO

loading into low impedance coaxial lines.

Sideband generation at 435 kc with half -lattice crystal

filter for 45 dB sideband/carrier rejection. Sideband switch in " normal " position is correct
for band in use, with an " inversion " switch to give choice of alternative sideband.

£140.0.0

MOSLEY AERIALS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
s. d.
3 BAND DIPOLE VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL. 10, IS, 20 METRES
3 BAND 2 ELEMENT BEAM, 5.5 dB GAIN. 10, 15, 20 METRES ...
3 BAND 3 ELEMENT BEAM 8 dB GAIN. 10, 15, 20 METRES
3 BAND VERTICAL LOW ANGLE RADIATION. 10, IS, 20 METRES
..
VTD-Jr. AS V3Jr. BUT NEEDS NO RADIALS
POWER MASTER SINGLE BAND BEAMS FROM
TA3IJr.
TA32Jr.
TA33Jr.
V3Jr.

8 10
17 10
24 15
7 10

9

0

13

10

0
0

0
0

0
0

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF PRESENT GOOD CONDITIONS ON THE LF BANDS AND TRY OUR NEW VERTICAL TW3X
FOR 20, 40 AND 80. NEEDS NO RADIALS AND CAN BE BENT TO FIT ANY SPACE. ON A LOCAL TEST ON 80
METRES A REPORT OF S9 WAS RECEIVED FROM VE.
ALSO THE V46 4 -BAND VERTICAL. 10, 15, 20, 40 AND CAN BE LOADED TO 80 and 160 METRES. £14
OTHER VERTICALS INCLUDE THE V48 AND V5. THE FABULOUS NEW FULL SIZE 20 METRE BEAM A -203-C. £42

THE MOSLEY Q -MULTIPLIER.
PRICE,
COMPARE THE

NOT A KIT

... L4 15

0

CVI60B TOP BAND CONVERTER, VALVE OR TRAN£7 10
...
SISTOR

0

Representative in U.K., 0. S. CHILVERS, G3JOC
40 Valley Road, New Costessey, NORWICH, Norfolk. NOR.26.K
Tel : Norwich 22147
A Subsidiary of MOSLEY ELECTRONICS, INC., Bridgeton, Missouri, U.S.A.
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AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

* CODAR-QOILS *
AIR SPACED INDUCTORS
CODAR have developed a complete range of
low loss air spaced inductors suitable for all
types of circuit application. There are over
40 different sizes from I" to 3" diameter and if
you need a coil for a V.F.O., P.A. Tank, Pi network, A.T.U., aerial loading, etc., there's a
CODAR-QOIL that's just right for the job. Full
data

giving

inductance

values,

Frequency/

Capacity figures, " Q," etc., and prices free on
request.

* P.R. 30. R.F. PRESELECTOR *
Frequency range 1.5-30 Mc/s.
The P.R.30 R.F. Preselector is used in commercial and amateur stations
throughout the world, and it will substantially improve the performance
of any superhet receiver whatever its age or make. It provides up to
20 dB gain using EF 183 Frame Grid Amplifier, and outstanding features
include precision vernier tuning, gain control, selector switch for either
dipole or end fed antenna, silver plated H.F. coils, etc.
Cat No. P.R.30. For external power supplies (obtainable from receiver)
£4 . 17 . 6. Carr. 3/-.
Cat. No. P.R.30X. Self powered model for 200/250 volts A.C. Fitted with
accessory socket to provide up to 25 M/a at 200 volts H.T. and
6.3 volts amp for other accessories. f7 . 2 . 0. Carr. 3/-.
Both models complete, ready for use with all plugs, cables.
I

R.Q. 10 "Q" MULTIPLIER *
The new CODAR RQ 10 " Q " Multiplier can be used with any superhet
receiver employing an I.F. between 450 and 470 Kc/s. It provides a considerable increase in selectivity for either peaking or rejecting a signal on
AM, SSB or CW. The PEAK function will produce a very narrow passband
for AM or S$13 signals, or a sharp peak for CW. The NULL function provides
a deep notch for rejecting an interfering heterodyne. Both PEAK and NULL

functions are tunable over the receiver I.F. Passband, and B.F.O. facility
is also available.
Cat. No. RQ 10. For external power supplies (obtainable from receiver)
E6 . IS . 0. Carr. 3/-.
Cat. No. RQ 10X. Self powered model for 200/250 volts A.G. Fitted with
accessory socket to provide up to 25 M/a at 200 volts H.T. and
6.3 volts amp for other accessories. £8 . 8 . 0. Carr. 3/-.
I

Both models are complete, ready for use with all plugs, cables.

Frequency Range 540 Kc/s. to 30 Mt/s. in 4 ranges. The ideal receiver for S.W.L. or
beginner amateur. Special features include Electrical Bandspread, Regenerative I.F.
stage for improved selectivity and B.F.O., Panel aerial trimmer, A.V.C., Phone jack,
3 watts output for external 2/3 ohm speaker, Coil Unit assembled and aligned with I.F.
transformers. Smart styling, silver grey cabinet 16" x 6+" x 81". Valve line-up : ECH81,
EBF89, ECC8I, EL84, EM84, EZ80.

CR66 DE LUXE
4 BAND RECEIVER

For 200/250 volts A.G.
Complete Kit (17 page instruction manual, EI9 . 2. 6 Ready built £21 . 12 . 6
" S " Meter Model-Kit
E2I . 2. 6 Ready built £23 . IS . 0
Carriage on all models 6/-. H.P. Terms available.

Illustrated leaflets on request. Coming shortly :- Miniature
12 watt Transmitter for 160/80 metres. Cat. No. A.T.5.

G3IRE

CODAR RADIO COMPANY

G3HGQ

BANK HOUSE, SOUTHWICK SQUARE, SOUTHWICK, SUSSEX
CANADA : CODAR RADIO OF CANADA, TWEED, ONTARIO
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TODAY'S MEN OF ACTION

A CAREER WITH THE

ROYAL SIGNALS
Would you like a really well -paid career that will bring

you adventure, travel and a skill you'll value all your
life? This is what life in the Royal Signals adds up to

-so, if you're keen and fit, this could be the life for you.
The Royal Signals is the nerve system of today's Army
and in it you would always be at the centre of things.

Whenever there are vital messages to be relayed or
orders to get through, it's a job for the Royal Signals.
You may be a Technician or Operator employed on
radio, radio relay or line systems. Or you may be a
member of the famous Signals Despatch Service,

carrying urgent despatches by road and helicopter. As a
member of this highly skilled Corps you could work in
almost any part of the world. In fact, if you wish it, you
are assured of an overseas posting. And, in the Royal
Signals, you can work not only throughout the Army,
including the Parachute Regiment, but with the Royal
Navy and the Royal Air Force.
Whichever Signals trade you choose, opportunities for

promotion are excellent-you could be a Sergeant by

the time you are 25, earning as much as £16.2.0 per week

as a single man. And, of course, your pay is there to
spend or save as you please. Again, as a single man,

food, clothing and housing are all free, as are the facilities for the many sports you can choose in your spare
time.
For further details, post off this coupon for a free booklet, or go to your local Army Information Office.

-------------------,

Please reply to:The Army Careers Department, MP6(A),
I Lansdowne House, Berkeley Square, London W.1.
NAME

ADDRESS

I
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EDITORIAL
Problem

One of the great difficulties confronting those concerned for

the future of Amateur Radio is that of" Catering for the Beginner."
Where does a boy find the simple stuff to start him on the right road? Not in SHORT
WAVE MAGAZINE-nor, we venture to say, in any other similar publication in the
English language.
Why is this? The answer lies in that simple but compelling phrase " Cost of Production."

There are never enough beginners to justify, in the commercial sense, a publication
intended specifically and entirely for them-yet that is what they need, and what is
wanted. If a beginner -periodical is offered its cover price (by reason of the relatively
small circulation, low advertising appeal and high production cost) immediately puts
it beyond the reach of most beginners, who are mainly juniors in low -paid employment
or schoolboys with limited pocket -money. Thus, a beginner periodical(in any subject
with a technical flavour, radio or whatever) must be heavily subsidised. Apart from this,

anyone with practical experience of technical journalism knows that dealing with
technicalities in simple language is a great deal more difficult than writing a technical
article for informed readers. There are thousands of qualified technicians who can write

a high-level technical article-but very few who can say the same thing in simple
language. There has only been one Sir James Jeans. And as rare are those who can
write like Fred Hoyle, FRS.
The correspondence we get bearing on this problem is illuminating to a degree, as the
comments on pp.147-148 of this issue show. On the one hand, it is quite clear that
many readers would not accept any lowering of our present technical standards to meet
the needs of the beginner; on the other, there are the SWL's (who are really " advanced
beginners") who say that we are already above their heads and beyond their reach in
the technical sense.
Both these opposing view points have equal justification. The problem has been with
us for years. Its solution is as far off as ever !

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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THE PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
OF SEMICONDUCTORS

measured has been safely determined, the meter can
then be used without the shunt to get a more accurate
reading. The choice of diodes is not critical. It

IN THE AMATEUR STATION

and the full-scale current, and suitable diodes chosen
after consultation of manufacturer's data. As a
guide, copper oxide rectifiers need a voltage of about
three to four hundred millivolts across them to pass
a reasonable current ; germanium is next, with five

Part II

TEST EQUIPMENT

should be determined what the voltage across the
meter at FSD will be, knowing the coil resistance

hundred millivolts, and then silicon and selenium,
which need about 800 mV.

Protection for meters used to measure high

M. I. DAVIS, B.Sc.
As explained on p.97 of our April issue, this is
a series of articles to show how transistors and
semiconductors generally can be used in amateur -

station equipment. Though our contributor does
not hold an AT -station licence, he is professionally engaged on semiconductor circuit and design
work. All the circuits being described have been
built and tested and this ensures that they
are practical, reliable and can be repeated with
confidence. The first article of the series, in the
April issue, discussed power supply designs in

detail.-Editor.

voltages is very easy, and does not suffer from the
drawback of the last system. A typical circuit is
shown in Fig.l(C). The usual series resistor is split
into two, and a zener diode is connected from the
junction to the other side of the meter. If the meter
connections

are accidentally

reversed,

the zener

becomes forward -biased, and acts as a shunt as in
the previous case. If, on the other hand, too large a
voltage is applied in the correct polarity, the voltage
drop across R2 and the meter is larger than the
breakdown voltage of the diode, and it again shunts
the meter. For voltages less than its breakdown
voltage, the zener passes only the reverse -biased
current of a silicon diode-a few milli-microamps,
and hence the calibration of the meter is unaffected.
By suitable choice of the ratio of R1 to R2, protection

may be afforded at any percentage of full-scale

THE first

and simplest

application of

semi-

conductors to be considered in conjunction with
test equipment is that in which diodes may be used to
protect moving -coil meters against overloads.
Milliammeters and microammeters are prone to

irreparable damage by overloading, such as may
easily occur when experimental work is being carried

out. Many multimeters have an electro-mechanical
cut-out, and these are usually fairly safe. Further, it

is possible to obtain fuses which will blow at currents

as low as 10 mA, and these can be used to protect
the more robust higher current meters. The main
problem is how to ensure that a sensitive meter will
not suffer damage, when the two systems mentioned
above are not suitable.
The use of semiconductor diodes as shunts is
frequently the answer. The April article in this

touched briefly on the non-linear voltage/
current characteristic of junction diodes, and it is
series

this property which is exploited to prevent excessive
currents flowing through the meter. A typical diode
characteristic is shown in Fig.1(A). As soon as the
voltage across the diode becomes greater than a few
hundred millivolts, the diode passes a high current
and acts as a safe shunt, affording a good measure of
protection. To give protection against reverse overloads as well, two diodes are connected back-to-back
as in Fig.1(3).
There is (as usual !) a drawback. The diodes
always take some current, and so the meter calibration suffers. However, since the welfare of the
meter is the prime consideration, it is worth making

the shunt optional by means of a switch, so that
once an approximate value of the quantity to be

voltage.

AC Measurements

At this point, some mention should be made of
the familiar use of diodes to convert a moving -coil
instrument to measure alternating voltages. RMS
values are not indicated by any simple and reliable
rectifier instrument,

and, in general,

scales

are

calibrated to read RMS on a meter which is in fact
not measuring this, but either mean or peak values.
A bridge arrangement such as in Fig. 2(A) measures
the mean value of the applied AC waveform. The
diodes are of the copper -oxide variety, with a low
voltage drop, since a high voltage drop spoils the
linearity of the scale. Due to this non -linearity, the
scale is displaced by a few hundred millivolts.
Copper -oxide rectifiers are only suitable up to a few
tens of kilocycles, and for frequencies above this
germanium diodes are used, in spite of their larger
voltage drop. This is the type of instrument which
is most frequently calibrated, by experiment or
calculation, to read RMS values. The mean value of
an AC quantity is 1/7r times its peak value (= 0.318
times). A meter which has been modified to read
peak values is shown in Fig. 2(B), from which it will

be seen that the current through the diode is used
to charge the capacitor to the peak value of the
applied waveform, and the high resistance provides
a discharge path for a small current through the
meter. Since (1) The diode has not infinite back
resistance ; (2) The capacitor has a leakage resistance ;

and (3) The meter does drain some current from the
capacitor, this instrument does not read the true value
of the peak voltage, but is sufficiently accurate for
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about diode p.i.v. ratings mentioned in the last article.
(This is a capacitative load !)

Forward

Reverse

Valve Voltmeter Circuit

The next piece of testgear to be described is one
0.5

Not to scale

Fig. i a

of those things which, once you've got it, you wonder

how you ever did without it. As a look at Fig. 3
will show, it is a transistor version of that old

faithful, the valve -voltmeter. It can, as they say, be
knocked up in an evening, and may be built literally
out of the junk -box, without the usual premise that

DIODE CHARACTERISTIC

your " junk " includes half the stock of Lisle St.
The unit can be used to measure signals from low
audio frequencies up to the normal HF band
frequencies ; it reads RMS values, and may be backed

off from any reading to zero, a very useful feature
when

investigating

the performance

of

resonant

circuits, since a small voltage change in the face of a
large standing voltage is not easy to detect by normal
Fig. i b: BACK TO BACK PROTECTION FOR METER

means, and thus the position of the true resonance
may be missed.

SI switches the frequency range from AF to RF

RI

by connecting Cl in parallel with C2. This is necessary

-4\4Di

Fig.1c> PROTECTION OF VOLTMETER USING ZENER DIODE

Fig. 1. How the diode characteristic, at A, can be used for
meter protection, at B and C, as explained in the article.
Typical values are : R1, 210K, h.s.; R2, 90K, h.s.; M, 500 µA
f.s.d.; diodes, OAZ208. In Fig. IC, these values would be
suitable for an 0-100v. range on the meter.

most practical purposes. No values for the components are given since these must be chosen to
suit the meter and the voltage it is required to
measure, but the C -R time constant must be much
longer than the period of the applied signal. Again,
using germanium diodes, these types of meter can be
used for RF measurements. Silicon devices are also
used in this type of circuit, with their advantages of
low leakage current and low temperature coefficient.
A meter to measure peak -to -peak voltages is
shown in Fig. 2(C), and, for the same reasons, no
values are given. Remember, however, the warning

because C2 on its own would present too high an
impedance at audio frequencies, and Cl does make
the input time constant rather long ; however, at AF
this is not usually important, although ten seconds
or so should be allowed to elapse before reading
the meter when CI is switched in. It was felt that to
overcome this slight snag would take the instrument
out of the " simple, inexpensive, portable, selfcontained " class in which it is supposed to be.

Another fault which has not been rectified for the
same reason is that the reading must be backed off
to zero when changing scales, but surely the trouble
involved in that is negligible. S2 is the range switch.

As is the author's habit, this design is intended
purely as a specimen, and readers are left to modify
and improve the circuit as required. Hence, only three

ranges are shown, increasing in decades, although this

may be unsuitable for some requirements, and a
1, 3, 10, 30 . . range may be preferred. TR1 may
be any LF transistor, but should have a fairly high
.

current gain if the optimum sensitivity is to be
realised. Biasing is done via R4, and the no -signal
drain of the unit is very low. R6 is the backing -off

CI

Fig. 2a: MEAN VALUE BRIDGE VOLTMETER.

Fig. 2b: PEAK READING VOLTMETER

Fig .2c: PEAK -TO -PEAK VOLTMETER

Fig. 2. In sketches A, B and C are shown voltmeter circuits, explained in the text. In the case of Fig. 2A, all series resistance must
be at position R, and no resistance put in series with the meter itself. Meter ranges can be considerably extended by the proper use
of semiconductors, in that DC instruments can be adapted for AC measurements.
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all its ranges, and a calibration chart drawn.
Alternatively, the perfectionist might rescale the
meter.

Signal Generator

We turn our attention now from methods of

measuring signals to methods of generating them,

and consider first the production of audio signals.
The applications of audio oscillators include : Testing
the response of amplifiers, modulators, and IF
amplifiers ; generation of standard tones, e.g. the

RTTY " mark " and " space " signals ; and use as
bridge sources and Morse practice oscillators.
No mention will be made of L -C audio oscillators,

Fig. 3. Circuit for a sensitive Transistor Voltmeter, on the
principle of the valve voltmeter, as described in the text, with
values in the table below.

since the accent in this series is on simplicity and

Table of Values

for L -C circuits present too much of a problem to
warrant their inclusion. The first type of oscillator to
be described is the Wien Bridge, a circuit which

Fig. 3. Circuit for a Transistor Voltmeter
Cl

C2

RI
R2
R3

R4
R5
R6

10 14F
0.1 i/F

= 0-1 mA f.s.d., m/c

68,000 ohms*
680,000 ohms*
6.8 megohms*
270,000 ohms
1,000 ohms
I0,000 -ohm,

log.

Si,M
S3 = DPDT toggle
S2 = SP 3 -way, wafer
By I,
By2 = 1.5v. (U2)
DI
SX644(Mullard)**
TR I = 0071,
0072,
0C44,

potentiometer

or any

Pu-P- Inc

Notes: *Resistors RI, R2, R3 adjusted for correct values
during calibration. **If Range 3 is omitted, any diode

such as 0A10, 0A81 or 0A91 may be substituted.

control described before, and offsets the standing
current in TRI.
The construction of the unit is at the reader's
discretion ; the writer put his together in a Lektrokit
cabinet (due to his incompetence at metalwork) and
built the circuit on Veroboard, with the two batteries
mounted in Terry tool clips. (If the cardboard is
removed from the batteries, and the clips are bolted
to the board, battery connection is simplified.) The
meter used was a 0-1 mA, three-inch instrument, but
a more sensitive type might be preferred.

Calibration is carried out using a mains transformer and a multimeter. Of course, if a calibrated
oscilloscope or another valve voltmeter are available,

then calibration at AF and RF becomes straightforward, but in general this happy state of affairs
does not occur. In this case, calibration must be
carried out at 50 c/s, and trust be placed in the
fact that the instrument will also be OK at RF. By

availability, and it is felt that the transformers needed

requires care in design

when constructed using

transistors, since the loading effects of the amplifier
part of the circuit adversely affect performance. This
can be overcome by careful design, and the inherently
low input impedance of the amplifier can be increased
to reduce its loading effect. A typical circuit is shown
in Fig. 4.

This oscillator was in fact designed to generate
the 2125 c/s signal for the author's RTTY system.
and a similar circuit was used for the other standard
frequency of 2975 c/s. The calculated frequency is
given by the relationship :

1

f=
2e 4,/ (C3.C4.R4.R9)

and the circuit does, in fact, oscillate at about this
frequency. Since R4 = R9, and C3 = C4, this formula
simplifies to :
1

f=
2tr

(C3.R4)

The values of R3 and R4 have been chosen with
the DC conditions in mind, and therefore, if it is
required to vary the frequency of oscillation, the
values of the two condensers should be changed to
suit. The values of the other two capacitors should

forming a low -resistance potential divider with close
tolerance resistors across various windings of the

transformer and using the multimeter to read the
overall voltage, the instrument can be calibrated over

Table of Values
Fig. 4. Fixed Frequency Wien Bridge Oscillator

CI = 2

;IF

C2 = 10 uF

C3, C4 = .015 isF

RI = 27,000 ohms
R2, R4,
R9 = 4,700 ohms
R3 = 33,000 ohms

R5

R6

R7
R8
TR1,

1,000 -ohm

potentiometer
1,000 ohms
8,200 ohms
3,300 ohms

TR2 = 0071, or any
equivalent

Fig. 4. Another useful item of test equipment for the amateur

bench -a fixed -frequency Wien bridge oscillator.
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I

o -18 volts

1C11

R9

Ri

R6

Output

R12

R2

C9

O

Fig. 5. A variable -frequency Wien bridge oscillator, some points about which are brought out in the text. A very useful frequency
coverage is given by this circuit, all values for which appear in the table.

be adjusted at the same time, their values being
inversely proportional to frequency, but these are not
so critical as the values of C3 and C4-so the nearest
preferred value may be taken. The circuit has been
designed to have good DC stability, and AC feedback
is provided by R8, which has been left un-decoupled,
to give a more constant amplitude of oscillation. R5
also alters the level of AC negative feedback, and
is used to adjust the conditions for maximum
amplitude consistent with minimum distortion. The
capacitors may be reduced to a much smaller value
if RF operation is required, but it will be necessary
to replace the transistors by high -frequency types such
as 0C45's.

A natural development of this circuit is to make
the frequency of oscillation variable over a wide
range, and this has been done in the circuit of Fig. 5.

The spectrum 20 c/s to 20 kc is covered in three
ranges,

by

switching condensers,

with

the

two

resistors which complete the frequency -determining
network being made variable, to tune over each range.
The fact that the circuit is much more complex is
unavoidable, since the DC conditions are varied by

Table of Values
Fig. 5. Variable -Frequency Wien Bridge Oscillator

Cl, C4 =
C2, C5 =
C3, C6 =
C7 =
C8, C9,
CIO =
C11 =
RI =
R2 =
R3 =

R4 =

R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RIO

.01 µF.

0.1 µF

1µF
25 µF, 25v.
50 µF, 25v.

RII,

100 µF, 25v.

510 ohms

= 100 ohms

potentiometer

lin.

10,000 -ohm

potentiometer,
ganged R4

Si = 2 -pole
wafer
TR1,
TR2 = 0071, or
TR3 = 0072, or

lin.

10,000 -ohm

potentiometer
ohms,
as
series limiter R4

R4A = 470

3 -way,

similar
similar

instrument, thermistors would be used to replace part

of the resistance of some resistors in the circuit, to

give stability against changes in temperature, but since

these are components not usually found in junk boxes, this measure has not been taken.

Note that the circuit

is

largely direct -coupled.

This eliminates difficulties which might arise from
phase -shifts

frequency, and the circuit is required to oscillate over
a wide range. In order to overcome these difficulties,

required, with the proviso

to the tuned circuit. In order to get the required

= 680 ohms
= 2,200 ohms
= 680 ohms

R13 = 1,000 ohms
R12 = 5,000 -ohm

6,800 ohms

,the two variable resistors R3, R4 when changing

the input impedance of the amplifier must be made
very high, and it will be seen that a compound
emitter -follower is used to achieve this-an arrangement which presents a load as high as 500 kilohms

= 10,000 ohms
= 2,200 ohms

in

coupling condensers.

The upper

frequency limit of the circuit may be increased if
that higher -frequency
devices may be necessary if the frequency is pushed

up too much. The output across R12 is about one
volt RMS, and loads of less than one kilohm should

not be applied, or the output waveform will
distorted.

If

an

oscilloscope

is

available

be

the

phase -shift of 360 degrees, the output must be taken

from the collector of TR2, so this transistor is not,

frequency can be checked by comparison with the
50 c/s mains, using Lissajous Figures. The circuit

strictly speaking, a pure emitter -follower ; however,
when compounded with TR1, the combination does

may also be used as a low -frequency crystal
oscillator, by removing the two tuning capacitor

present

sections (C1 -C3 and C4 -C6) and R6 and connecting
the crystal between the junction of R8 and C7 and the

the needed input impedance. RI and R2

constitute a low -impedance potential -divider, and in

the face of the high impedance seen into the base
of TR1, changes in the resistance of R3 and R4 are
negligible, DC -wise. R6 and R7 provide negative
feedback to stabilise the output amplitude, as does
R10 in the emitter of TR3. In a more professional

base of TR1. The values given for R1, R2. and the
fixed resistor R4A in series with R4 are indicative
only and should be trimmed during initial trials for
optimum waveform
frequencies.

and

performance

at

all
[over
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Fig. 6. A 1000 -cycle phase shift oscillator, capable of a very
pure sine -wave output - see oscilloscope trace.

Table of Values
Fig. 6.

1000 -Cycle

Cl, C2,
C3, C4 = 0.1 AF
CI = 100 p.F,
C6

RI, R2,

- 50 AF,

Phase Shift Oscillator

R4 = 39,000 ohms

RI = 4,700 ohms
R6 = 100 ohms,
w/wound
R7 = 200 ohms
TRI = 0071, or similar

12v.
12v.

R3 = 820 ohms

Output waveform of the 1 kc phase -shift oscillator shown in
Fig. 6, as taken on a Tektronics 545 Oscilloscope with R6
(in Fig. 6) adjusted for the highest output frequency. The
'scope settings were for lv./cm. in the vertical and 500 aSec./
cm. in the horizontal.

test equipment using semiconductors, and will deal
with the generation of RF signals (including a simple
but efficient modulated signal generator), grid -dip

oscillators (a misnomer in this case!), and simple
UHF oscillator circuits using one tunnel diode.
Wobbulators, absorption wavemeters and square -wave
generators will also be discussed.

Phase -Shift Oscillator Design

From Wien Bridges, we turn our attention to
another circuit of the R -C type, the phase -shift
oscillator, or, as it is sometimes called, the ladder
oscillator. This latter name arises from the fact that
the frequency of oscillation is

May, 1964

determined by a

ladder network of resistors and capacitors, as shown

Take Care - HT Can Kill
rfs

in Fig. 6, which is the circuit for an oscillator of
this kind operating at a frequency of 1 kc-a useful

-37

standard.

If R1, R2, and R3 are all made equal, and this
value is called R, and similarly if Cl, C2, C3 are all
equal to C, then it can be shown that, theoretically,
the frequency of oscillation is given by:

f=

1

2ir6.CR
However, the input and output impedances of the
amplifier used modify this value somewhat. It can
also be shown that the amplifier must have an effec-

tive gain of at least 29 to sustain oscillation, so
TR1 should have a current gain in common -emitter

configuration of at least 50, to allow for losses in

the matching of the frequency -determining network
to the amplifier. As before, the values of the ladder
components

can

be

altered

to

give

different

frequencies, and transistors with a higher cut-off
frequency may be needed to produce the necessary
gain at higher frequencies. R6 is used to trim the
waveform for optimum amplitude and minimum
distortion; it also alters the frequency by about
10%.

The next article will conclude the treatment of

". . he will fiddle with the thing when it's on ..."

More than 80% of U.K. licensed amateurs are regular readers of " Short Wave Magazine "
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VERSATILE AERIAL TUNING
UNIT

2 gang 200ppF
per section

143
Single section
100).ipF max.

2 gang 200ppF
per section

TO SUIT VARYING AERIAL/
FEEDER CHARACTERISTICS
L. E. PROFAZE (G3KAB)

MANY components of Government surplus origin
are retained in the hope that eventually they will
be used-but so often this intention is frustrated
because, having been designed for a specific function,

they are not always entirely suitable for the task on
hand, or they may be rejected in favour of a comTransmercial product of more modern design.

0 a Insulated terminal

Fig. 1. As explained in the text, each component of the ATU
is separately terminated, so that circuit arrangements as
shown in Fig. 2 can be achieved.

mitting variable condensers are typical of these

" white elephants " and the object of this article is to
suggest one way of employing them.

There is a constant need, both by the SWL and

the transmitting amateur, for aerial tuning units
(ATU) and it is often necessary to use different

circuits to suit the aerial feed impedance; and when
band -changing, or when, carrying out experiments,
it is a matter of deciding whether to have a number
of units, each designed for a particular set of conditions, or one with wide -range characteristics. The

Notes on ATU circuits, Fig.2
CIRCUITS

A&B

Series tuned for use with I wave end -fed

The inductance can be varied
in (A) by using the sliding contact to
aerial.

short out part of the coil while the input

is by way of the fixed tapping points.
The sliding contact is used in (B) for the
input.
CIRCUIT C

Parallel -tuned for use with high impedance

feed point, such as a half -wave end -fed
wire. The sliding contact is used for the
input connection.
CIRCUIT D

The same circuit as C but with the aerial
connected to the sliding contact and the
input via the fixed tapping points.

CIRCUIT E

The aerial tapping point is selected here
by means of two independently adjusted
variable condensers.

CIRCUIT F

A quarter -wave section, often known as
the L -match. This is very useful for
matching a low -impedance source to a
high -impedance load, such as a half -wave
end -fed wire. The continuous tapping

is made to vary inductance by shorting
out part of the coil. For frequencies

including and above 7 me it may be

necessary to use quite a small value of
capacity, or at least a condenser having

a very small residual capacity - hence the
third, single -section, condenser seen in
the photograph overleaf.
CIRCUIT G

The pi -coupler.

Fig. 2. With the ATU as described and illustrated, these aerial
tuning circuits can be used with either transmitter or receiver.
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piece of equipment described here
is a compromise in that it is merely

a collection of components conveniently

mounted,

and

each

furnished with a simple means of
inter -connection so that circuits
can be set up as required.

In the arrangement shown in
the photograph a plywood base
with a duralumin front panel
supports three surplus -type variable
condensers and a continuously

tapped coil. Each is provided with
insulated terminals to serve all

connecting points-for instance, a

two -ganged

condenser has a
terminal for each set of fixed plates

and one for the moving plates,
while each end of the coil and its
sliding
contact
terminated.

are

similarly

Component Arrangement
The terminals of the condenser
fixed plates are placed in pairs on

the baseboard so that a copper

shorting strap, carrying a terminal

and seen in the foreground, can
be used to connect the sections in

parallel. They can be used individually or with both in series in
which case the working voltage

will be equal to twice that of a

single section at half the capacity.
The first set of diagrams on
p.143

shows

the

theoretical

symbols of the individual com-

The aerial tuning unit described by G3KAB, using surplus condensers and a tapped
coil. Each of these components is separately terminated (see Fig. 1) and with this ATU
the circuit configurations shown in Fig. 2 on p.143 are possible, taking care of many
aerial feed situations.

ponents with terminals indicated,
while the second set of diagrams
suggests possible ATU circuits.
There are two input sockets on the front panel.
One is furnished with a short flexible lead so that

connection can be made to the coil by means of a
screwed brass sleeve (extracted from a moulded
plastic terminal block) to one of several tapping points

It might be an idea if several operators

available.

in a club co-operated with the supply of parts so that
for field day activities several such units are available to be drawn upon as required.

composed of short lengths of thick copper wire
soldered to selected turns at one end of the coilsee photograph. The other flexible lead permits connection elsewhere according to the demands of the
particular circuit to be used.
All leads, including those exclusively for earth-

ing purposes (which are formed from lengths of coax
outer braiding) have spade ends to facilitate connection to the terminals. The bracket which supports
the end of the coil is a convenient point for a heavy
duty terminal with large knurled knob for the main
earth lead.
The equipment, as shown, was originally designed
for use with a portable station hence its rather rudi-

mentary appearance, but it could equally well be
made up in more elegant form for the permanent
station. It is doubtful whether any reproduction of

this unit will follow exactly the pattern shown as its
composition depends entirely upon the components

SINGLE -COPY ORDERS

Readers in outlying parts, where there may be

difficulty in getting SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE regu-

larly. are reminded that if they send us a postal
order for 3s. 6d. on the Tuesday before the Friday

of publication

(always the

first

Friday of the

month) a copy can be posted to arrive by that day.
REPORT FROM A READER
" I have taken SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE for veiy

many years and have built quite a number of circuits
from various articles, which have worked very well.

I enclose my callsign for the New QTH page, and
might mention that my licence was issued on my

34th birthday - a good reminder date for the
renewal,

I

would

Rhondda, Glam.

say."-GW3SUH,

Ynyshir,
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ONE-MAN CRANK -OVER MAST
raise

FOR HEIGHTS UP TO 40 FEETDESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONSIMPLE MATERIALS

lower

B. TAYLOR (G3HWO)

VERY amateur who uses a beam or Quad, finds
-1-eit rather disconcerting that one cannot lower, or
raise, the mast without assistance if any alterations
are needed to the system. During the period when
ten and fifteen metres were open, the writer found
himself having to depend on outside help to assist
with the mast in order to work on the beam.

The set-up described in this article is in use at

Hoist
wire

Mast
2" tube

lamps

30-40ft

the writer's QTH, raising and lowering a 33ft. x 2in.
alloy mast carrying a TA-33Jr. beam. Also, a similar
mast design is used at another amateur's QTH, with
a 35ft. mast and a Tri-band Quad.

60°

All the parts can be obtained from the local

metal -scrap and timber yards. The piece of main
timber at G3HWO is 15ft. long, 10in. wide and 3in.

thick. Of course, heavier timber can be used if
necessary, and the dimensions given are about the
minimum for a 30ft. to 40ft. mast. The timber post
was put into the ground to the depth of 2ft. 6in.,

Pivot
(raise /lower only)

Diagrammatic layout of the crank -over mast. A, 2 -in. pulley,
about 8 ft. from top in 30 ft., on swivelling flange to allow for
mast rotation ; B, 3 -in. pulley ; C, hoist wire anchorage ; D,
crank arm, about 3 -in. by 3 -in. by I -in. steel, 41 ft. long ;
E, 8 -in. diam. winch with wide flanges ; F, timber stand or

main post, 15 ft. long by 5 ins. square ; G, -in. stranded
galvanised hoisting wire; H, foot of timber stand, 21-3 ft.
into concrete base ; J, footing for mast rotation.

bedded in a concrete base, the mix being about 3
parts ballast to one of cement. Some kind of wood
preservative should be used
timber which goes into the

on the part

of the

ground-the writer
creosoted his and the post has been in for seven
years.

Crank Arm

The crank arm is of steel and is bolted to the main post at an
angle of 60°. The dimensions given in the diagram may be
varied -a higher post or a longer crank arm - but are about
the minimum for raising a 2 -in. mast 30ft. long carrying a
Quad. The load can, of course, be started well on the way by

using a step -ladder at the rest position.

The metal arm for leverage is steel and should
not be less than 4ft. 6in. long, 3in. wide, and Bin.
thick-again, these are the minimum dimensions.
At one end of the arm, about 3in. from the end,
a pulley is fixed, this being not less than 3in. in
diameter, and having a centre spindle not smaller
than 2in. dia., with a deep groove.
The fixing of this pulley is by having a bolt
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through arm and pulley, the bolt extending half an
inch beyond the pulley. A hole should be bored
through the bolt to take a strong split pin, to keep
the pulley on the bolt ; and include some washers.
Another hole is drilled in the arm about one inch
from the outer edge of the pulley, this serving as an
anchor point for the hauling wire. Two holes can
be bored at the opposite end to secure the arm to
the wood post. The arm is fixed to the post at an
angle of about 60°.
Split -type clamps, having a ball centre of 2in.
inside diameter, allow the mast to rotate. The reader
may have his own ideas on the type of clamp he
should use.

The winch was also picked up at the local metal
scrap yard. The flanges of the winch are 8in.
diameter, and the gap between flanges is 3M. A
ratchet system is attached to the particular winch
obtained, so that

the mast can be held in

any

position during the operation of raising or lowering.
The reader could no doubt design his own winch to
suit his requirements, even if something suitable
cannot be found. The wire used for hauling up the

mast is the type sold by hardware dealers as XYL
It is usually 6 strand galvanised, and
is flexible and very strong. The pulley on the mast
should be positioned about a quarter of the length
down from the top. This pulley is the sheath type,
made of galvanised iron, and is as obtainable from
clothes -line.

The winch for hoisting the mast in the G3HWO crank -over
design. The lever opposite the handle is to give additional
purchase. The winch was picked up in a scrap yard and has

a ratchet for locking against the load.

hardware stores, or Woolworths.
Operation

The mast during the operation of raising and

lowering is pivoted on a loose bolt, inserted through

a hole in the mast and the post, with a nut on to
prevent it from coming out. The position for the

pivoting hole is a matter of choice, the writer's being
5ft. from the ground level.
Lowering is quite simple : The clamps are dismantled, and if any guy wires are used, those which
would restrict the mast from being lowered are
released, and any which will fall with the mast are
left in position, so that when the mast is raised
again these guys will already be there.
During the operation, the pivot bolt keeps the
mast from swaying about, also at the same time the
lifting wire keeps it steady. When the operation is
completed, and the mast is vertical, it can be locked
with the pivot bolt to prevent high winds from wind milling the beam. Time of operation is usually
about 15 minutes, as against a couple of hours when

using extending ladders and depending on outside
help.

INTERESTING MERGER
The

firms

of

Mullard Equipment,

Ltd.

and

Research & Control Instruments, Ltd., have joined

forces to form one company, to be known as the
M.E.L. Equipment Co., Ltd.
Base arrangement of the G3HWO crank -over mast. The bolts
lock the mast against windmilling of the beam head and by
changing their position the mast, and hence the beam, can be
rotated.

All existing customer

links and the products of both companies will be
preserved. The new Company will operate from
the existing Mullard Equipment headquarters at
Manor Royal, Crawley, Sussex.
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WHAT SOME READERS THINK
OF " SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE "
From time to time we circulate a questionnaire to direct subscribers. They are simply
asked to say, under various headings, what their interests are, what they think about
the Magazine, and whether they are agreeable to having their views published. The
selection of replies given here, from the questionnaire sent out during the last four

months, is strictly in proportion to all the answers received-about ten times the
number of comments we can print in the space available.-Editor.

" I am an SWL just interested in radio and find
most of the articles are too technical for the average
beginner. The Magazine is in general very good but

is not technical enough.
Perhaps you could reduce the space on VHF, Mobile
and Clubs."

Short Wave Magazine

Ahmed Ebrahim, AP2AD, Lahore.

most articles are of more interest to the licensed
amateur than to

the man able only

to follow

practical circuits and layouts."
W. Owens, Crewe, Ches.

" As a licensed amateur and a professional radio

engineer I would like to see the SWL items cut.

" As a post-war amateur, I think far too much
space is given over to SWL activities and not enough

to Clubs. My subscription for the current year is
not being renewed due to the fact that I find
insufficient articles to interest me alone."

The Magazine is not technical enough. I have seriously

J. E. Alban, G3JEA, London, W.10.

thought of discontinuing my subscription but I have
decided to try another six months before making a

" Speaking as a professional radio engineer and a

final decision."
J. S. T. Haddock, GUS, London, S.W.10.

licensed amateur I approve of the general style of
Short Wave Magazine, and I find the technical
standard OK. The Magazine is generally well

" I am a pre-war SWL and a post-war licensed
amateur. I approve of the general style of Short
Wave Magazine. The SWL articles are not of great
interest to me but they are necessary for beginners.

balanced, with items of good interest."

I have no preference for articles on particular subjects
and I am satisfied with the present topics."

antennas, receivers and converters."

R. H. Dowsett, DL2DO/G3RSV, B.F.P.O.17.

" As a beginner just interested in radio, I fmd
your articles OK but I would prefer more about
C. Wagner, OZ9CW, Copenhagen.

C. J. Morris, G3ABG, Cannock, Staffs.

" As

a

Merchant

Marine professional radio

operator and a post-war licensed amateur I like
Short Wave Magazine. I consider you have struck
a happy medium and I look forward to the Magazine.
Anyway, the XYL finds it difficult to talk to me when
I return after a six- or seven -month trip to a backlog
of SWM ! "
D. Aird, GM3MFE, Anon.

" I am a post-war callsign and was a professional
radio engineer until 1954. I approve of Short Wave
Magazine, though I consider the features ' VHF

Bands' and ' SWL' to be of limited value. The
general technical level is satisfactory. But I speak

for many when I say you have given comparatively
little coverage to the subject of transistors. There is
much scope for experimental work in this fieldone must not be die-hard nor old-fashioned."
K. H. Varney, G3DMV, Hon. Sec.,

Sutton Coldfield Radio Society.

" I am a licensed transmitter, post-war, and

I

do approve of the general style of Short Wave

" Whether you like it or not, Amateur Radio is
becoming more technical. Your Magazine should
follow suit and aim to raise the standards of design,
equipment and operation."
P. W. Fenwick, G3PWF, Gateshead, Co. Durham.

" Though I like the style of Short Wave Magazine,
I think the Editorial should be eliminated ! Otherwise,

the articles are just right, though the bits about DX
worked could be severely axed, with less moans -and -

DX Commentary.' How is G9BF doing
these days-let's hear from him!"
groans in

P. A. Schoral. GW3PFF, Cardiff.

" I like your Editorials-some are very thought provoking."
D. G. Snell, Aldridge. Staffs.

" Although I have not been subjected to the

experience of interference from Europeans at close
proximity, I find your oft -repeated attacks on some
of other Continental countries rather
distasteful. This is not quite in the amateur spirit."
practices

K. B. Pounsett, VK2AQJ, Queanbeyan, N.S.W.

Magazine. There are no articles I want to see cut or

eliminated, and the general technical standard is
about right. What I like are constructional articles
and gimmicks."

J. C. Bird, G3GIII, Thetford, Norfolk.

" I would like to comment that the standard of

"I

am

sick

to

death

of reading in

DX

Commentary' about the exploits of Gus and the
big -boys. This rat -race does nothing for Amateur

Radio. And how about a real honest look into a
Citizens' Band, all -same U.S.A. If a man wants to
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use radio to talk to his friends and relations, why
shouldn't he ? "
K. C. Kates, G3PHS, Sutton, Surrey.

of AT -station operators
interested in DX ? I read the Commentary,' but the
length could be cut. On the whole your standard is
good, but all the meat seems to come at once. Give
the mixture a better stir !"
" Are

the

majority

B. E. Dean, G3OIX, Harrogate, Yorks.

" As an SWL and a professional radio engineer,
I think Short Wave Magazine is just right."
N. Smith, Stratford -on -Avon.

" I have decided to stop taking Short Wave
Magazine because I find that in trying to get on with

my Radio Course I just haven't the time to read it.
Thank you for all you have done for me in the past."

May, 1964

" Though I approve of the general style of Short
Wave Magazine, I think you should cut Month with
the Clubs' and VHF Bands.' There is far too much

accent on VHF, and I consider that the number of
articles on this subject is excessive."
V. A. Davis, GW30CD, Aberdare. Glam.

" Truly,

a

very

well -orientated

magazine.

It

appears to me that all interests in the short-wave
spectrum should be well satisfied."

S. C. Chapman, PJ2AE/W1HTE, Aruba, Antilles.

" I think the general content of the Magazine

would be hard to improve upon. There are so many
partitions of interest in Amateur Radio that it must
be difficult to do justice to them all. I find the tone
of Short Wave Magazine friendly and the general

style very readable. There is a place, I think, for
the occasional humorous article."

G. Curran, Glasgow.

E. G. Harrison, G3NWT, Sandiacre, Notts.

" In my opinion, your Short Wave Magazine is
one of the few periodicals that give good value for
everybody, with a wide range of technical as well

" Though I like the Magazine, the RTTY feature

should be cut. The technical articles are OK but

as non -technical information."

a series giving a complete description, the circuit

J. L. Green, G3PYF, Trowbridge, Wilts.

" I find the S.W.M. is tending to become more
of a news magazine instead of the much more

preferable balanced semi -technical publication of
previous years."
J. R. Poole, G3MJC, Malvern, Worcs.

" A good magazine-I've been reading

I would like to see more new -equipment reviews and

diagram and full information on modifying, aligning
and repairing the more common surplus receivers,
e.g. AR88, R.107, SX-28, the 18 Set, TCS-12 and the
rest."
D. Ryan, ex-VS6C0/5A3CR, Banbury, Oxon.

" The Magazine is not technical enough-I prefer
articles which are educational."

it for

A. Mothersole, R.A.F., Cyprus.

W. H. Brown, G3NQX, Hoghton, Lancs.

" You have my blessing for the raising of the
sub-I still think we get remarkably good value for

years."

" As a professional radio engineer and a licensed
amateur since 1924, I would like to see all band

money ; keep the old flag flying."

space. Who cares if G3XYZ works John o' Groats,
except G3XYZ. Keep the general style as it is, but
make the Magazine more technical. I have no

because it is a waste of good space which could be

reports eliminated-they are a waste of valuable
preference for articles on particular subjects."
N. E. Read, G6US, Oswestry, Salop.

" I very much appreciate your efforts to make
the Magazine so entertaining topically and technically. I still have my first copies from 1938 and
haven't missed a month since early 1946. Can we
have some more G9BF soon, please ! "

W. G. Johnson, G211JY, Walsall, Staffs.

" I suggest that

DX Commentary ' be cut by

half and that we have `SWL' every month. The
articles are often too technical for me and I think

that space could be given to more important matters
by cutting out uninteresting details about readers and
their thoughts. Notwithstanding that comment, the
Magazine is excellent ! "
J. Irvine, Whitstable, Kent.

" As a professional radio engineer, I think the
technical standard is just OK. What I am interested

in is VHF and the transistorisation of VHF gear."

J. Wright, GW30XU, Brynmawr, Brec.

J. G. Barnes, G3AOS, Hale Barns, Ches.

"A feature I would like to see cut is

SWL,'

devoted to the improvement and instruction of all
SWL's. Though I have been a devoted listener for
16 years and have amassed about 4,600 QSL cards,
the art of SWL'ing is not just logging prefixes but in
self -training

in communication procedure and the

design and construction of equipment."

J. E. Agar, Scarborough, Yorks.

" I have been an SWL for over 40 years and,
as a post-war licensed amateur, I have no fault to

find with Short Wave Magazine."

J. W. Bickmore, G3RHO, Witham, Essex.

" Very good reading all through, but not enough
pages-hi ! "
A. R. Vickers, G3HFM, Knutsford, Ches.

No adverse comment to make because I think

that at present Short Wave Magazine does cater
pretty fully up and down the scale."

R. Miles, G3HPU, Chippenham, Wilts.

We will continue trying to please as many

readers as possible as much as we can!

-Editor
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dissipation problems would not arise.

The main difficulties in a practical installation
are: (i) Overloading of input front end by output

TWO -METRE TRANSPOSER

signal ; and (ii) Spurious mixer products and noise

in the output appearing at the input frequency.
Design for A Transposer

SOME OF THE FACTORS

A practicable arrangement is shown in the diagram
hereunder. For convenience, aerial and circuit
A
impedances are assumed to be 50 ohms.

B. BOWER (G3COJ)

reasonable objective would be to take a 10 µV input

THE writer was interested in the comment on this

topic in " VHF Bands " in the March issue of

Originally, about 1957, it
was thought that for BC a simple mixer, or perhaps
two mixers, plus a linear amplifier giving a watt or
so would be sufficient.
Experiment soon showed this to be unsatisfactory. Linearity was not good enough for sound
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.

and vision to be put through the same amplifier,
and it was necessary to convert to IF and put in
traps, and

filters, sound

so

Similarly with

on.

VHF/FM, the idea of putting Home, Light and
Third programmes through one amplifier did not
last long.
For amateur

working on VHF, it would
undoubtedly be technically possible to design a
two -metre translator (or "transposer," the term

recommended by the E.B.U.) to accept, say, a 50 kc
band centred on 145.9 mc and re -transmit any
signals in

this band over a 50 kc range centred

on 145.4 mc. However, the filtering problem would
be considerable and high -Q coaxial filters would be
needed. Though difficult, they would be quite
possible for someone with a well-equipped workshop
which included a lathe. (Any competent model maker could produce exactly what would be
wanted).

Some idea of the extent of the design problem is
the description of Oscar III in the
February, 1963, issue of QST. However, an earthgiven by

bound transposer for our purpose would be far
easier because: (1) Separate Rx and Tx aerials
could be used, and (2) The power supply and heat

signal and transpose/amplify it to 10 volts, a gain
of 120 dB and a power output of 2 watts. Of course,
the RF output on re -transmit could easily be made
greater, but this would mean that valves would
have to be used, at least in the last stage. Since
stations working through the transposer would be
able to accept a received signal of much less than
10 µV, a 2 -watt output would be satisfactory.
Though at first sight it might appear that for a
London -Manchester

link

transposer

them, giving very good isolation, this has one big
disadvantage: Two complete sets of gear would be
needed, one for each direction. Probably something like a set of stacked dipoles, one for receiving
and the other for transmitting, would be a simpler
answer and an attenuation of about 40 dB between
these sets of aerials might be obtainable.
Experience shows that a transistor RF amplifier
(in the Rx) will stand about 10 mV of unwanted
signal-above this level, cross -modulation gradually
becomes appreciable. This means that we must
attenuate the 10v. at the transmitting aerial by
60 dB ; since 40 dB of this would be given by the
aerial separation, we must find a filter which, while

attenuating 20 dB at 145.4 mc, will pass 145.9 mc
with negligible loss-a fairly tall order !
For this, a half -wave open -wire line short
circuited at one end is a possibility, though actually
it must be several +-waves long to get a sufficiently
rapid change of reactance with frequency. A length
Outgoing signal

V 445.9 mc

145.4 me
± 25 ko

TWO.M ETRE TRANSPOSER

± 25 kc

10volts

10pV

RF/Mixer

Filter

rL

the

back-to-back with a wire -mesh reflector between

Incoming signal

Band Stop

(with

located, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of Rugby)
the aerial system could consist of two Yagis placed

IF

IF Amp

Filter

10dB
gain

60dB

30).N

Mixer

Noise

Trap

r\,

30mV

+ 2Skc
135.2 mc

Osc

2 watts

Band Stop

Amp

Filter

40dB

145.9 mc

10dB
gain

10.7mc

45.4mo

± 25kc

Linear

V

± 25kc

434 7mc
Osc

Block schematic of the two -metre receive/retransmit unit as suggested by G3COJ, and discussed in his article. The main design
problems revolve round the system of filters and traps required to separate two channels in close frequency proximity - however,
it can be done, and the whole transposer, as a ground -borne device, would be a good deal simpler than the " Oscar III " project.
The design by G3COJ proposes 50 kc bands, with an incoming signal of 10 microvolts at 145.9 mc re -radiated as a 2 -watt signal on
145.4 mc. Operation could be automatic unattended.
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Editorial Note: As the foregoing is an
authoritative comment proving the point

of coax, however good, is not good enough because
of dielectric losses. The right answer is a high -Q
copper -pipe structure, and is quite practicable.

made in the March issue of the Magazine,
the next step would appear to be to invite
the co-operation of a group of readers

Another design factor would be some form of
AGC, to prevent the transposer being overloaded

able and willing to design and construct

by strong signals, e.g. a mobile parked underneath it.

the equipment. While we would be happy

ConclusionFrom this study it is evident that a two -metre
transposer

technically

is

The

feasible.

to give assistance, the work would by its
nature be largely a labour of love in the

biggest

public

problem might well be in finding a suitable site, and
arranging for regular maintenance.

TRANSMITTER FOR SEVENTY
CENTIMETRES
PRACTICAL DESIGN FOR
UP TO TEN WATTS RF OUTPUT
THE circuit here is of a 70 -centimetre transmitter
designed by G3NNG and shown in the February

issue of QAV, of the Harwell (A.E.R.E.) club
group. Capable of an output of 8-10 watts on

432 mc, the DET-24 is in a resonant cavity, details
of which are given in Fig. 2.
In some notes on the circuit, G3NNG makes

the following points : All earthy pins should be
soldered direct to chassis, and the wiring kept short
and direct. The first A.2521 could be replaced by

an E18OF with only a slight reduction in output.
A good screen should be soldered across V3 and
R4

R2

C4

C7

El
Ci

Li

VIA

R6

r

R7

C45

Cl/

1-1
.3 L2
G

May, 1964

interest.

If this co-operation is

forthcoming, a survey could be started for

a site and a guardian.

V4 sockets to isolate inputs from outputs. In the
case of V4, the screen forms part of the trough for
L5.

RF chokes must be used as specified, and both

heater leads of V3 and V4 need to have chokes

wound to the dimensions given for RFCI ;
similarly, the heater side of V5 has chokes as

specified for RFC4.

Grid drive is controlled by R11, and is set for
maximum output at anode currents up to 12 mA ;
about i-watt of drive should be available for the PA.
The DET-24 grid is mounted in a brass ring
which is insulated from chassis by mica or melinex
sheet to form the decoupling capacity C21. Care
must be taken to
mechanical strain is

ensure

that

no excessive
valve in its
mounting, or the glass -metal seals may break. The

placed on the

key to the construction of the cavity is given with
Fig. 2.

G3NNG reports that this neat design has been
in use for about 18 months with reliable and most
satisfactory results - indeed, all who may have
220%
300v Mod

RIO
R42

RFC2
COIF.

40w RF

1-11 CI9
RFC4

72mc

L cav

V5

216 me

.1.C47

6

V4

5

432 mc

8mc

3

4

V4

VS

a
RFC

5

URFC

k
9

VI , 12AT7

V2 E 480F

V3 -V4 A2524

Fig. 1. 1. Circuit of the 430 mc transmitter design by G3NNG, with a DET-24 in a cavity resonator (see Fig. 2) as the straight -driven
PA, V5, capable of up to 10 watts RF output. Note that modulation is applied simultaneously to the anodes of driver and amplifier.
This has been a particularly successful 70 -centimetre Tx design for the Harwell club group, having won them three 430 mc contests
during 1963. Note that in this circuit V3 should also be shown as taking heater chokes.
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worked the Harwell group on 70 cm. field day
occasions will have heard this particular trans-
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300v

L cav

Mod.

mitter, which won the A.E.R.E. boys three 430 mc
contests during 1963. So it does work !

MI

Table of Values
Fig. 1.

Cl, C19
C2, C3
C4, C7,
C8, C9,

Circuit of the G3NNG 70 cm Transmitter

RI = 12,000 ohms
R2, R7 - 4,700 ohms
R3, R5 = 33,000 ohms
R4 = 1,000 ohms
R6 - 22,000 ohms
R8, R13 - 100 ohms
R9 - 120 ohms
RIO = 2,200 ohms
RII = 5,000 -ohm drive
potentiometer
R12 = 8,200 ohms

.001

47 ttp.F

CII,C13,

C15, C16,
C18
C5, CIO,

C14, C20
C6
C12
C17
C21
C22

RF

.005

14F

2-8

AuF, tuning

trimmers

22 gpF

tank tune,
Fig. 2

C22

V1B = 12AT7
V2 = EI8OF
V3, V4 = A.2521

see

TT

-Th

V5 = DET-24

GM

DE T 24

Chassis

31/24 i. d.

TABLE OF COIL DATA
diameter, slug -tuned.

24 mc: 18 turns 26g.,

LI

IL

V IA-

220 AAP'
100 i.,AF

see Fig. 2

37/8A'

L2
L3

- 72 mc: 4 turns 20g., 4 -in. dia. by 4 -in. long.
up from cold end.
- 216 mc: 14 turns 20g., }-in. dia., tap

IA

dia., with 4 -in. anode lead.
- 216 mc: One turn 20g.,
Tap 4 -in. from cold end.

IL

L5

-432 mc: 51 -in. length of 4 -in. dia. copper rod in one -inch
square trough; HT tap 2 ins. from anode.
- Link, L5: Hairpin 14 -ins. long by +-in. wide, 20g., placed

GM

Grid Mounting, lfin. diameter brass ring

TT

Tank Tuning, discs of fin. dia. brass on

L6

4 -in. above centre L5.

Lcav - 432 mc Cavity: See sketch Fig. 2.
RFC1,
RFC2,

RFC3 - 20 -in. length of 24g. enamelled, wound to 3 -in. dia. to be
self-supporting.

RFC4 - As RFC1, but 10in. length 24g.
Note: RF chokes as RFC1 also in heaters V3, V4; as RFC4 in heater
V5.

The new Green & Davis 70 -centimetre
converter has two 6CW4 RF stages and
a 6CW4 mixer; the oscillator is a 6J6
into a 1N82A multiplier, and the tunable
IF is 14-18 mc (or to order). Based on
a proven " ARRL Handbook " design,
there is extensive decoupling in the
heater line, this being a prime requirement at these frequencies. The converter is self-contained for power and
the price is 16 gns.

Fig. 2. Cavity Resonator
Inner Line, 1 -in. o.d., with 1/16th-in. wall,
brass or copper.

insulated by one -thou melinex or mica from
chassis, forming C21.

4 BA rod, forming C22.

MI = Mica/Melinex Insulator, 1+-2 thou.

P=

Probe, for taking off RF.

Notes: Construction can be in brass or copper. Anode of DET-24

clamped by disc to line to keep seal cool. Outer cavity 34 ins. inside

diameter by 33 ins. long. PA HT fed to rod fixed to inner line.
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Misce//any
CONTROVERSY-VIEWPOINTSNEW IDEAS, AND GOSSIP

All is not quiet on the western front

.

.

the

ARRL's backing of a scheme for incentive licensing
is regarded either as the best thing that ever happened,
or as a national disaster, according to which papers
you read. QST, the official organ of ARRL, has
carried hundreds of letters in the last few issues; some

back the scheme to the hilt, while others lambast
the League and accuse it of trying to ruin Amateur
Radio in the U.S. CQ, the lively independent, is
in favour of the principle of an Advanced Class
licence, but differs on matters of detail. 73, the rebel,

fairly screams blue murder against the whole idea.

Unfortunately Wayne Green, the Editor of 73, has
published what the ARRL alludes to as " several
items of particularly flagrant misinformation," thereby

" To Choose a Ham:-Run a small sharp knife
or skewer into it, close to the bone. If the skewer

-

comes out clean and has no unpleasant smell, the ham
is good."
(Housewife's Cookery Book)
" Whilst

complacency,

smugness

and

self-

satisfaction have no place in one's make-up as an
amateur, a little self -flattery is not a bad thing,
because if we think well of ourselves we are likely
to do our best to live up to our expectations. Don't
forget the saying If you think yourself a worm,
don't blame people for treading on you! ' "
(" 4S7 Bulletin," Radio Society of Ceylon)

" No good, I'm afraid-the Continentals got a

weakening, if not ruining, any case he might have
had. First he confused the Plenipotentiary Confer-

smell of the DX and now we've all had it. That chap

ence, Geneva, 1965, with a high -frequency allocations
conference; then he stated that the FCC would

after all."

announce its decision in March this year (which it
did not plan to do); and thirdly he suggested that
Herbert Hoover Jr., the League's President, intended
to resign this year (which he doesn't). Even if one
has a strong case, it doesn't help to present it in a
hysterical and abusive manner . . . when one has
an extremely dubious one, even more care is needed.
The " debate " continues . . .

A correspondent who wishes to remain unidentified
(and we don't blame him) writes as follows: " If

this Radio Caroline thing can get away with it,
what's to stop an amateur rowing or sailing out

beyond the three-mile limit with a boat full of highpowered gear ? " We don't know " what's to stop

it," but we do not, on the whole, advise anyone to

A small boat with a big generator, a lot of
gear and a reasonable aerial system aboard might
prove a bit of a handful
and unless the amateur
in question contemplated running something over a
try.

.

.

.

kilowatt, he would probably do better from the comfort of his own home.

-

A GM3 is thinking of taking advantage of the
Beeching axe by making an offer for a redundant
lattice signal tower on which to mount his beams.
The base lever could no doubt be arranged to change
from vertical to horizontal polarisation !
(" GM Magazine," Radio Club of Scotland)

who said that the British were the only nation in
the world who would form a queue had something

--

(G3-- on 80 -metre SSB)

If you want to be " with -it " these days you have

to know a tremendous amount about radio that is
not technical at all. For instance, a few thousand
valve

and

transistor

designations;

innumerable

abbreviations and manufacturers' labels for equipment (such as TA -33, KW -77, HX-50, DX -40 and
so on); and then you run into the fanciful regions of
Marauders, Apaches, Valiants, Vikings, Topbanders,
Joysticks, Mohicans, Couriers, and so on ad lib. All
these you have to memorise to keep up to date, with

new ones arriving every month. It is quite a feat of
memory, judged by any standard.

---

-

Now a greater menace is with us-the cryptic

labelling, chiefly by American manufacturers-of all

sorts of ancillaries and parts of transmitters and
receivers. By the time you have caught up with

" Nuvistaplug," you are assailed by " Channelator,"
" EVT," " Compreamp " (all to be seen on one page
of February CQ). Try your hand at these, all genuine
and up-to-the-minute :- Cliff -dweller, Aermotor,
Power Inverter, Signal Saver, Instantune, Scotch Master, Re-Setability, Code-O-Matic, Miniverter,
Mobiltrans, Transtenna, Ni-Key, Can -Key, Mor-Gain.

And then there's the other kind of advertisement, of

which one of our favourites is for " Hermetically

Sealed, Precision Ground, Custom Made, Non -Oven
Crystals." But at least you do know, instantly, what
it means.

" In addition to the boys who can never remember

your name and QTH, we now have the characters
who insist on giving you theirs, when you already
know them."

(Letter from G3IDG)

Strangest reason yet heard (but at least an honest
one) for operating almost entirely on CW: " Every

time I go on phone I feel that I'm exposing my
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ignorance to all and sundry. On the key I don't have
time to talk so much, and I also have the feeling that

no one is really listening to what I say except the
fellow I'm actually working." After a bad patch of
listening on the phone bands, one somehow wishes
that many, many more would stay on CW for part
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system is said to be capable of recording signals at
frequencies up to 10 kc, and may even have amateur
applications among the more enterprising.

of the time.
Dr. Robert Fenwick (Stanford University Research

Laboratories) has propounded a theory that signals
may be able to travel right round the world along

SWITCHING THE KEY POSITION

OSCILLATOR OR BUFFER

underside of the ionosphere. He asserts that
" tilts " occur in the ionosphere and can be located
the

on the maps issued by propagation investigators; and
that these " tilts " can be used to give a signal a kind
of double bounce into the round -the -world path.
Higher frequencies than those predicted may be used;
transmission is less vulnerable to interference; and

transmission time over long-distance paths can be

lengthened. The reflections are available over a given

path for a limited time-perhaps five or six hours

e. The DX-er," Northern California)

each day.
During

0

1964

the ARRL celebrates

its

50th

Anniversary, and the January issue of QST includes
an absorbing section dealing with the events of 1914
leading to the formation of the League. The Hartford
Radio Club was born on January 14, 1914, chiefly
with the object of resolving the conflict between

amateurs who used a rotary spark -gap and tuned

helix (" narrow " signals!) and those who connected
a Ford coil across an aerial and earth (an " all -wave "
sending device and undoubtedly the original prototype
jammer). In the chair at that first meeting was Hiram
Percy Maxim, a famous name even then, but destined

to become one of the principal architects of ARRL

and, later, the I.A.R.U. He was also the original
holder of the call 1AW, now immortalised by the
ARRL Headquarters station W1AW.

Something new (to amateurs, at least) in the way
of broad -band amplifiers is described in January
QST. This is described as " an inexpensive high quality amplifier which is reasonably flat over the
range 3.5 to 14 mc and is usable, but with decreasing
output, up to 30 mc." High -impedance tuned circuits

CATHODE
A. J. LLOYD (G3AKY)

D°
you prefer to key the oscillator, or the buffer,
or sometimes wish you could have the option of
With this simple switching method you can

either ?

have the choice, by the flick of a switch.

It also

offers the advantage that you can switch to the buffer
for netting on the VFO.
As this article is meant only to describe the wiring
of the switch, no other than the essential circuitry is
shown; either a DPDT toggle, or a wafer type switch
will do. With the wafer type, a four-way two -pole

can either be used singly, or duplicated to ensure a
good contact.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a double -pole changeover
toggle, in the oscillator and buffer cathodes, the

pecked lines indicating the switch interior connections.

In the first case the RFC to cathode is left open for
keying, with the switch shorting out the 100K loading resistance of the buffer, leaving the normal bias
resistor (shown at 220 ohm, but varied to suit requirements) connected to earth.
Fig. 2 shows the oscillator connected through the
switch to earth, leaving the 100K resistance in circuit
to be keyed out.
The only difference from normal single -valve
wiring is that the oscillator cathode is taken via the
RFC to the contact on the switch, and the junction
of the buffer to the opposite switch contact, with the

two arm contacts taken to the key socket, making
sure that the earthy side is as shown.
Osc.

Buff.

are eliminated by using twelve 6GJ5 tetrodes in
parallel, operating at an input of 600 volts, 1.6 amps.

to give the statutory kilowatt input, and an overall
anode impedance of about 400 ohms. An efficiency
of 60 per cent is described as normal on 3.5 and 7
mc; roughly 45 per cent at 14 mc.
An engineer at Stanford University has developed
an electronic pen recorder with a principle of operation analogous to that of the CRT. The deflection is
applied to the " ink stream " by electrostatically

charged plates, and the ink emerges from a finely

drawn glass tube which is vibrated at 100 kc to break
up the stream into droplets of .002 -in. diameter. The

A simple circuit to change the keying position between the
cathodes of the oscillator or buffer.
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Ron Smith (Manchester) " retires " with a CW
score of 225, being now licensed as G3SVW and
operating on CW only. In his last report to us, he
queries an XC3 and an OB1, both heard on Twenty

NEW READERS, AND OLD READERS LEAVING

WITH A CALLSIGN-QSL's AND THE
BROADCAST LISTENER-DX CONDITIONS-

CW, and asks whether they are pirate or commercial.
We don't know !
Old -Stagers
J. E. S.

Paterson (Hatch End) is an old timer

THE MAY R.A.E.

amongst SWL's, now using a Philco " Tropic " 3741.

READERS of this feature come and go ; we first
meet them as raw novices who don't know what
" HPX " stands for, and who imagine that the fact
that they have heard a DL on Twenty will interest
the great big world outside ! After quite a brief
period, it seems, many of them write to say that they

with 385, and suggests that " VPX " might be a

have just become G3 - - -, and will we please remove

them from the tables as they are going to Another
It all rather confirms the feeling that this
feature is worth while, especially as so many of
these " birds of passage " turn out to be very good

Place.

amateurs who set themselves high standards.
To deal first with the newcomers this month

:-

R. S. Finley (Kenton) is now thirteen, but started
last year with a Japanese RX-60 receiver.

He added

an RF stage, made the wiring more rigid, and now
writes to say that he has heard 153 prefixes on it in
less than three weeks ! So he's on the Ladder
already. A two -metre cascode converter (as described in the September, 1963 issue) is also on the
way.

J. W. Smith (Tunbridge Wells) became interested
only six months ago, and now claims 223 prefixes
and 95 countries - pretty fast going ; his main
interest is 15 metres. R. J. Smith (Littlehampton)
also started about six months ago, but in a rather
big way, with an AR88D ; much of his DX has
been on the same band.
1. E. Hart (Leeds) is fourteen, and his first efforts
have been with a Philips transistor set covering Forty

and Twenty, and, later, a Codar Mini -Clipper for
Eighty ; he, too, joins the ladder with 154.
V. Lear (Wallasey) might be described as both
a joiner and a potential leaver. Although only

fourteen, he takes the R.A.E. in May, and can
already copy 15 w.p.m. on CW.

Graduates
In contrast to the foregoing " joiners," two regular
supporters report that they are " leavers." Roger

Western (Torquay), who occupies the top position
on the CW Ladder, is now licensed as G3SXW. (His
late father was G3LFL and his mother is G3NQD,
so there is a fine tradition to carry on.) Roger
writes: " I found SWL'ing exciting, interesting, in
fact absorbing ; but I now find that operating has
all these qualities to a greater extent, and more
besides." He congratulates R. Hunter (Kenton) who
now takes over the top place on the CW list, and
advises him to watch out for Barry Curnow, a close
friend of Roger's who is determined to get to the
top !

six years old and going strong with a Joystick and
Joymatch ATU Mk. III. He joins the HPX Ladder

better idea, for verified prefixes only-in which case
his score would be 250. And he adds " Good to
read that our SWL's seem to have adopted a saner
attitude to the QSL situation . . . it is an honour to
receive a QSL from an amateur, and a duty to send
a sensible report, if you intend to send one at all."
(But more on this QSL business later.)
H. G. Shaw (Heswall) who has headed the Phone-

only Ladder for a very long time, now makes his
total up to 700 and says that it is time for him to
pull out. " Lots of the boys now competing have
no chance of adding scores and scores of prefixes
no longer in existence-also the search for new
prefixes is making me ignore much of the best
in Amateur Radio, such as listening to old friends."

Too true-just as chasing only the " super -DX "

becomes an obsession among certain transmitting
operators, so the frantic search for " new ones "

can deprive an SWL of much more leisurely enjoyment. Congratulations, then, to SWL Shaw, whose
700 will stand unbeaten for quite a time, we
imagine. He intends to start again, probably with
SSB only.

We could hardly have an older old timer than
F. W. Hattemore, a reader of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
since No. 1, who now writes from Jamaica. Since

arriving there six months ago he has been living
in hotels, with no gear available. However, he
shipped a " complete station " on departure from
the U.K. and this has now arrived. By now he
should be an active SWL once more, and he will
be applying for a 6Y5 call shortly (yes, those 6YA
monstrosities have been put right at last, and 6Y5
is now official). He will be listening for the Top
Band DX, if not taking part in it, next season.
This QSL Business

K. C. Staddon (Stroud) says that he used

to

send out QSL's " willy-nilly," and as a result he got
no replies ; but having learned the hard way he is
now beginning to see the fruits of good reporting,
with cards coming in.
I. A. Cawkwell (Newark) writes " As a newcomer
I

don't know which stations might be glad of a

report-I might receive a station who had complete

knowledge of his range and capabilities who wouldn't
want a report, or send a card back." Too true --a
lot of reasoning and common sense is needed.
Reports are of no real interest to, say, a DX
station who is working strings of G's ; the knowledge

that a British SWL also heard him would mean
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absolutely nothing. The weak station continually
sending CQ's and apparently getting nowhere is far
more likely to appreciate an SWL's efforts. But this

has all been said before.
G8ON (Worksop) writes " Almost every SWL
report I get is completely valueless, often inaccurate,
and always Q5, S9 and please QSL." He suggests
that SWL's who are really listening to a station
should check that the gear he describes to others
does not make the result remarkable. Presumably
if he " comes in like the BBC " he no more needs
a report than the BBC do ! G8ON continues " My
hobby is an escape from fairly onerous office work,
and no one is a friend who sends me back to the
treadmill of paper work even for a few minutes. For
this reason I object even when an s.a.e. is enclosed."

Well, that's plain enough speaking, and obviously
you will make a friend of G8ON by not reporting

mental. And the good ones are better than the bad
ones ! So let's leave it at that.

Fifteen Metres

Several comments come in to the effect that
Fifteen is now a most intriguing band. On one
level it appeals to those whose SSB technique is
not so hot, since it still carries a lot of AM phone ;
on another it is a good band because you can hear
the DX, whether CW or phone, without having to
plough through

masses

of

Central and Eastern

Europeans to get at it,
J. W. Smith (Tunbridge Wells) says " May I plead
with all 15 -metre amateurs who read this to put out
two or three CQ calls at an appropraite time, for I
know many who spurn this band without realising
that all continents can be worked with comparative

E. Paterson had a card back from one G

at some time, most days." He heard such
good ones as CR5SP, AP2NQ, 9Q5HF, 6W8DD,
6YAUC and many others at times when the band

card that is not usual run-of-the-mill stuff I

stuff on Fifteen, although he is dissatisfied with his
results on other bands.

on his signals.
J.

station worded " Thanks report, but suggest 2,000
miles is minimum distance for SWL reports on
15 -metre sigs." But another one says " Nice to get
a
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receive from every SWL."

The only way we can see of summing it all up
is this: Before writing out that card, ask yourself
If I had that particular station and had just made
that transmission, should I be glad if a lot of cards
informed me that SWL's had heard me ? "
Broadcast SWL's

A recent paragraph about non-QSL'ing broadcast stations has fairly infuriated a section of our
readers, who accuse us of writing off broadcast
SWL's as a useless lot of clots ! Not at alllisteners to broadcast live in a very different world
from amateur -band listeners and have their own
problems. To be very proficient in that field you
have got to be something of a linguist, to start with

ease

could have been assumed dead. R. J. Smith
(Littlehampton) is another who heard some good

Club Influence

It's good to see sundry references to local clubs
by some of the keen listeners, and even better to
note that we have not yet come across a disparaging

C. R. Garnham (Stevenage) says that his
" local " has a large number of SWL members, and
that the help and encouragement they have received
from the transmitting members leaves nothing to be
one.

desired.

G. S. Bunting (Birmingham) tells us that he is
developing an interest in VHF portable operation,
mainly because of that kind of activity in his local

-foreign broadcasters, unlike many foreign amateurs,
don't speak pidgin English !
Chris Mitchell (Ewell) says that it is more difficult
to log BC stations in 150 countries than an equivalent
number of amateurs. He listens to both and thinks

that broadcast provides " a far harder and often
more exciting DX medium than amateur -band

listening." T. E. Sloan (Enniskillen) expounds on the
greater difficulty of getting return QSL's from broad-

cast stations, and suggests that such a QSL often
involves one or two hours' listening and perhaps 45

minutes spent writing the report in any language
from Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese to French
or Arabic (whereas an amateur band SWL tears
off a dozen cards an hour by quickly filling in some
blank spaces).

J. Fitzgerald (Great Missenden) makes a point
when he says that broadcast SWL's who deluge the
high-powered stations with QSL requests are regarded
in the same way as amateur -band types who behave
in similar fashion. And this is what it all boils

down to-that SWL's, whether broadcast or amateur,
come in all sizes and shapes, both physical and

When G2BP was near the Needles, in the Isle of Wight, he
found this memorial plaque commemorating the wireless
station established on the site by Marconi for his original tests
across to Poole and Bournemouth in the 1898-1900 period. It
was these results which first proved the feasibility of reliable
radio communication.
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club (Dudley).

Those who read this and don't belong to a club
in their area should start investigating at once. It's
generally safe to say that nothing but good will
come of joining.

May, 1964

thinks Twenty is " in terrific shape for DX." But
he dislikes the phone -patch traffic and suggests " the

tripe that is emitted from some of these offenders
is a bad example to the amateur radio fraternity."
Gil Bunting (Birmingham) is glad to find Twenty

open until 2300 again and has heard lots of good

Generalities

Terry Popham (Exeter) queries the prefix AJ-he
heard AJ6AG working a W. It is one of those
allocated to the MARS network (Military Amateur
Radio Service) at U.S.A. stations spread around the
world, all of whose prefixes begin with " A."
Stewart Foster (Lincoln) points out that UY5's

may now be heard from the Ukraine; and that F5
calls are being issued for the first time in France.
He was very pleased to log XW8AW/BY (China)
and JT1CA during the month. Unusual prefixes
mentioned by Dave Whitaker (Waddington) are
SM/ZC6 and AL9-the latter was used in Algeria,
in between FA and 7X2.
Terry Bucknell (Chesterfield) asks whether /MM's

count at all? Yes, they do, providing their prefixes
are all different. J. R. Eveson (Bromsgrove) has
notched up 192 prefixes with an R.107 (unmodified)
borrowed from his School Signals Platoon-although
he's on the look out for something better.
Terry Popham added 77 prefixes to his total and

HPX LADDER
(Starting January 1, 1960)
PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY
H. G. Shaw (Heswall)
700
A. W. Nielson (Glasgow)
631
R. J. C. Coats (Cowie)
624
D. Douglas (Dundee)
619
R. Hunter (Kenton)
578
D. S. Smith (Stanmore)
514
R. R. Loe (Colchester)
502
S. Foster (Lincoln)
482
B. Curnow (Plymouth)
480
F. Bourne (Plymouth)
450
C. N. Rafarel (Poole)
448
D. A. Whitaker
(Waddington) 447
D. A. Pickup (Preston)
428
K. C. Staddon Stroud)
424
M. Vicent (Cheltenham)
406
P. J. Lennard (Wartling)
398
P. Baxter (Winchester)
394
M. Healey (Horsham)
384
A. F. Huggett
(Lamberhurst) 360
B. Cushing (Whyteleafe)
340
N. J. Summers
(Market Harborough) 319
M. Woollin (Leeds)
315
F. B. Blake (Beaconsfield) 309

T. R. Popham (Exeter)
302
D. Cree (Newark)
284
R. Garnham (Stevenage) 268
A. Stone (Kidderminster) 267

A. F. Roberts
(Kidderminster) 255
P. Etheridge (Hull)
251
J. R. Daws (Leeds)
251
M. A. French (Highbridge) 250

SWL

PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY
G. C. Fermor (Exeter)
226
J. W. Smith
(Tunbridge Wells) 223
P. A. Cayless (Exeter)
221
C. Whaley (Cambidge)
C. G. Ivermee (Reading)

220
219

D. H. Doff (Wallington) 214
J. P. Fitzgerald
(Gt. Missenden) 213
M. J. Gilding (Kenton)
212
T. Bucknell (Chesterfield) 208
P. R. Ball (Sligo)
201
J. L. Pearce (Basingstoke) 196
P. H. Moncaster (Goole) 196
J. N. Eveson (Bromsgrove) 192
C. Cummings (Manchester) 191
A. E. Beales (Clacton)
186

B. J. Turner (Westcliff)

186

Wolton-Carr
(Cambridge) 182
K. M. Duggan (York)
173
C. Read (Hatch End)
167
N. C. Butler (Liverpool, 16) 163
J. E. Hart (Leeds)
154
R. S. Finley (Harrow)
153

CW ONLY

R. Hunter (Kenton)

.

the ups and downs of the same band-sometimes

very little, sometimes cram -full of W stations. He
heard TA4HA and asks whether Turkey is active.
Well, perhaps " active " is not quite the word, but
this station appears to be OK, and might be described
as legitimate but under cover.

S. N. Gall (Old Coulsdon) harks back to that
little discussion on home-brew in the March issue,
and says he has always built his own receivers, the
latest being a double superhet.

He gets more

satisfaction from hearing good DX on his very own
receiver, and

in any case couldn't

afford " £100

plus " for a job which he could build at home for
£20. Just a word to infuriate the phone enthusiasts:

" I listen on CW because phone signals are often too
restricted in frequency response, and because of the

absolute drivel some of them put out." And a final
thought: " What do non -constructor SWL's do when
their receiver breaks down-send it to the local radio
and TV repairer ? "
R. J. C. Coats (Cowie) is right up near the top of

the Phone ladder, but says he hopes to make an

Qualifying Score-I50
SWL

stuff thereon-but " A " levels are slowing him down
now . . J. D. Williams (Winchester) is surprised at

512

B. Curnow (Plymouth)
461
P. J. Lennard (Wartling)
449
C. Thomas (Salford)
368
J. D. Williams (Winchester) 346
K. M. Duggan (York)
320
G. S. Bunting (Birmingham) 242
M. Vincent (Cheltenham)
311
I. Buffham (Spalding)
240
R. P. Smith (Manchester) 225
D. C. Parker (Redditch)
233
M. Healey (Horsham)
223
P. R. Doughty
D. Douglas (Dundee)
157
(Loughborough) 226
I. Buffham (Spalding)
151
(Nom: Listings include only recent claims. Failure to report for two
consecutive issues of " SWL" will entail removal from the table.
Next list, July 1964 issue-deadline, May 29).

entry in the CW section soon. The reason why he
is learning Morse is not far to seek, and he might
well show up as a GM3 - - - one of these days.
Malcolm Healey (Horsham) is another who has
been busy at CW and also constructing some gear for

the great day. He has built a " device " giving
check points on 100 kc, 1 mc and 2 mc, and it
stays on tune with Rugby (MSF) on 5 mc for a whole
day, starting ten minutes after switching on. He

hopes to add 10 kc and 1 kc markers, a VFO and
400 -cycle modulation. (It will be quite a gadget by
then.) Meanwhile, he listens on all bands from
70 cm to Eighty, and even likes Forty !
Eighty Metres SSB

Quite a few of the listeners who prefer their DX
on the more difficult bands have been getting lots
of pleasure from the DX SSB on Eighty, but the
season for that has just about closed. However,
some of the less usual ones heard include K7EUA,

W5MYM and HC8FNN (by B. F. Hughes,
Worcester); YA5A, VP7NS and XEIIL (by M.
Woollin, Leeds); TI2JUC and HK4AB (by Chris

Cummings, Manchester); and many long lists of W's
and run-of-the-mill stations by others.
Barry Curnow (Plymouth) mentions that Roger

Western, G3SXW, already alluded to in an earlier
paragraph, has lost no time in working his first W
station (with ten watts, and ten days after getting his
licence). Barry was glad to be able to send G3SXW
his very first SWL report! Other highlights of the
month were the logging of three new countries on
Top Band-CO2CY. VP7NS and HK4EB, and some
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SWL

continued

very nice DX, including XW8AW/BY, on Forty.
J. R. Eveson (Bromsgrove) says he would like to
see

a " Top Band Counties Heard "

list in

this

feature; and we might well start something like that
towards the end of the summer. John says it was the

local Top Band net which first introduced him to
Amateur Radio-when playing around with an old
commercial receiver he " heard odd people talking."
Just how odd, he's since found out!
John Woodham (Bristol) passes on a message

from 9Q5RK, who wants the word spread around
that he is not interested at all in receiving SWL
reports from countries that he is actually working,
and that he will not reply to them. He adds " I will
go to the trouble of sending one of my cards direct
to an SWL if he reports that he heard a CQ of mine
which was not answered, or if he is in a country that
I have not contacted yet."
Chris Whaley (Cambridge) sends a "potted
history " of his gear:- 1960, home -built TRF
receiver (5 valves) and a 70 -ft. wire; 1961, an R.1155
(an improvement); 1962, a Bendix RA -1B and a new

aerial; 1963, a CX-300/1, and dipoles for Fifteen

per cent) but some of the questions were surprisingly
badly done. The two compulsory questions in Part 1
brought forth interesting comments; Question 1,
about licensing conditions (as always) was far better
answered than the corresponding question in the

previous examination-showing that candidates had
done their homework rather better. But Question 2,
concerning the suppression of spurious emissions in
a PA stage, showed some confusion.

As always, the questions impressed us as being
excellently chosen and completely representative of
what a would-be transmitting amateur should be expected to know. Those who failed, it is felt, did so
entirely through lack of study and preparation, and
would probably not have been a credit to the
amateur fraternity until they had covered the ground
more thoroughly.

And, need we add

it,

good luck to all SWL

readers who are taking R.A.E. this month.

and Twenty; later, a Codar PR.30 preselector; 1964,
a K.W. Geloso converter. Future projects, a ten metre beam, a Q -multiplier, S -meter and product
detector

.

.

.

also a climb up the HPX Ladder, on

which Chris makes a start with 220.
Dennis Boniface (Ripon) says there's been nothing

to report in the DX/TV line during the past few
weeks, but he is all ready to go-with several new
aerials, two TV receivers and a sound -only receiver
for Band I.
M. Vincent (Cheltenham) agrees with the statement that most of the CW QRM on the phone sec-

tions of the bands comes from commercials, not

amateurs. He has not done much DX listening of late,
being involved in the building of a two -metre converter with a 10.7 mc IF.

R. G. Hunter (Kenton) - now at the top of the
CW ladder - thinks the HF-band conditions have
really started looking up. He notes that W6's have
been heard of Fifteen at 2000 GMT - both CW and

phone - to say nothing of shoals of South and

North American stations up to a much later hour.
One -sixty has also been investigated (eight countries

heard in one evening) but SWL Hunter says "the
night -life on this band is not for me."

R.A.E. Coming Up
Entrants for the May sitting for the Radio
Amateurs' Examination should take due notice of the
paragraph on p.87 of the April issue, concerning

the December results. The pass rate was high (76
Correspondence for the next appearance
of this feature, in the July issue,
should reach us not later than May 29,
addressed : " SWL," c lo The Editor,
Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1. Good photographs of

SWL interest are always wanted for

illustration, and are paid for on
publication.

This is the Lustraphone D59/RT miniature microphone/
transmitter, designed to work into the Lustraphone short-

range communication system. It is an exceedingly interesting
piece of apparatus, fully transistorised with the battery in the
housing ; all you do is to hold it, and speak ; it has an automatic
voice -operated gain control. The D59/RT is designed to work
on the 175 mc band reserved for commercial services, and

conforms to the G.P.O. specification for such apparatus.
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RTTY Topics
INCREASING T/P ACTIVITY FIRST RTTY /M CONTACT! OPERATING NEWS NOTES ON KEYER TYPE FSK.2

May, 1964

newcomers helping to swell the numbers. Some
T/P's offered for sale in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
were quickly snapped up and should result in several
new RTTY operators shortly. Sunday is the high activity day and most operation takes place between
3550 and 3590 kc. The test transmissions between

G6CW and G2HIO have proved to be a meeting
point for most of the gang. The tests are intended
to help those who are setting up their equipment
and they are transmitted at both the 50 and the 45.5

baud speeds with a standard 850 c/s shift. From
time to time a further test is run using the narrower
170 c/s shift. These tests commence at 1100 BST.

W. M. BRENNAN (G3CQE)

present on this band include: G2CVV,
G2DSF, G2FUD, G2HIO, G2UK, G3CQE, G3HVB,
G3KOS, G3LLV, G3NAE, G3NRM, G3OBZ,

Those

The March contribution in this series dealt with
Polarised Relays in some detail, and this month

our contributor discusses a new Keyer Unit.
Correspondence

from

readers

interested

in

RTTY is invited, and may be addressed c/o
The Editor.

far as propagation

RTTv activity has never been higher than the
level it has reached during the last few

weeks. Even 15 metres has provided some QSO's
between Europe and North America. In the U.S.A.,
there has always been a reasonable level of T/P work-

ing on 40m. and these days the American amateurs
are putting the 7040 kc spot to good use for working
DX such as FG7, YV, KP4, XE and so on. There

are also signs that some of the European stations

are beginning to dust off this section of their
receiver dials, too. Twenty metres has certainly

been the most active band of the lot, and during

one Saturday afternoon and evening of monitoring
recently there was hardly a five-minute period in

which there was no RTTY signal audible in the
14090-14110 kc section of this band.

G2HIO,

G3NAE and G8DD seem to be the chief representatives of the U.K. on Twenty and G2HIO

reports some excellent QSO's, including a three way

with FG7XT and YV5AWV during which the
signals were stronger than the usual inter -G signals
on 80m. Some of the 20m. stations reported this
month are: ZL1WB, KW6DS, HL9KP, FG7XT,
ZS1FD, ZS6UR, W8BZB / HC2, YV1EM, YV5AWV,
LU1AA, XE1YJ, KP4GN, SVOWN, 5A5TR,
5A3TX, VE2, VE3, VE4, and all W call areas.

Nearer home we have: OY7ML, SM6CSC, I1RIF,
LA6VC,

OZ8US,

DL1VR,

DL1LK,

DL3IR,

DJ4KW, DL4IA, DL4VR, DL9EX, F8KI and
others.

EP2RW (Iran) is also testing some newly -

arrived RTTY gear and should stir up the dust a
little from Asia by the time you read this. The
recent release of surplus

G6CW and G8DD. On the DX side, FG7XT and
YV5AVW have arranged skeds with DL and G
stations for some trial runs on 3620 kc.
Two metres has not been particularly good as

T/P's by the

Danish

Government to their amateurs has resulted in an

overnight increase in the numbers of OZ stations on

this band, and according to OZ8US there are still
more printers to come. On the other hand, the
T/P with which SM6CSC has put Sweden on the

RTTY map had to be sent from the U.S.A. by

W6BZL.

Business has also been brisk on 80m. with some

is

concerned.

Nevertheless,

G6CW (Nottingham) was able to report some very
good QSO's with stations in London, Kent and
Southampton. He is active every evening on RTTY
and SSB around 1900 to 2200 BST on a frequency
of 145.35 mc. Others wielding keyboards on two
metres include G2AFD, G2DZH, G3BPT, G3CRH,

G3GGR, G3LAY and G3MDH. Gradually the
2m. RTTY stations are changing over to the use of
FSK these days and finding it a big improvement
over AFSK. As one correspondent puts it " The
difference is rather like adding another stack to the
beam -at both ends."
It Was Bound To Happen

It has always been a pretty safe bet that one

day someone would come up with a mobile RTTY
QSO and here we have it
WOICS / M has been
working several other W/RTTY stations on 20m.,
using a Tx with an input of 12 watts. These
!

contacts have actually taken place whilst the car
was in motion. Perhaps it is superfluous to add
that the operator was not driving the car as well
as the keyboard. WOICS is on the lookout for
some DX QSO's. What next ? Well a mobile -to mobile contact, of course ! Joking apart, anyone
who has ever casually thought of the problems

involved in using RTTY from a car (the printer
motor supply, the keying supply, the T.U. and its
power supply -in addition to the normal Tx and
Rx set up) will readily admit that this is no mean
feat. This particular "first " has been well earned.

Under the same heading comes another piece
of news from nearer home. For some time now
it has been obvious that as far as RTTY is concerned in the U.K. something has been lacking activity from GW. It therefore comes as no
surprise to learn that plans are afoot to produce
The Nottingham Amateur Radio Club are planning a domestic
DX-pedition to Montgomeryshire during the week
September 12th to 19th this year. Using the call sign GW2HIO, they propose to operate RTTY on
all the HF bands and 2m. Again this venture will
some on a " Do -It -Yourself " basis !
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require a lot of organisation and hard work-the

output from the oscillator is passed to a balanced

Don't Hide That RTTY Gear

(V12 and V10) an L63 and an EF50 respectively.
Any one of four xtals or an external oscillator can
be selected by means of a switch. The xtals are
housed in a thermally stabilised oven. The actual
xtal freqs. are the required output freq. plus 400 kc.
The output from the balanced modulator is tuned

sort that makes a field day look like something of
a rest cure. Nevertheless, if there is one group in
this country with a great deal of RTTY and NFD
experience it is certainly the Nottingham lads.

Most of the older hands on RTTY can recall

just how difficult it was to find T/P's and other

associated gear three or four years ago and how
some machines were then made up from parts
collected from several different sources. In some
cases it took months to get hold of one missing
part even with the full co-operation of other

In actual fact, these early difficulties
had their compensations because it almost became
enthusiasts.

a point of honour to help get another T/P on the
air and this fostered a spirit of mutual help that is
now almost taken for granted in RTTY circles.
These days, the supply situation may appear to be
much easier to those who are fully set up with a
printer

and

tape equipment.

Whilst

there

are

certainly more machines and T.U.'s about, in actual

fact, a little research has shown that the demand
for this gear is such that it appears that for every
such item there are something like three or four
buyers in this country.
Many T/P
operators own more than one printer and in the
main the second machine is hardly (if ever) used.
would-be

If therefore you have any such items lying idle, why
not find them a good home and help to get someone
else on the air ?

Frequency Shift Keyer Type FSK.2

Some U.K. stations have recently been able to
purchase a commercial frequency shift keyer unit,
namely

the

A.T.M.

Type FSK.2

and

also

its

associated power supply unit the FSK.2.2. These
are in fact the companion units (on the transmitting
side) to the now well-known terminal units and
associated gear in the FSR and FSY series. The
FSK.2 is a complete FSK exciter which gives an
output of 4 watts in the frequency range 2 to 6 mc.
The amount of frequency shift is variable from 0 to

1,000 c/s and the degree of the shift in use

is

indicated directly on a meter. With the companion
unit, the equipment is completely self-contained and
requires only a 230v. AC supply and a keying signal
in the 50 to 150v. range. This equipment is quite
complex and employs some 18 valves plus a voltage
stabiliser, a barretter and a neon. In the unit itself,
the latter are labelled as "valves " and so the valve
numbering runs from V1 to V21. On the face of it,

modulator which consists of two ECH35 valves (V8
and V9). The other input to the balanced modulator comes from a xtal oscillator via a buffer stage

to

the difference between the two input freqs.
discrimination against the unwanted

Further

products in the output of the balanced modulator
is provided by other tuned circuits in the anode of
the following buffer stage (V15) an EF50, and also
in the PA stage V19 (807). The PA stage gets both
cathode and drive bias, and the bias voltage on this
stage is used to control the deflection on the target
of an EM34 magic -eye tuning indicator. The unit

for phase modulating the
FSK signal at a frequency of 200 c/s. This was
intended to combat the effect of selective fading
also provides facilities

radio T/P circuits and in the companion
terminal unit there is a low-pass filter which
on

removes this phase modulation component at the
output of the discriminator stage. V3, an L63, is
employed as a 200 c/s oscillator and its output
is fed to V5 (the reactance modulator). A switch is
provided to disable the 200 c/s oscillator when the
PM facility is not required. Both V21 and V22 are

diode limiters which restrict the amplitude of the
keying signal before it is passed to the grid of the

reactance modulator.
An interesting feature of this unit is the provision
of a meter which indicates the amount of frequency

An ECH35 triode-hexode
(Vi) functions as a xtal controlled mixer with the
xtal frequency of 397 kc. The 400 kc signal from
V7 is mixed with this frequency to provide a 3 kc
shift being employed.

output. This audio freq. is amplified by V4 (EF37A)

and then limited by a limiting amplifier V6 (ECC35)
before passing to a pair of diodes in a simple
counting circuit. The output from these diodes is
proportional to the input frequency and produces a
deflection on the meter. The deflection due to the
3 kc difference between the xtal and the self-excited
oscillator is normally offset by a backing -off voltage

which reduces the meter deflection to zero ; thus,
any further change in frequency due to the FSK
can then be read directly from the meter and so
enables the operator to set up the required freq.
shift.

V11 is a 5U4G used as a normal rectifier in the

power

supply and

V14, V16 and V17 (KT66,

this may seem rather a large number of valves to

EF37A and 85A1 respectively) are in a typical series

achieve something which most amateurs attain with
either a double diode or a single triode. This is, of
course, a gross over -simplification and it is worth
looking a little more closely to see what all these

valve

valves are doing.

Basically, the unit consists of a high stability
400 kc self-excited oscillator (V7) using an ECC35.
This stage is frequency -modulated at the keying
freq. by a reactance valve V5 (an EF37A). The

voltage stabiliser circuit to provide 225v.

V18 is a barretter which provides
stabilisation of the heater current to the two main
regulated HT.

oscillator and the reactance modulator stages.
The tuning controls of the xtal oscillator, the

balanced modulator, the PA buffer and the PA
stage itself are all ganged so that only the correct
(difference) frequency can be selected when tuning.

Provision is made for an external oscillator input
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and when used, such an oscillator should have an
output voltage of approximately 10v. RMS.
Such

complex

clearly illustrates the
importance which commercial stations attach to
frequency stability and accurate shift adjustment.
a

unit

That must be all for the present, 73 and Figs? :

,

7,

de G3CQE.

May, 1964

-- By removing one or two panes of glass from

a window of the shack, and replacing with perspex
(the high-grade clear window variety, obtainable
from the handyman's stores) you have an easy way
of bringing in feeders and aerial leads. To make a
new hole, just run a slow drill through the perspex.
It will be a fully insulated hole, too.
(Readers with half -guinea ideas are invited

to send them in for the attention of the
Editor, on a separate slip, with name, call -

Do You now That
Very good semiconductor mounts can be made
from those brass inserts, with two pinching screws,
found in electrical connectors. As they do not need

soldering, there can be no damage to diode or
transistor, besides the convenience of making
circuit changes in an experimental layout.
(GM3MCH).

The flat -twin plastic -covered lighting flex, sold

in Woolworth's at 5d. a yard, measures 75 ohms
near -enough in the RF application, and may be

used as balanced feeder. It has a good loss characteristic and the only slight disadvantage is that when

using full power into a feeder line having a bad

sign and
drawings.

address.

No

circuitry

or

Those used here are paid for

immediately on publication).

EXHIBITION DATE

The very important I.E.A. (Instruments, Electronics and Automation) Exhibition-now one of
the world's most interesting and best supported of
international scientific fairs-takes place this year
at Olympia, London, during May 25-30.

For Readers' Small Advertisements
see pp .183-191

SWR, there is a tendency for the plastic to melt and

fuse the wires together at the nodal points ! But
you shouldn't be using a lot of power with such a
high SWR that the phenomenon becomes a visible
effect ...

In an RF meter that is burnt out, it is possible
to wire direct to the basic movement and, with a
suitable shunt, make it
milliammeter. (G3JEQ).

into

a

perfectly

good

Brake static in a mobile installation can be

partially suppressed, if not completely cured, by

drilling a hole in each brake -lining, to the face of
the shoe, and fitting a piece of carbon rod in the
hole, fixed in with an adhesive. The carbon rod
can be as from a used dry battery, and the brake lining drilled accordingly. (G3MQY).

Bamboos up to 12ft. long are sometimes
obtainable as give-away from carpet shops and
furnishing stores ; they are used to carry carpets,
and the diameter varies from lin. to 2in., making

ideal spreaders for Quads and similar light beam
systems. Some branches of Woolworth's also sell
similar bamboo poles at 5s. each. (G3SJX).

-

A good

way

to

cure

noisy

carbon -type

potentiometers is to remove the back cover and coat
the track with Vaseline. The spindle should be

rotated across the track a few times before fitting
the pot. back into circuit. (G2BP).

Quite adequate meter shunts can be made

from the wire off a burnt -out tubular electric fire bar. (SWL Rogers, Wrexham).

The new Taylor Multimeter Model 101 has a sensitivity of
100,000 ohms per volt, making it suitable for use, in many
applications, in place of a valve voltmeter. It is a beautifully made instrument of high quality, yet it is sufficiently robust
for normal bench work. In addition to the AC/DC ranges
usually expected in high grade multimeters, the Taylor 101
has an 0-10 microamp. range and can measure resistance up
to 200 megohms, self-contained.

Short Wave magazine " advertising gives the largest and most consistent coverage of the U.K. radio
amateur market
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COMMENTARY
should be improving rapidly, thus

types on 3'5 and 1.8 mc, who will
find things getting harder and
harder.
This whole business

also proves that a novice, with

congestion. The principal mourners

(or moaners) will be the DX'ing
L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)
readers'
ACCORDING
letters, we have just been
to

being heard for the first time-and

too. One might even
become bored by DX if it came
too easily, after years of fighting
for it.
All of which proves just how

relieving the others of a lot of

of DX

working depends upon so many
factors; the power used, the aerial

worked,

relative DX'ing really is; and it

simple gear, should derive no less
pleasure from the bands than the

system, the efficiency of the gear,

dyed-in-the-wool, disillusioned old

DX, as might have been expected.

of the operator counts enormously,

though, things started to improve,
and at the time of writing it seems
that spring conditions are with us,

even be the deciding factor.
A specific case concerns a keen
young G3 - -, who lived at a good

brand new one from somewhere
before he gets any kind of thrill
at all.
Sometimes we are quite sorry
for those types who never seem
to make an ordinary routine QSO,
because they are skulking around

through a pretty lean month for

especially the receiver; the skill

as does the QTH. The latter can

Towards the end of the period,

and

a

outlook

cheerful

more

prevails on all bands. The sunspot
number can

hardly fall

much

QTH in open country. With low
power and a dipole he was working the world, including the exo-

lower than the figure it has now
reached, and although a definite

tics; DX came quite easily, since he
knew how to listen and was a good

future is more

very poor QTH, in the centre of a
town and badly screened. TVI and
BCI came into the picture for the

upgrade may not occur until early
next year, the
cheerful.

The newcomers who have just
experienced their first " trough "
seem to be pretty relieved about it
-they expected something much
worse. As things are, it is obvious

that DX of some kind is never
lacking ; in fact, it is a safe bet
that

during

1963

more

new

countries were worked by more
newcomers than ever before. And

that leaves very little room for

Then force of circumstances resulted in a move to a

first

time. What had been DX

before was now just about
unattainable; very little except
Europeans could be raised on

14 mc. But W's on 7 mc had now
become " real DX "; the whole
yardstick had changed.
Imagine such a case in reverse,

with some of the legendary DX

timer who has to winkle out a

in the hope of hearing that
tyrannical " new one " which is
essential as an ego -bolsterer. Is
greater than

that of the plodder who is really
pleased to work the odd W, and

to whom a W5, 6 or 7

is an

unexpected gift ?

Alter the focus again, and look
at the diffident types one meets
who think they could never aspire
to real DX . . and so they never
.

even try for

it,

but continue to

derive their pleasure from working

the same old

stations and are

occasionally thrilled to the marrow

by a QSO with someone a little

complaint.

" DX " is such a relative term

that the long -period conditions

hardly affect it. As the next cycle
gets under way and the HF bands
really open up, we shall all raise
our sights accordingly, and what
has been regarded as DX during
the past two years will be passed
over in favour of even more exotic
stuff. The QRM will be heavier,
but the DX signals will be
stronger. There may even be times

when someone yearns for " the
good old conditions

of

1963,"

when the bands were reasonably
quiet!

By the tail end of 1965 it is
pretty certain that 21 mc will be
as tightly packed as 14 mc is at
present; and the 28 mc band

TEN METRE ACTIVITY SUNDAYS
To try out once again the possibilities of the Ten -Metre Band under

the present propagation conditions, a special Test Period is being
arranged for Sunday, May 10. To make this Test worth while, it is
hoped that as many operators as possible will come up on 28.0-28.5 mc

during the period 0900-1700 clock time on the 10th. No formalitiesjust come on Ten and see what you can work-local or DX, Phone or
CW. SWL's, too, are asked to co-operate, with reports of what they

hear. Please notify all results by May 15, preferably earlier, as it
is intended that this Test should be the subject of a separate report.

Another 10 -metre Activity Period is proposed for Sunday, July 12, also
0900-1700. Overseas readers are asked to note this date, and join the
party then; there will be reminders in the June/July issues. Wherever
you are, overseas or in the U.K., note May 10 and July 12 as Activity
Sundays on the 10 -metre band. Even if you cannot hear anything, call

CQ, on CW or Phone. A report on the May Test will appear in this
space in the June issue, and on the July Test in the August "Short
Wave Magazine."
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further off than they ever expected

to reach. The moral of all this :
Don't look on " DX " as just a
hit-and-run QSO with some exotic

spot. Take it as you find it.
News from Overseas

F2MO and F2QX, both

of

Bordeaux, will be running another

expedition to Andorra, June 1221. They will be at the same site
(8,000 feet a.s.l.) as last year, and
will sign PX1MO and PX1QX on

28 mc.
(PX1QX will also be on 144 mc
SSB,

all bands

at times.)
stations.

QSL

3.5

to

to

the

home

ZE1AW (Mazoe) sends notes
about local conditions in Southern
Rhodesia. He is a one -band man

(14 mc) and runs 40 watts to an
inverted -V dipole; and he wonders

why so few G's appear to hear
him. By contrast, he gets good
reports from all districts of the
U.S.A., and says that the "Iron Curtain fraternity " are no longer
heard in quantity. (Perhaps that's

why so few G's-conditions

to

Europe are not good?) Frank has

found the band rather peculiar,
with skip changing very rapidly,
making a DX signal readable for
about two minutes, and then-out
like a light. Good DX worked
during March included FR7ZI,
KC4USK,
AP2AR,
VP8HJ,

KH6KS, 4S7RN, JA7ACM/MM

(XW8AW/BY)? Licences for both
places (if you can imagine that)
would presumably have come

from Peking!
The VS1LP affair

.

.

.

both

G6LX and Bob Snyder himself
now confirm that the only G's
worked on 80 -metre SSB from
VS1LP were G2PU, 5BJ, 5UG
and 6LX; others were worked,
however, on 80m. CW. On occasions Bob worked several Europeans,

and he heard other G

stations (sometimes very strongly)

but was unable to raise them.
However, his pet pirate brought
(temporary) joy to many hearts by
putting out a very creditable imitation of VS1LP and making a lot

of people think they had worked

May, 1964
Bob spends three weeks out of
every month in Indonesia, but has
little hope of getting a licence, and
grave doubts about any so-called
Indonesian activity that there has

been so far. Likewise the ZC5
boys are finding it almost impossible to get licences for VS5,
which is very sticky.
reports

(Accra)

9G1CC

that

there is now a "9G1 Award" for
contacts with five different 9G1
amateurs on at least two bands,
phone, CW, or both. To claim,
send duplicates of the QSL cards
which have been sent (or are being

sent) to the stations worked, plus
7 IRC's. Ghana A.R.S., P.O. Box
3773, Accra.

VP8HF/MM (H.M.S. Protector)

the genuine article. It's a very
puzzling business, because the

writes that

pirate gave Bob's correct address

disappointing because of the poor
conditions that prevailed most of
the time. At one stage he was so
" frustrated and miserable " that
he thought of packing it in. How-

for QSL's, so he didn't get anything out of the whole business
except his little bit of twisted fun.
VS1LP says he only worked " a
handful

of stations " on Top
Band. But they were G3GRL,
G3RBP,
KR6ML,
KR6BQ,
W1BB/L and four W6's. The
strongest of the bunch was

W6UOV, received at S9 plus 10.
Main trouble in VS1-tropical
storms. " There is always a storm

in the vicinity, and the QRN is
usually S9, S7 being considered
very favourable."

his South Sandwich

foray was enjoyable but rather

ever, he has since heard that he
made a lot of people very happy,
and has even had pile-ups of
stations thanking him

for the

QSO from the rare spot.
Ken

has

since

been

circling

round Bouvet Island (no chance
whatever of a landing) and will,
by the time you read this, have
been

around

Gough

Is.

and PZ1BH.

5B4JF is the personal call of
SAC J. Farrar (R.A.F. Episcopi),

ZONE -BAND TABLE

one of the former operators of

5B4TJ. He likes 21 mc, on which
he has recently worked CW with
VS6FC,

KR6AH,

VS1LX,

UAOLL, YV's, W's and JA's. On
AM phone he has raised 4S7BR,
YA1AQ, VS I LY and VU2TX.
This is with a Heathkit DX -40U,
Quad and AR88, and he confirms
the impression that the dead state
of 21 mc is mostly caused by
inactivity.

VE3BWY (Toronto) will

be

arriving in London this month,

and hopes to meet " all the old
gang." He added VP7NY to his

Top -Band list, and is now up to
303 countries worked, all bands.
Ham says he feels rather badly
about Gus's exploits from China
not being recognised by ARRL.
They accepted his Tibet sortie
(AC5A/AC4) so why not China

and

Tristan. Up to May 15 he will be

Zones Worked

Station

Total
Zones

28 mc

21 mc

14 mc

7 mc

3.5 mc

1.8 mc

G2DC

40

40

40

36

25

5

G6QB

38

40

40

34

20

7

179

G3D0

39

40

40

25

24

2

170

G3IGW

36

37

37

31

17

11

169

OH3NY

32

30

40

25

10

7

144

G3NOF

34

38

39

6

8

1

126

G3PEK

2

21

35

30

17

4

109

G3OLN

2

7

11

16

3

4

42

G3RDC

3

14

38

11

3

1

71

G3PLQ

1

7

4

3

3

5

23

1

1

(Entries for this new table are invited; scores are postwar, i.e. starting from any time back to January 1946.)
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on Ten all the time (28040 kc CW

and 28500 kc Phone) as the ship
will be on the way home ; after

that he will be signing G3RFH
from Poole, Dorset.
DX Gossip

Pacific activity is on the upgrade ;

KC6AA (Western Carolines) has
been heard on 14290 kc SSB, 1300
. KJ6CC is a club station, and
.
others from Johnston Is. are
K5YHI/KJ6, K6RKT/KJ6 and
W5HJ/KJ6, all on 14 mc SSB and
.

some also on 7 and 21 mc. CW
operation

bit

a

but

scarce,

W9ZQA/K16 appeared on April
15 (14070 kc CW).
operation
VR1B
promises
shortly . . ZL4JF (Campbell Is.)
.

still

on, in the hands of ZL4LY

. VK9DR (Christmas Is.) is on
14110 kc SSB, listening usually
.

.

14260-300 kc.

VK2AGH/VK2 (Lord Howe Is.)

should have been and gone by

. VK4JQ (Willis Is.) was
QRT for awhile, but should now
be back with new batteries
now

.

.

.

.

KB6EPN has been heard on 14270
kc SSB, 0900 . . K7VAX/KS6 is

Station of VS1LP (the genuine one), in Singapore, operated by Robert Snyder. He
has made himself famous on the LF bands in the DX context, and has worked hard for
European QSO's on 80m. and Top Band. Because of having to spend some time each
month in Indonesia (where amateur operation is prohibited) his activities as VS1LP
A 6 6LX print
are somewhat limited.

.

expected to be on regularly
FU8AA is said to be on 21040 kc
CW (0900-1100) and FU8AG has
.

.

been worked on 14 mc CW.

So much for the
and

cacies,

anyone

Pacific deliwho has

worked them all is entitled to be
pretty pleased with himself. Now
for some of the others :
ZCSAJ was very active on
14110 kc SSB, listening 14310 daily -

at 1200 . . VSILV is on 14005 or
14095 kc every day at 1400 (CW)
. 8A3AA, 8A3SK, 8A6AC and
8F2ER, all claiming to be in
Indonesia, must be treated as
.

.

.

month. At least it will save quoting a particular correspondent in
several different places, and, as

always, some of the comments are

more interesting than the lists of
callsigns worked. Sufficient to say,
therefore, that Twenty has carried

most of the DX. as always; that
Fifteen is far from dead, but nice
and peaceful by comparison; that
Ten is open more often than you
think; and that Forty and Eighty
are perhaps suffering a little from
the change of season, but still

highly suspect until firm news
arrives . . CR4AD has been
.
.
active on 14110 kc SSB

carry the stuff when you can find

VE1DC is on Prince Edward Is.,
which counts for the WAVE
award . . HL9 stations may now
use 3500-3550 kc between sunset
and sunrise
. ZS3EW is on

as a special case.

.

.

.

21

mc

CW,

.

1530-1730,

from

Pelican Point Lighthouse.

Around the Bands

Since there has been no outstanding DX peculiar to one band,

is perhaps more convenient to
lump the HF bands together this
it

it.

That leaves only One -Sixty,

which will be treated, as always,
Top Band Doings

G3GGS has at last made the
" 98-98 " position in the Counties
Worked table, and congratulations
to him. He didn't think, when he
embarked on the ladder, that

take him ten
years! This season he was very
disappointed at not being able to
raise any W's and VE's-not from
lack of calling them-but was
scaling

it would

delighted to make a surprise QSO

with VP8GQ, raised first call.
G3REA now wants only Kirk-

cudbright and East Lothian to

score the 98-can anyone oblige?

On CW he worked ZB2AF, and on

phone three DL's, Sark, Alderney
and Guernsey. He would now like
to

see a Ton Band Ladder that

counts CW and Phone separately,
giving a total

of 196-it might

encourage the Phone men to try
CW, and vice versa. This seems
like a Bright Idea
we will
brood over it!
G3PLQ continued his DX'ing
as an SWL/MM, and during a
.

.

.

spell at home he managed to work
WI BB, VE1ZZ, OEIKU and
ZB2AF. He confirms that the boys
signing with the OL prefix are

only allowed to work OK's and
other OL's-as mentioned on p.83,

April. And it's his opinion that
some of the new boys on the band

must have pretty poor receivers,
" judging by their incessant CQ's."

Now for a few points of outstanding interest from the latest
bulletin from Stew Perry (W1BB).
The

Trans -Atlantic

Tests

of

February 2 and 16 were not so hot
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-very

disappointing

after

Ma)', 1964

man-made interference produces a
kind of " electronic smog " at the

(2315),

W/VE " sunset DX'ing " very
interesting this year. During the

low levels, and that it takes an
aerial of this kind to get above it.

(0700),

period 2200-0100 GMT many G's
made it who had never got across

Certainly

before

the kind might be occurring.

the

marvellous results in January .

.

. . VK and ZL stations
being heard in the States, 1000.

1200 GMT.

HP1IE and HC1DC were both

on the air during the CQ Top Band Contest,

trying hard for

contacts but unlucky

.

.

. DL7AA

started DX'ing on the band in
January, using an 80ft. vertical ;
best DX so far is VE3BWY . .
.

phenomenal

Stew's

results suggest that something of

G2DC thinks DX on Eighty is
" quite plentiful," with W's workable as early as 2100 and as late
as 0830. His best were KC4USK,
KC4CI,

UL7HA,

VU2GC,

ZL1AMV and all W districts

detect them at all, that he has
evolved a theory about his 260ft.

but KC4USK, ST2AR, VK3XB,
ZL4JF, 5Z4IV and 4AQ, and all
W districts. All on CW, as ever.
G3PIT didn't think so much of

high inverted Vee. He thinks that
TOP BAND COUNTIES
LADDER
Station

Confirmed

Worked

except 7th. On Forty, no new ones,

Eighty, but found
interesting. During

Forty very
the ARRL

Contest the band opened to the
West

Coast

around

0200

and

again, very strongly, at 0700 on
both mornings. Conditions to VK
were good, and on six mornings he

made a dozen VK or ZL contacts

CW and Phone

G3GGS
G6VC
G2NJ

98
98
98

98
98
98

G3REA

96

96

GM3KLA

95

96

G3LWQ

94

95

G3PLQ

92

92

G3OLN
GM3PPJ

86
86

92
88

G3PHO
G3NTI
G3RJH

76
76
76

92
79
83

G3RHM

72

75

G3REP

65

77

G3NOW

62

68

G2BP

57

64

G3IDG

50

54

GW3ITZ

29

50

G3SNU

17

57

between 0630 and 0900, averaging

one contact for every two calls.
He has the impression that the

QRM on the LF bands is actually

getting less, but admits that this
may be a subjective phenomenon
and a matter of getting used to
copying through non-stop interference.
a

G3PLQ deserted Top Band for
while and tried Eighty with

QRP.

Phone only
88

89

G3NPB

85

86

G3RHM

64

67

G2NJ

51

51

G3REA

41

57

G3RJH

33

54

(Failure to report for three months entails
removal from this Table. New claims
can be made at any time.)

He was pleased to work

WITX for his first W on the band.
Some AM phone contacts, he reports, were " spoilt by SSB stations

who wallow in splatter from one
end of the band to the other."
Reverting

to

Forty - some

wonderful SSB DX is still going
on, despite the lack of space, the
QRM and the general chaos. But

those who are making the contacts

G3FS

ZD3A

(0645),

FS7AA

(2220), FY7YK (0130), HI8NPI
VP2KJ (2250),
(0130), HP1IE (0745).
(2355),

CP5EZ

The IW Bands
Eighty and Forty

WIBB himself was able to hear so

many stations, and copy them
solid, when other W's couldn't

VR2BK {1900), VS11.2
(0020), W7DOS (0720), XE1OK

(probably

wisely)

keep

mighty quiet about their results,
it would seem. Only by " reading

the mail " on Forty or Twenty
can one hear all about it.
Recent DX worked from this
country, but not reported directly,
is recorded as a matter of interest:
Eighty CW : CE1AD (0700), KP4's
(0545), UA9's, UH8. UJ8 and UL7
(0030). Eighty SSB:HC2JT (0600),
VP9FE (2200), YS1JJG (0600),

ZL 1-4 (0700). Forty CW: CM's

" Fifteen is still playing up
trumps," writes G2DC, " especially
at week -ends; the only band where
one can work DX in comfort

without having to put up with a
background of muck." Jack had
several QSO's with VP8HF on

this band, and also worked
CR4AD,
CR5SP,
CR8AD,
FBSXX,
HK3LX,
JA
1-7,

KC4USK, TU2AW, TL8SW, W
1-0,

VE1-8, VP8GQ and 8HJ,

9Q5HD and 5LY; all on CW.
On Twenty he found the ZC5
expedition (ZCSAJ) going great

guns, and also worked FB8ZZ,

JT1JY, KC4USK, VP8GQ, 8HF,
8HJ, 4W1B, 5T5AD and 9L1NHalso entirely CW.
GM3JDR finds conditions on
Twenty improving steadily, and
sends his

usual two long

lists,

from which we pick the following:
SSB, AP2AD, DU1AN and 1AP,
TU2AU and 2AW, VP2KJ,
VP7NG,
VP8HJ,
VQ9HJB,
VS1LX,
YS1O and
1MAO,

ZCSAJ. To balance this lot, on
CW he raised CP5EZ, DU1FM,
FU8AG, JA's, KC4USK, PJ2AA,
TU2AN, UAO's, a stack of
VP8's, VU2GWZ and 2TH,
ZCSAJ, 4S7NE, 9LITL and
9Q5PS.

G3NOF used SSB to some purpose on both Fifteen and Twenty.

On the former band he worked
most U.S. districts and 9Q5AB;
on Twenty, FG7XV, FM7WQ,
HC2JT, HR1SO, HS IS, M I AC,

TI's, VP2KJ and 3HAG, VP8's,

VQ9HJB,
VS1's,
XW8AL,
YA1BW, ZCSAJ, YS2SA, 6W8AE,
9G1DV, 9M2FR and many others.

G3NWT comments on ZCIAJ's
" superb operating." While working the States, Bob was heard to
say " I am trying to sort out
some of the weaker signals. The
boys with the home-brew 50 -watt

rigs are the ones I am looking
for." Twenty SSB, from G3NWT,
fetched in
BV1USG,

KX6AE,
KC4USX,

CR9AI,
HS I I,

VP9XI, ZCSAJ, AP2MI, VP2KJ,
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CQ Contest Results

YS1JJG, 4S7IW and many others

that would be good DX at any
time, let alone this " year of the

The 1963 Worldwide DX Contest,
organised by CQ, fetched in a

On fifteen SSB he
ZD6PBD,
FR7ZD,
collected
TU2AW, 9Q5AB, 5H3JJ and
HK3AT.
There is almost a complete

total of more than 700 logs for
the Phone section-a record.
British stations did better than

trough."

in the past, and special congratulations are due to G3FXB, who was
the Continental Leader for Europe
in the 14 mc category, with a score
of 270,692. (Highest score in this

absence of news about Ten this

month, but G3MQD, operating at
week -ends only, worked SSB with

slot came from HL9KH with
318,960.)
In the All -Band category the

LUIDAB, 4X4DK and VQ2BC;
the latter replied on CW. G3GGS
is very interested in the proposed
Ten -Metre Activity Sunday, and

highest G's were G8FC (150,781).
G6RJ
and
G5ZT (121,342)
(93,170). G3FXB's score in the
14 mc section was followed up by

appeals for more CW activitylast time he heard many a phone
carrier, very QRJ, which might
have been readable on CW. (For

G4CP

(185.640)

and

G3LSF

(108,019), with all the others well

details of the Activity Sunday, see

the box on p.161.)

behind.

GI3CDF achieved the position
of Continental Leader for 3.5 mc
only, with a total of 16,092.
Highest scorer in this category
was 4X4DK with 20,416.

So much for the U.K. stations ;
many others did well, but were not
within jumping distance of the
leaders mentioned. As regards the
broader picture, the World Leader
was
(all -band, single -operator)
5.A1TW (662,546), closely followed

by ZD7BW (598,647) and 5N2JKO

(543,415). The remainder of the
Top Ten were CX3BH, 4X4AS,
K2HLB, I1BAF, ZE1JE, WA2SFP
and JA1BRK.
Highest score in the whole
world came, as one would expect,
the Multi -Operator, Multi Transmitter class, in which CX2CO
in

DX News from Readers
EP2RW is Roy Worthington,
ex-VP3RW and other calls. He
was in OD5 and TA, but couldn't
get licences. He will be visiting

AP2 and hopes for better luck
there-SSB

is projected . . .
CEOZI changes to KC4AAA when
south of the Antarctic Circle.
(G3NWT.)

VP8CY is on SSB most weekends, looking especially for QSO's

with Gravesend, his home QTH.
(SWL T. Roberts, Gravesend.)
ZCSAJ
VS1LX,

also holds the calls
GM3OEV,
VS5LX,

VS9MG and is ex-ZB2N, and also

one of the ops. at ZB2A
QSL's:

to

HS1S

Box

.

.

.

2008,

Bangkok, ET3AV to W3AAZ,
PZ10E to W1NTH and DUIJC
to W6ZJY. (G3NOF.)

QSL's for all European QSL's
with ZCSAJ to VS1LX, either
direct or via the bureaux; same
to any who worked
VS5LX. (G2DC.)
VU2NR plans a sortie in
October to the Andamans, Nicobar
and the Laccadive Is. with SSB
gear . . . CP1BH, 1BJ and 5AD

applies

are all causing pile-ups on 14100

kc SSB, around 1900-2100. . .
VQ2DT puts in a paralysing
signal at times on 21 mc AM,
thanks to
rhombic! . .

a

nine -wavelength

VQ9HJB on 14 mc

SSB almost daily, often S9 at
1530-1700. He expects a posting

soon, which might be to a DXotic spot. (SWL Dave Gray, Croydon.)

We might have said - " two guesses for working out this one." With the QSL cards
is none other than Gus Browning, W4BPD, who has spent the last two years travelling
through the rarer parts of the world to put them on the amateur map - the cards
tell you some of the 66 places he visited. It is estimated that during his operations
under these many callsigns, W4BPD made about 200,000 QS0's - an extraordinary
feat for a one-man station, when all the travelling is taken into account. Stuart Meyer,
W2GHK, on right, is president of Hammarlund's, and is actively concerned with
the " DX-pedition of the Month " operations.
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just

scored

over one million
They were closely

(1,026,086) !

followed by K2GL and W6VSS,
fourth and fifth were
DJ3VM and DLOWW.
Interesting to note, too, that
and the

LU1DAB managed to score the
surprising

total

of

95,353

on

28 me only-roughly forty times

score on that

the next highest
band !

Record entries are also expected
for the CW Half of the contest, of
which we hone to have news next
month.

DX-Peditions
The Hammarlund " DX-Pedition

of the Month," planned for early
summer (no dates yet) will be
known

as

the

African

Islands

Campaign. Al Silva, CR5SP, will
operate SSB from Sao Thome (he

is now on AM, " on a limited
basis ").

He

will

also

operate

periodically from the Principe Is.,
which have the same DXCC status
as Sao Thome. An absolutely new
DXCC

country

is

promised,
the

however, when he goes to

Annobon Islands, whence he will

use an EA0 prefix, and further
operation

is

promised

from

Fernando Po, also probably with

an EA0 call. CW and SSB is

promised from all parts ; the two
latter sorties may be spread over
six visits of about three days each.
Hammarlund also promise " the

surprise of the year "-a limited -

time operation from a new country

in Southern Europe; and Stuart

Meyer, W2GHK, plans a surprise
operation
Africa."

from

" Deep

Dark

We can only promise to let you
know of any plans as soon as they
reach us. Meanwhile, keep those
dials spinning !
Incidentally, Hammarlund

are

tackling a tremendous chore by
handling all the QSL's for so many
of their past expeditions, and also
for all kinds of smaller operations
sponsored by them. The volume of
mail must at times be tremendous.

.

.

. and some of the undisclosed

DX is pretty impressive. Certainly

I hear quite a few around, with
DX scores definitely ex-directory
but suspected to be stratospheric,
to whom anything I could report
this or any
chicken -feed.

month would

be

" But it is a human part of the
enjoyment of DX to send one's
and to read the other
to derive
harmless feeling of one-

list in,

fellow's, and possibly
that

upmanship along with the interest

(ah! so he didn't work that one),
or perhaps of one-downmanship
(hmm-so he worked that one, did
he ? Shows what freak conditions
can do for you)."
G3PIT says " There are frequent
grouses about the menace of EU's

answering G's DX calls. This is

really a minor worry, and the real
obstacle to working DX is distance
. and, of course, propagation and
the

competition

from

other

stations. I took time off to tell a
UT5 what calling CQ DX really
means. The technique I use is to

send very slowly, giving his call sign many times, so that he knows
I am talking to him, then in very
simple jargon to explain. This
produces one of three effects : (a)
dead silence ; (b) CQ DX from the
offender, or even CQ G; (c) very
occasionally,

profuse

apologies,

which make one feel a selfish DX
hog ! "

G3PIT also says " Don't start
to give endless details of operating

awards-anyone who wants
paper his shack can get it

to
all

elsewhere." We don't, and we don't
intend to . . .
A 03-who asks to remain
anonymous, writes " Would you
ask the persons running excess

power on Top Band at least to

reduce their key -clicks, to give the

rest of us a chance to try for the
DX? " !
G2HKU passes on the word

that PAOPN, that popular Top Band man, is becoming financially
embarrassed by the very large

Fair Comment

number of G's asking for a direct

G3NWT writes " About the
noise made by the DX'ers in print
. . . one needn't listen around the
bands for long to realise that only

of the bureaux, send him an IRC.

a small proportion of the DX
worked does actually get reported

QSL. If you must have a direct
QSL, despite the excellent work

It's only fair!
G3REA comments " I wonder
how much Liddery (so-called) is
caused by the inability to read

May, 1964
CW? When DL9KRA was recently

working SSB on Top Band, his
instructions were obeyed to the
letter. Could it be because we all
understood

them? "

Food

for

thought there-but there is also
the fact that there's little or no
language problem on Top Band.

Finally, back to G3NWT again :
" I get the impression that the

vital thing with ARRL/DXCC is
a change of name. ZS is now a
foreign

country - formerly

it

wasn't. Would someone explain
that

why

isn't an

admissible

change of status? Zanzibar isn't
a new one, either, although its
change

of

status

caused

the

`Project Mercury' boys to be
issued with a full list of steamship

departures. But if some property

owner there had rented the top
floor of a block of flats to the
UN

Commission

on

Brussels

Sprouts, then you would have a
new country.

" Transkei, in ZS, and Barotseland, in VQ2, are both self
governing and would seem to

qualify for attention. ZD6 is due
to change to Malawi and will presumably become a new one. VQ2
is to become Zambia, or something like that."
Yes, DXCC has got itself into a
sad mess with all the do's and
don'ts. There are so many glaring

anomalies in the various rules and
conditions that one just can't
keep pace. How simple the WPX

scheme appears by comparisonno politics, no change of status
unless the callsigns themselves are
changed. All very clean and
simple.

Late Flashes
G3SKM has departed for Singapore, and asks it to be stated that

his home station will be closed

for three years; he hopes to be in
touch from VSI shortly.
G3MWZ will be on Top Band,
/P and /M, on CW and Phone as
follows: May 4, Anglesey; 5th,

Montgomery; 6th, Radnor; 7th,
Cardigan; 8th, Merioneth. CW on
1827 kc, phone on 1880, signing
GW3MWZ/P or /M. Please look
out for him.
Harvey Brain, VQ8BFC, was
nearing Chagos on April 16; all

being

well,

you

worked him by now

should have
. . . Likewise
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Angus, HZ2AMS, was due on as
8Z4AMS from the Neutral Zone,
roughly April 18-28. 8Z4 is now

the prefix for the Iraqi Neutral
Zone;

Arabia is to

Saudi

be

divided into 8Z1 (Red Sea area),
8Z2 (Riyadh), 8Z3 (East Region)
and 8Z5 (Kuwait Neutral Zone).
Prefix -hunters will be happy.
VR1B should be operating from
British Phoenix Is. for seven days

from May 2, followed by seven
days' operation from Christmas Is.
(VR3) . . . VS1LX's operation
from Brunei (VS5) now timed

for May 1-14.
Sign -Off

So

for another

much, then,

month. Thanks and acknowledgments to the WGDXC Bulletins,
the DX News -Sheet, W1BB and
his bulletins, and to all our correspondents.

Also

to

numerous

stations who regularly pass the
latest DX news over the air. For
next issue, the deadline (which

would have fallen on Whit Monday)
first

has

been

extended

to

post on Tuesday, May 19.

But please, if possible, send every -

From the Amateur Radio point of view, one of the attractions at the New York World's
Fair is the station installed in the Coca-Cola pavilion. Hall!crafters equipment is

provided and here we see Herbert Hoover, Jr. (right) with John Huntoon, W1LVQ,
Editor of " QST " and general manager of the ARRL.

thing to catch first post on Friday,
May 15, treating the later date as
" Stop Press " for hot news only.
Address everything to " DX Corn-

MAPS AND CHARTS
If you are interested in finding your way about
the world of Amateur Radio, we have a very good
range of aids, in full colour, either for wall mounting
or desk use. Our DX Zone Map, of which thousands

have been sold over the years, is kept up-to-date
(the last revision was to October '63, an amendment

list being included with each copy) and is now in
its 6th edition. It is on the great -circle projection,
centred on the U.K., and it gives a great deal of
useful, not to say essential, DX information. It costs
1 ls. in a cardboard tube for safe mailing. (Keep the

tube-it is a useful size as a Tx coil mandrel!)
Then there is the Amateur Radio Map of the
World, which is on the standard mercator projection
(shows the world looked at in flat), with prefix lists,
and mounts to 29ins. deep by 42ins. wide; the price
is

8s. 6d. A desk -atlas version of this same Map,

called the Radio Amateur's World Atlas, is 8s. 3d.

For SWL's and general short-wave broadcast
station plotting we have the World Short Wave

mentary." Short Wave Magazine,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Until then, 73, as always; Good
Hunting and-BCNU.

If you want to know how the frequency allocations for all the world's radio systems and services

been worked out, we can supply the
International Frequency Allocation Chart, which
shows it all from 10 kc (30,000 metres) to 40 Gc
have

(40,000 me or 71 millimetres). It costs only 8s. 3d.

This is an official Geneva publication, from the

I.T.U., and requires a wall-soace 51ins. wide by
34ins. in depth.
All prices quoted are post free. Orders, with
remittance, to: Publications Dept., Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
Delivery is from stock and, as far as possible, same day handling is given to all orders. To avoid confusion, please quote the full title and price, as given
here, when remitting.

THE " NEW QTH" PAGE
Readers who obtain an AT -station licence, or

who have a change of QTH if already licensed,

should let us have a note of the new callsign/address

Radio Map, which gives the sort of information its
title implies, and costs 8s. 6d., including a useful
handbook on the subject. It is a steady seller and is
much in demand by those interested in broadcast

immediately, for appearance in "New QTH's" and
the Radio Amateur Call Book (DX Listings section)
which is the directory to the amateur stations of the
world. Please write your callsign, name and address

amateur band working, so that SWL's whose main
activities are in connection with Amateur Radio
should have one of the others.

information is there. We have recently had several
QTH slips either without (a) the callsign, or (b) the
name, or (c) a full address!

station listening. It does not cover any aspect of

clearly on a separate slip-and make sure all the
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The Mobile Scene
AT BEDFORD, APRIL 5, AND TRENTHAM GARDENS, APRIL 19-1,500

U.K. AMATEURS LICENSED MOBILE-THE SEASON'S PROGRAMME
THE Mobile Rally Season got off to a very good
start with the event held at Bedford on April 5,
by courtesy of Texas Instruments, Ltd., who made
available their excellent parking and canteen facilities
to the RSGB Mobile Committee (under the chairman-

ship of G3ABB). There were also conducted tours
of the Texas plant-where the prime interest is semiconductors and their applications-which were greatly
appreciated, particularly as many of the Texas staff

had given up their Sunday to help in making the
Rally a success.

With some 150 cars in the park by 3.15 p.m., of
which probably 100 were fitted mobile; a dry and
sunny afternoon; a cheerful crowd in the canteen
hall, which gave plenty of seating accommodation;
background music provided by Aveley Electric, Ltd.
on their latest hi-fi apparatus; a small equipment
exhibition; and the usual prize draw-there was no
doubt of the success of the event, which was largely
contributed

to by the generous hospitality

and

co-operation of Texas Instruments, Ltd. as the hosts.
Outside exhibitors included J -Beams, Green &

Davis,

K.W. Electronics,

Strattons, and Aveley

Electric, and there was also a small exhibit by the
local police. Efficient sign -posting had been arranged

by the AA from all round Bedford, in addition to
which there were the talk -in stations on two metres
and 160m. These were kept busy, an interesting fact
being that some 40 mobiles were worked on the 144
me band, with G2DUS operating; this compared
with about 60 worked on Top Band during the same
period. This in itself is a most significant result, in

that it shows the rapid increase in mobile activity
on VHF relative to Top Band.
We have time and space only for a brief prelimin-

ary report on the Trentham Rally on April 19, but
it was again a great success, in very bad weather!
With an attendance in the strictly amateur interest
running into several hundreds, and a public interest
measured in thousands-for the locale up there is
such that ordinary visitors to Trentham find them [coned. p.170

An impression of part of the car park, Texas Instruments, Ltd., Bedford, on the occasion
of the first Mobile Rally of the season, held there on Sunday, April 5. About 100 cars

were fitted mobile and the meeting - organised by the RSGB Mobile Conunittee was a great success, with generous hospitality from Texas Instruments.
A G3GMN print
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At the Bedford Mobile Rally, left to right, G3ABB, G3IIR (of the
RSGB organising committee) and G3JFH/M from Cheltenham,
stepping up to receive the prize for the best home -constructed
mobile rig.
A G3GMN print

During the conducted tour of the Texas Instruments factory,
where semiconductor and solid-state devices are manufactured.
This picture shows members of the party viewing, through a
microscope, a photo -etched unit which, though only 1 -in. long
by 1 -in. wide, incorporates 27 separate circuits.
A G3GMN print
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At the Bedford Mobile Rally the local police were demonstrating

their Doppler phase -shift unit for measuring car speed. It
can easily be jammed - but that is against the law, even if
you do have a mobile licence !

The 160m. control station for the Bedford Mobile Rally, with
G3RPL (left) and G3DPQ operating. By 3.15 p.m. they had worked
about 60 mobiles.
A G3GMN print

This picture is of more than usual interest - the 80 /160m.
SSB transceiver, designed by G6VX, and built into a Mini Minor by G3JFH, who operates the rig /M. It gives 40w.
p.e.p. with a 5B254M in the PA, has a 455 kc mechanical filter
for receive and transmit, and involves 12 valves, 7 silicon diodes

and one crystal. Seen at the Bedford Mobile Rally, it won
G3JFH the prize for the best home -built /M installation.
A G3GMN print
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Neat /M aerial seen at Bedford -a loaded
whip with a capacity hat, the coil standing
above the roof level of the car. This is a
very sound configuration, both in theory
and practice, and should give good results.
Except that the car number was KLO-298
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At the Bedford Mobile Rally. The canteen hall, Texas Instruments, during the raffle
and prize draw, with which the Rally concluded. A bright and fairly warm day contributed much to the success of the event.

and it carried the badge of the South London
Mobile Club, we were unable to identify the
owner.

A G3GMN print

the VHF lot have separate parking spaces; this

to draw together those with similar interests. The
committee (from the organising societies) usually
contrive to put on a great many side-show attractions,
radio and non -radio, and it can truly be said that all
interests are covered, indoors and outside. This year's

radio equipment exhibition was the biggest yet-in
fact, the event itself has become so big that it is
hardly possible to get round to see it all, and find
everyone one wants to meet, in the time available.
We hope to have pictures and some further notes
covering Trentham for this space next month.
MOBILE RALLY CALENDAR

Arrangments and the booked dates known to
us at the time of writing are now as follows, with
some adjustments in the programme as previously
published :
.

. as a matter of fact, I do put out a very strong
ground wave . . ."

May 3: Organised by the Medway Group, at the
works of British Uralite, Ltd., Higham, near
Rochester, Kent. Talk -in by G2FJA/A on Top
Band and G3OHP/A on two metres. This is in
a rural area, with picnic facilities, but there will
be ample covered accommodation if the weather

selves caught up in the Rally goings-on-the car

parks started filling from mid -morning. Indeed, the
Trentham Gardens management admits that the
annual Mobile Rally organised jointly by the Midland and Stoke-on-Trent amateur groups each
year is one of the most profitable events in their

season. At Trentham, the mobiles are, as far as

possible, segregated by types, i.e. Top Band /M's and

is wet.

May 10: Mobile Rally organised by the Thanet
Radio Society, at the Viking Ship, Pegwell Bay,
Rarnsgate, with G3DOE/P talking -in on 160m.,
and G3BAC/P available on two metres.

May 24: Seventh Mobile Rally organised by the
Northern Amateur Radio Mobile Society, at
Harewood Park, near Leeds. Opening at 12 noon,
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talk -in will be by G3OGV/A on Top Band. There

will be a number of competitions, trade stands
and a surplus equipment sale (bring-and-buy).
Further information from : D. Binns, G3MGI,
N.A.R.M.S., 80 Gipton Wood Road, Leeds, 8.
June 7: A.R.M.S. annual mobile meeting at R.A.F.
Station, Barford St. John, near Deddington, Oxon.

There will be a tombola, a comprehensive trade
snow, and a military band concert. The talk -in

be on 160m. and two metres, under callsgns G3NMS and G3NMR, with an additional
will

SSli station working the DX bands. Details from :

N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, hon. sec., A.R.M.S., 79
Murchison Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
June 14: Hunstanton Mobile Rally, meeting in the
car park at the pier, with talk -in by G3ANM on
1980 kc and G3RED on 145.2 mc. This is an all day affair, with amateur TV as one of the attrac-

(look out for the ATV camera on the
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July 5 : Mobile Rally, R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society,
Weston -s -Mare, preceded by a dinner on the
Saturday evening ; apply G3GNS (QTHR) for
details.

also, Mobile Rally at South Shields, organised by
the local S.S. & D.A.R.S., hon. sec., G3KZZ,
QTHR.

July 26: Mobile Rally

to be organised

by the

Cornish Radio & TV Club, at Pentire Headland,
Newquay, Cornwall. Further information to come.
August 9 : Mobile Rally at the Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth, Devon, arranged by the local Amateur
Radio groups. Full details later.

August 16: The annual Derby Mobile Rally, at
Rykneld Schools, Bedford Street, Derby, with all
the usual facilities and attractions. Further details
later.

approach to Hunstanton). Charge 2s. 6d. for

August 30 : The U.B.A. (Belgian) Rally, near Namur,
in the Ardennes. Details later.

mation from G3KPO, QTHR.

September 13: RSGB Mobile Rally at Woburn

tions

admission and parking, and any further infor-

June 21 : Seventh Mobile Rally at Longleat House,
near Warminster, Wilts., with many attractions
based on the experience of the previous six events,

held at one of the loveliest sites in the southern
part of the

country. The

talk -in

stations-

G3JMY/A on about 1885 kc, and G3SJI/A on a
Zone 2 frequency-will open at 10.0 a.m. and there

is a charge for admission, since Longleat is one
of the show places of England. The Rally
Organiser is E. C. Halliday, G3JMY, 4 Parkside
Avenue, Winterbourne, Bristol, who can supply
a leaflet on request with an s.a.e.
also, Mobile Picnic, South Shields, Co. Durham.
June 28: RSGB Mobile Rally at U.S.A.F. Station,
Wethersfield, Essex.

THE RESONOMETER
TEST INSTRUMENT FOR TUNED
CIRCUIT MEASUREMENTS
R. V. MOORE, BSc. (G3LWB)

A RESONOMETER is a useful device for
-E-1-measuring the resonant frequency of a tuned
RF circuit when a grid dip oscillator cannot conveniently be used. The most obvious example is
the case of an IF transformer in situ. It is possible

to apply a GDO in such cases by removing the
screening can and coupling directly to the GDO or,
for greater accuracy, link coupling and replacement
of the can before checking the resonant frequency.
However, this is a tedious business, and use of the
instrument described in these notes is to be preferred.

Abbey, Beds.

With no less than 14 major Rally events now

dated, the season is well covered for the /M
enthusiast. It would be hard to avoid clashing if

any other big event, of which we have not yet been
informed, is being planned.
It is our hope and intention that, as in previous
years, most
in " The Mobile Scene." As it is hardly possible for
the Magazine to be represented at them all, organisers

are specially asked to deal promptly with our report
forms and also to arrange for us to be given, in good
time, all necessary information for advance publicity.

This is going to be a very big Rally season, and a
great deal of work will be involved in getting it
fully covered.

Circuit and Principle

The resonometer is used in conjunction with a
RF from the signal generator is
fed into the input socket of the instrument. The
signal generator.
transistorised

circuit

is

essentially

an

amplifier.

When a tuned RF assembly is connected to terminals

A and B the circuit will give its greatest response
(as shown on the meter) when the RF injection is at
the same frequency as the resonant frequency of the
assembly.
After thinking out the circuit and selecting
arbitrary values for the components from those

available, it was built up using MAT 120 transistors

-but other transistors such as the 0C169, 0C170,
0C171 or 0C44 would be suitable. The components
were mounted on a paxolin panel about 8in. by 4in.

with the meter, potentiometer knob, VR1, on/off
switch and terminals A and B on the upper side
and the wiring and other parts on the lower side.

The panel was than fitted into a plywood box, 21in.

deep, having a loose bottom, with a coaxial input
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Table of Values
Circuit of The Resonometer

Cl, C3 =
C2 =
C4, C5 =
C6 =
RI, R6 =
R2, R7 =
R3 =
R4, R5 =
R8 =

.01
0.1

µF

50 niiF (see text)
.005 µF
47,000 ohms
15,000 ohms
3,900 ohms
1,000 ohms
2 700 ohms

VR I = 1,000 -ohm pre-set
var.

D1 = 0A70, or similar
M = 0.5 or 1.0 mA m/c

TR1,

meter

Input

from sig.
genera tor
CI

TR2 = MAT -120, 0C44,
0C170

Note: Alt resistors rated 1 -watt.

socket at the side. (It has since been found that
the size of the instrument could have been reduced
considerably with advantage.)

Wiring should be as short as possible to reduce
For the same reason leads taken
from terminals A and B to the circuit to be checked
must be kept short; it was found convenient to
have solder tags on A and B. Condensers C4 and
C5 (50 ,upT) affect the accuracy of the instrument
circuit capacities.

and may be reduced to 25 ppiF or lower if
frequencies higher than about 2 mc are to be
checked, or greater accuracy is required. However,
the instrument is most useful at low frequencies, 100
kc to 2 mc. Between these frequencies the accuracy
seems to be approximately 3 per cent. The writer is

unaware of the accuracy that might be expected at
frequencies higher than 2,000 kc as no further work
has been carried out. The circuit as wired fulfilled
a need that had arisen at the time. There is little
doubt that the circuit could be improved by further
experiment and development.

Use of the Instrument

Let us suppose that it is desired to check the
resonant frequency of an unknown IF transformer
in a receiver. Proceed as follows: Unsolder one
side of the IF transformer (say primary) and connect

to terminals A and B with the shortest possible
leads.
Feed in RF from a calibrated signal
generator and go through the ranges of the generator
and through the full frequency coverage of each
range. A range and then a particular frequency will

be found which gives the highest reading on the
meter. Then back off VR1 and, if necessary, the
signal generator gain so that the meter reads only
about 1/5th of full scale deflection. Now set the
frequency accurately on the signal generator for
the greatest deflection on the meter and read off
the resonant frequency of the IF transformer. To
be certain you are not working on a harmonic go
to the next higher range and check-the meter reading should be considerably less. Although in many

cases the circuit capacity of the instrument affects
its accuracy it is not of great consequence. When
checking an IF transformer in situ, for instance,
the transformer has been disconnected from its own
circuit capacities so the capacitance of the instrument is only replacing this, either wholly or in part.
In a similar way the resonometer can be used to
check tuned RF coils in a receiver or transmitter.
It will also permit the determination of the proper

Circuit of the Resonometer, as devised by G3LWB, and described in the article. It is used with a signal generator and if
any tuned RF circuit is connected across A -B, the condition of
resonance is indicated on the meter as the sig. gen. is swept

through the frequency of the circuit on test - see text.

combination

of

coil -and -condenser

particular range of tuning.

to

give

a

The instrument should also be useful for
checking of

the comparative

the
activity of quartz

crystals on fundamentals, or harmonics, by injecting

the RF from a crystal oscillator and connecting to

A and B a tuned circuit resonant at the correct
frequency (fundamental or harmonic). The instrument would be useful for indicating the relative Q of
a coil/capacitance combination. A coil with a high

Q would give a higher reading on the meter than
one having a lower Q.

THE NEW "ARRL HANDBOOK "
With 592 pages of text, 34 pages of valve and
semi -conductor data, a 14 -page index, and 80 pages
of interesting advertising, the 1964 Radio Amateur's
Handbook is well worth getting if you have not had
an "ARRL Handbook " (as it is usually called)

during the last three years or so. As always, it

is

full of practical data on the design, construction and
operation of amateur -band

equipment

of every

conceivable kind-from HF to VHF and UHF; AM
phone, CW and SSB: mobile, portable and fixed;
aerials and beam systems; Dower supply units for
every purpose; test gear of all sorts; and constructional ideas and methods.
The fact is that the " ARRL Handbook,"
constantly revised and kept up-to-date, continues to

be-as it always has been-the bible of Amateur

Radio for the English -sneaking world. It is, as its
cover proclaims, the standard manual of Amateur
Radio communication. That it is American in origin

-the Handbook is produced and published by the
American Radio Relay League, the national radio
amateur organisation for the U.S.A.-in no way

for radio amateurs outside
America. It is, in fact, sold throughout the world. The
lessens its usefulness

present edition is the 41st; it is nearly liins. thick,
weighs over 2lbs., and costs us 2s. 3d. to post to you.

We can supply from stock at 37s. 6d. post free

(library binding, hard covers, de luxe, at 47s. 6d.).
Publications Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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midst, and much of the real constructional urge and interest of
Amateur Radio has been trans-

ferred from the HF to the VHF
bands. And what a vast field of
interest there is, from aerials to
and

receivers

transmitters

in

several modes, to say nothing of
UHF possibilities and developments.

The weather during the last few
weeks

has

dictated

effectively
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London VHF/UHF Convention
Note that this popular and well attended VHF meeting is to take
place on Saturday, May 16, at the
Kingsley Hotel, Bloomsbury Way,
London, W.C.1 ; that the tickets,
for convention and dinner, are
27s. 6d., obtainable from F. E. A.
Green, G3GMY, 48 Borough Way,
Potters Bar, Middlesex ; that early
booking is advisable, as the dinner

the trend of conditions, and there

BAND

is

not much to say about that.

TWO METRES

The March contest was played off

COUNTIES WORKED SINCE
SEPTEMBER 1, 1963
Starting Figure, 14

in very cold Wx and though the
glass was fairly well up, at 30.4
in. this was not significant in the

From Home QTH only

circumstances, and conditions for
the event were poor,

A. J. DEVON

and the

apparent activity low-though this
did not mean that there were not
a lot of stations trying, as proved

57

G3BA

55

G3LRP

54

G3GWL

52

G3NUE

49

G3CO

44

G4LU

42

G3PTM, G3SAR

40

G3HRH

38

G2AXI-

37

G3LAS

34

G3DVQ, GM3LDU

33

G2BJY, G2CDX, G3PSL

32

G3AHB, G5JU

30

G3CKQ

29

G3CCA

28

G3PKT, G5UM

26

G3GSO, GW3PWH

25

G3KQF

Glasgow Electronic Services. With

24

G2BDX, G3ONB

G3FZL in the chair, the speeches
were by GM3EGW, G3HRH,
GM5VG and G5JU, and the Kyle
Trophy was presented to GM6XW

22

G3IOE

21

G3SML, G8VN

20

G3EKP

in recognition of his untiring
efforts on VHF for Scotland.

19

G3KPT

17

GW3CBY

There was a very good attendan:e
of GM's in addition to the visitors

16

G3HWR, G3OJY

from

14

G3OZF, GSZT

by the fact
London -area

that some of
protagonists

the
were

showing stations -worked totals of
well over 100 ; G3GHI had 140S
by the close.

WELL, your A.J.D. is on his
marks again-though not yet
pumping quite at full bore-with
profuse and sincere apologies for
the non-appearance of this feature
last month, and a slight glow of
satisfaction that a few readers at

least did notice the absence of

" VHF Bands " in the April issue.
Those who really did miss it can

be assured that it was not due
just to idleness on the part of
A.J.D. (as contended by old -man

Editor) but because the press of
events under a malarial temperature of 103° made it a little
difficult for A.J.D. to sort his
papers.

Anyway, as things fell out, there

would not have been a great deal
to report last month in the way of
operating results-indeed, after a

very good start in the early part
of the year, VHF has been in the
doldrums for the last couple of
months. Plenty of local activity,
and many new stations coming on,

but nobody working much in the

way of DX. Of course, for a lot
of people on the VHF bands, the
working

of EDX/GDX is not

their raison d'etre at all-there are
a great many experimenters in our

Station

Worked

Scottish VHF Convention
This is reported as having
been the most successful yet, with

about 70 people at the afternoon
meeting, and 62 at table for the
dinner with which the convention
Hotel,
Rutherglen, on Saturday, April 18.

concluded

at

the

Mill

There were talks and demonstrations by Tom Withers, G3HGE,
and Ed. Murphy, GM3SBC, and
the exhibitors included equipment
displays by the firms of Withers,
Green & Davis, J -Beams, Cathodeon Crystals, M -O Valve Co.,
Partridge, Strattons and the local

London way-and until
GM3GZA showed up at the meet-

ing, very few knew that he is on
145.8 me from Campbeltown in
Argyllshire, is very well sited for
GDX and, though he hears many
distant stations, gets few contacts
because nobody tunes that high
in the band !

This annual Counties Worked Table will
run till August 31, 1964. All tWo-metre
operators who work 14 or more Counties

on the band are eligible for entry. QSL
cards or other proofs are not required.
After the first 14 worked, simply claim
from time to time with counties as they
accrue, giving consign and date for the
county worked. To keep the Table
up-to-date, claims should be made at
intervals of not more than two months.
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seating is always a sell-out ; that

there will be a very interesting
programme of technical talks, and

an equipment display ; that the
convention opens in the morning,
with the lectures in the afternoon ; and that tickets for this
part of the programme only

(exclusive dinner) are 3s. 6d., also
from G3GMY.

This is the tenth in the series of
these important VHF conventions,
always

drawing

an

enthusiastic

gathering from all parts of the
country. Out-of-town visitors take

care to arrive early on the Saturday, so that there is time for
improving and productive tours
round

those

well-known

radio

establishments in the Lisle St. and
Tottenham Court Road areas.

Andorra on Two Metres !
There will be a very good

chance of working a new country

during June
experienced

when that
expedition
team,
F2MO and F2QX, will be in
Andorra. They have been there
12-21,

before, and know the form, but
this is the first time that two
metres

is to

be tried.

Signing

PX1QX, from a location 8,000 ft.
a.s.l. and with a clear take -off in
most directions, operation will be
daily from 1800z on a frequency
near

144.0

mc,

running

100w.

AM/SSB, with an 8-ele beam
and a nuvistor converter into an
NC -300. Though the HF bands
are also to be worked (as on their
previous

occasions),

a

special

effort is being made this time " to
put Andorra on two metres in the
right way," as F2QX expresses it.

VHF transmission will not start
until the evening, but he will be
QRX on two metres most of every

day, so that a blind call might
activate PX1QX.

The HF-band

activity is being looked after by

FOUR METRES
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED
LIST
Starting Figure, 8

From Home QTH Only
Worked

Station

41

G3EHY

37

G3IUD, G3PJK

35

G3OHH

34

EI2W

33

G5JU

30

G20I, G3JHM/A

29

G3NUE

26

G3PMJ, G5FIC

21

G3AYT

20

G3LZN

19

G3BNL

16
15

14

G30KJ

12

G2AXI, G3LQR, G5DS

11

G3HWR, G3SNA

10

F2MO, signing PX1MO, so it may

be possible to raise him on, say,
80 metres, for a 2m. sked.
From a site like that, we would
think that PX1QX will not have
much difficulty in making a great
many EU contacts on two metres,
under almost any conditions, as
they will command an enormous

" local area," well populated in
the VHF sense. However, for
working the U.K., conditions will
undoubtedly be a factor --indeed,

we could be in the position of
being able to hear PX1QX quite
well, without being able to raise
him through the semi -local EU
barrage. The QSL address is:
Bernard Achard, F2QX, 117 Rue
de la Course, Bordeaux (Gironde).
Though Bernard does not mention

May, 1964

the first -ever G -GC contact on 70
mc ; GC3OBM, on Guernsey, runs
45w. on 70-35 mc, with a QV06-20

in the PA, a CC converter into
an HRO, and a 4-ele flat -top.
His normal operating period is
from noon -time on Sundays, and
skeds are offered. Bill, G6NB,
reports hearing him at 579 on
Easter Sunday and calling many
times without response-however,
during the same session GC3ROP

on Sark was worked from Brill,

for a new one on four metres.

G5ZT (Plymouth), the other half
of the GC3OBM " first," is on
70.2 mc, but says it is hard going
down there.

Notes on 23 Centimetres
G3GWL (Bletchley) reports that
his 23 cm Tx is nearing comple-

tion, with the exciter section to
70 cm in operation and driving a
DET-22 tripler giving an RF output of about one watt on 23
centimetres ; this in turn is to
drive a DET-24 in a cavity

resonator, as a straight PA taking
(it is

being hoped) about 20w.

input.

This will give Colin a

pretty potent RF source on the
1290 mc band, to be fed into a
corner reflector for plenty of gain.
He will then be in the business, as
the Rx is already working.
Up in Birmingham!, G2CIW
reports

two-way

QSO's

with

G3NBQ (Coventry); the 23 cm
signal averages S7 over their 19 mile path. Other stations in the
area collaborating on 1290 mc are

G3KFD and G3KPT, and work
is going on all the time to improve
the gear and get better signals
over what are strictly non -visual

it,

paths.

G3BJR, G3FDW, G3OWA

sked arrangements might be
possible-but remember, he will
be in demand from all over

GI3HXV

Europe !

Reflections-on Reflection
In the March issue, in this piece,
some passing reference was made

G2BDX

G3PRQ

This Table records Counties Worked
on Four Metres, on an all-time basis.
Claims can be made as for the other
Tables, e.g. a list of counties with the

stations worked for them, added to
from time to time as more counties

accrue. QSL cards or other confirmations are not required.

And now, looking no further

than our own boundaries, we are
asked to announce that the Liverpool boys will be taking their club
station into Caernarvonshire for
May 23-24, signing GW3AHD/P
on two and four metres. QSL to
G3MCN (QTHR).

And on Four Metres
We are glad to be able to report
ground being broken by
GC3OBM/G5ZT, who have made
new

to the possibility of GDX being
heard

by

Echo

reflection.
interesting
comment, suggests that this is most

G3EDD, in

a

11

very

unlikely, and that a much more
probable

cause of

the sudden

appearance of a DX signal on
VHF is aircraft reflection. He
cites several

instances from his

own experience, of GDX being

heard for the sort of period and
in the direction from which it
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would

be expected if a large

aeroplane were on a steady course
relative to both fixed points. On
several

to

listening

occasions,

175

for different troubles. However, he

writes to say that things are now
straightening out and that he will
be on the VHF ball again before

TWO METRES
COUNTRIES WORKED
Starting Figure, 8

22 G3LTF (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD,

G2XV on 70 cm and knowing his
beam heading, G3EDD was able
to deduce a Doppler -shift effect

long.

G6NB (Brill) is finishing off a
new two -metre Tx -and from
where he is, it is anybody's guess

22 ON4FG (DL, EI, F, G, GI, GM,

aircraft reflection.

what Bill will be able to do with
it. He is also /M on two metres,
and is able to find the local spots
from which he can put out a good

21 G3HBW, GSYV (DL, El, F, G,
GC, GD, GI, GM, GW, HB,

of about 50 c/s, consistent with

A few

before

days

seeing

G3EDD's letter, your A.J.D. was

having a listen round the two metre band and came upon a
London

station

this

discussing

very matter of aircraft reflection,
Being on the edge

on two metres.

of London Airport, said operator
is apparently in the habit of using
the Boeing flight coming in at 8.55

p.m. to hear all sorts of things,

including G3OCB down in Truro!
The Boeing's approach being from

the westerly direction this would
give time for a QSO-and, in fact
G3SHK has worked G3OCB, but
whether it was by Boeing reflection or some more conventional
we

mechanism,

propagation

would not know. (G3SHK is the
station within the fall -out area of
London Airport.)

What all this comes to is that
aircraft reflection can be a factor
in GDX working on VHF -it can
even have an effect on 10 metres
in those parts of the U.K. where
aircraft 'density is high -and so
it follows that if you get the
brochures. (not from us, and

A.J.D. cannot be involved in any
correspondence

about

this)

covering BEA/BOAC/KLM/PAA

/TWA timings and routes over
the U.K., you may be able to
work out something useful for
your own district, remembering
that Daventry is a turning point
for aircraft being stacked over
London Airport. The airlines

mentioned are those flying large
aircraft on regular services into

and out of U.K. airports.
smaller

ones

are

not

The
worth

bothering with in this context.

Two Metre Notes and News
One

of

our

keenest

VHF

operators, with good gear for the

signal.

Johnny, G3BLP (Woldingham),
who has now worked no less than
1,311

different

stations

on two

metres, remarks that the

only

reaction to his comments about
the Zone Plan (see p.41, March)
seems to be " the steady erosion
of other zones by London -area
stations who are already getting
out very well and have no need

of zone." This
only makes it more difficult for

to operate out

those in

poor QTH's, already

having a struggle to get out.
A comment on the same theme
comes from G3RMB (Coventry)
-who himself gets out very well,
incidentally -saying that he hopes
the Band Plan is maintained and
that all VHF operators adhere to

it. He goes on to say " there are
very few who do not wish to work

DX on the VHF bands; it is of

great assistance to them to know
where

to

look when

wanting

GDX." It is nearly a year since
G3RMB last wrote in, and since
then he has improved the receiving
side --with a 6CW4/12AT7 into an

AR88--and the beam is now a

10-ele long Yagi; the Tx still runs
Having been on a
Scotland
into
pedition
25w.

DXand

Northumberland with G3KXA, he
knows what it is to have a band full of signals calling-" an almost
frightening experience."
Bob at G5MA (Great Bookham,
Sy.) says he is on the look -out for
GM3GZA, as already mentioned,

but that conditions will have to
improve quite a lot to make him
workable. At G5MA, the only
thing out of the ordinary during
the last few weeks was a CW

144/430 me bands and an excellent
location, is G5QA (Exeter). But

contact with G3IOE (Newcastle),
on April 8.

has been having a bad time under
surgery and both be and his XYL

activity has been low, and he is

for the last few months Herbert
were in the same nursing home

At

G3CO

(Hartley,

Kent)

one of those who confirm that for
the last few weeks VHF has been

GI, GM, GW, HB, HG, LA, LX,
OE, OH, OK, ON, OZ, PA, SM,
SP, UR)
GW, HB, HG, LA, LX, OE, OH,
OK, ON, OZ, PA, SM, SP, UA,

UR, YU)

HG, LA, LX, OE, OH, OK, ON,
OZ, PA, SM, SP)

19 G3CCH
18
16

G6NB, ON4BZ, OK2WCG

G3BA, G3BLP, G3CO, G3GHO,

G3KEQ, GSTHA, G6RH, G6XM,
PAM'S
G2CIW,
G2XV, G3AYC, G3DKF,
15
G4MW,
G3FZL,
G3RMB,
GM3EGW
G2FJR,
G2HDZ,
G3AQX,
G3FAN,
14
G3HRH,
G3I00,
G3HAZ,
G3KPT,
G3PBV,
G3JWQ,

G3WS, G5BD, GSDS, G6LI,

G8OU
G3AOS,
G2HIF,
G2HOP,
G3EHY,
G3DMU, G3DVK,
G3NNG,
G3IIT,
G3GPT,
G3NUE, G3OHD, G4LU, G6XX,
G8VZ
F8MX, G2BJY,
12 EI2A, EI2W,
G3BNC,
G3GFD,
G2CDX,
G3JAM,
G3GWL,
G3GHI,
G3JXN,
G3LAS,
G3JLA,
G3WW,
G5CP,
G3OBD,
GSJU, G5ML, G8DR, GW2HIY
1 t G2AJ, G2CZS, G3ABA, G3BDQ,
G3IUD,
G3GSO,
G3BOC,
G3JZN,
G3KUH,
G3JYP,
G3LHA, G4RO, G4SA, G51313,
OK1VR,
G6XA,
GC2FZC,
PA0VDZ

13

10 G2AHP, G2AXI, G2FQP, G3BK,

G3DLU, G3GSE, G3JHM/A,
G3LRP,
G3LAR,
G3KQF,
G3OSA,
G3LTN,
G3MED,
G5MR,
G5TN,
G3OXD/A,
GW3ATM,
G5UM,
G8IC,
GW3MFY, GWSMQ
G2DVD,
G2DHV,
9 G2BHN,
G2FCL, G3BOC, G3BYY, G3FIJ,
G3OJY,
G3PSL,
G3FUR,
G4LX,
G8GP,
G3PTM,

GC3EBK, GI3ONF, GM3DIQ

8

G2BDX, G2DDD, G2XC, G3AEP,
G3AHB,
G3CCA,
G3AGS,
G3GBO,
G3HCU,
G3EKX,
G3PKT,
G3KHA,
G3HWJ,
G3MPS, G3VM, GSBM, GSBY,
G8SB, GM3JFG, GM3LDU

somewhat in a slough of despond.

He had a rather dreary Easter

holiday in Holland, en famille,
with the Wx even worse than it

was over here, but he managed
to make personal contact with
PAODEF, who confirmed that
VHF conditions were as bad

there; another interesting meeting
was with PAOLO, who is second
operator of PAOAA, the official
VERON station, on the air every

Friday evening and looking for
QSO's after their Dutch, English
and RTTY transmissions, when
they always expect to be able to
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work the better -placed southerly

able" (G3IOE)

.

" Activity

.

.

G stations. PAOAA is situated
near Leiden, on what is high
ground for Holland-a tower a

locally is now quite high, and the

by the locals to be an advan-

five-minute lunch-time banter with

few feet above sea level, and said
tageous site.

shown

has
so

been

far as

your A.J.D. has been notified. As

always, there is a large clutch

of claims in hand for the Two -

Metre All -Time, the master table,
which tells the VHF story literally

from the dawn of time, meaning
that it shows what everyone had

done on two metres

since the

band was opened, sixteen years
ago. If you are in the All -Time,
a

.

.

.

" I can usually manage a

home " (G4LU)
. . " GW2HQ
in Aberdovey, Merioneth, is on
145.42 and is very strong here;
he hears many Cornish and South
.

here

brought up to date

with

1930-2100, clock time " (G3OCB)

Colin, G3GWL, when we are at

The Tabular Matter
That

most popular times are around

good total of stations

worked-and some of them bob
around the 1,000-.mark-you are
among the founder members as
regards VHF in the U.K. Few of
the professionals have so long a
practical experience of communication on VHF as those who
lead our tables. In fact, much of
the current commercial VHF
practice is based on amateur

understanding and know-how, and
the results and technic'l data
which for years have been
explained, discussed and argued
out in these pages.

We are now at that interesting
stage where the radio amateur
application --the backyard beam

and 50 watts or so in the PA-

is matched up by large commercial installations designed, thought
out and controlled mainly by
" professional amateurs " who
would be glad to have those

facilities in their own backyards.
In other words, if you are a real
radio man, it's in your blood, and
all you are interested in is working DX on whatever happens to
be the most difficult band of all

at the time of thinking. (Where

did he get these ideas from?-

Editor.)

Some of The Gleanings
Scratching round the VHF
bands and through the A.J.D.
correspondence, we find the
following: "This has been the

best winter for conditions on Two

in all the 12 years I've been on;
good DX has always been work-

Wales stations but they do not
respond to his calls; are their
beams
ever turned
to
his
direction? " (G3EHY)
" When

LX1AL came back to my CQ it
was a birthday treat for me; everyone else was after LX1SI; presum-

ably this proves that if nobody
calls CQ no QSO's will result"

(G3OHD) . . . " I have improved
my 4 -metre mobile gear and have
had some very good contacts over

a distance of 29 miles, using a *wave vertical whip and a Tx input
of 4 watts " (G8VN)
" Since
starting on two metres in Decem.

.

.

ber, about 70 different stations

have been worked, using a modified SCR -522 running 22w. input "
(G3SML) . . . " As a newcomer

to two metres I am perhaps not
qualified to comment on the Zone

Plan, but I feel bound to say that
it seems to have worked well over
the years; the thought of swooping

VFO's on to pieces of rare DX
is horrifying " (G3COI)
"I
have a new 20-ele stack under
construction and that should help
to push up my score on 70 centimetres " (G3EKP) . "Persistence during the March two -metre
contest produced contacts with 97
different stations, despite poor
.

.

.

.

conditions " (G3PTM)

"I was
very sorry to read that you had
been ill but relieved to know that

you are now out of the wood "

(G2BDX) . . . " I have now got
up to 15C in the 4 -metre all-time
counties worked, the

new one

being G3FDW for Cumberland "
(GI3HXV). . . .

May, 1964
could be) to concentrate some new

brain -power on our UHF bands,
most

readers

would

probably

agree that, whatever the bands to

be used, the CW requirement
sorts out the serious amateurs

from those who just want to play.
Without going into all the background arguments, there is good

reason why every holder of an
amateur licence should be coherent

in Morse. This has nothing to do
with being able to know how to
" read the signal about closing
down

in

an

emergency; "

or

being able to copy CW on the
amateur bands; or realising that
all the real DX is still worked on

CW, as being by far the most

efficient, accurate and easiest radio
communication system known-

what the Morse requirement does

establish is that if you are to be
a fully competent operator in the
Amateur Radio sense, you should

be able to work a QSO as easily
on CW as you can on phone. The
interesting fact is that the people
who really matter and who lead
the field on the VHF bands can
do just that. They are as coherent
on the key as they are with the
microphone.

With Thanks
Your A.J.D. would like to offer
his particular thanks to the follow-

ing, who were good enough to
take the trouble to keep him informed of the VHF situation
during his period

of absence:

G2CIW, G3BA, G3BLP, G3CO,
G3EHY, G3GWL, G4LU, G5MA,

G6NB and G8VN. Much of what

you have read is based on their
reports.
And in Conclusion

Thanks be to Allah, we have a

little more time this month, during

which a lot could happen-there
could even be a big EU opening.
Indeed, as this went down, there
were signs of an improvement in
conditions. To get your reports,

New UHF Licences
It is under G.P.O. consideration
to issue AT -station licences for
the amateur bands from 70 centimetres up without the Morse Test
formality-in other words, to

comments, ideas, claims, suggestions, opinions and criticisms
into " VHF Bands " for the
June issue, send them all to :
A.
J. Devon, VHF
Bands,

licence

us not later than Friday, May 22.
With you again on June 5, a.b.w.

legalise

the present /T

situation. While the effect of this
new dispensation might be (or

Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1, to be with

73 de A.J.D.
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This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all
holders of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of
transmitters already licensed.

NEW QTH's
G3LRO, J. H. Tinker, 68 Caulfield

Road, East Ham, London, E.6.
G3SKK, W. D. James, 36 Poplar
Road, Rayleigh, Essex.
G3SMZ, R. T. A. Hill, 12 Hurst
Stockport,
Reddish,
Street,
Cheshire.
G3SNN, A. B. Woolford (ex-

ZC4CN), 7 Wayside Cottages,
Staplehay, Taunton, Somerset.
GW3SON, L. A. France, 5 Heoly-Garth, Penparcau,
wyth, Cards.

Aberyst-

G3SPU, R. C. Moore, 15 Waver ley Gardens, Melksham, Wiltshire.

G3STS, T. Edwards, 65 Connaught
Street, London, W.2.

GW3SUH, K. Hughes, 2 Ynys
Street,
Ynyshir,
Rhondda,
Glam.
G3SUI, J. W. Burrows, 15
Ainscow
Avenue,
Lostock,

Bolton, Lancs.
G3SUX,

D.

Bradshaw,

J.

9

Howarth Road, Abbey Wood,
London, S.E.2.
G3SVD, A. P.

Hewitt,

24

G3SXW,

R.

Western,

K.

118

Salisbury Avenue, Barton, Torquay, S. Devon.
G3SXX/T, G. True, Police House,

Road, Cathays, Cardiff, Glam.
GM3SYO, D. J. Mackay, 28A
Louisburgh Street, Wick, Caith-

G3JTL, A. Fennell, Garden Cottage, Haytor, Newton Abbot,

ness.
G3SYQ,

16

Cedars

Close, Swindon, Wilts.
G3SZC, I. G. West (ex-VS9MA),

17 Wife of Bath Hill, Canter-

bury, Kent.

G3SZC/A, I. G. West, 7 Station
Road, Whitstable, Kent.
G3SZQ, V. G. Porter, 346 Kings
Ashton - under - Lyne,

Road,
Lancs.

G3TAI, C. F. J. Ward, 39 Chestnut

Avenue,

R.A.F.

Station,

Topcliffe, Thirsk, Yorkshire.
G3TAM, T. A. Moore, 20 Samuel
Richardson House, West Kensington, London, W.14.

G2DT, F. L. Nunn, 62 Orford

Staffs.

G3SVJ, Luton and District Amateur Radio Society, c/o A.T.C.
Headquarters, Crescent Road,
Luton, Beds.
G3SVN, J. Fowler, Axholme
Lodge, Woolsthorpe-by-Colster-

worth, Nr. Grantham, Lincs.
G3SVW, R. P. Smith, 226 Green brow Road,
Wythenshawe,
Lancs.

Newall Green,
Manchester 23,

Pettigrove

Road,

Nr. Bristol, Glos.

977879).

Street, Ipswich, Suffolk.
G3CMI, J. A. Scott, 85 Fountains
Avenue, Bilton, Nr. Harrogate,

berland.

G3IDW, R. Reynolds, Orchard

Kingswood,

GI3IEX, D. J. Roper, Erinagh
House,

Erinagh,

G3LWH, G. Twist, L.L.M., 80
Bell Barn Road, Stoke Bishop,
Bristol, 1.

G3LYT, W. Fennell, Garden Cottage, Haytor, Newton Abbot,
Devon.

G3LZE, M. J. Henry, 17 Oakwood
Avenue, Southgate, London,
N.14.

G3LZQ, J. Dunnington, 122
Flinton Street, Hessle Road,

Hull, E. Yorkshire.

G3MWV, D. G. Blake, Clare
House, Clare

Road, Cromer,

Norfolk. (Tel. Cromer 2872).
GW3OCD,
V.
A.
Ffriddoedd, 7 Cae
Llanelly, Carms.

Davies,

Cotton,

G3OJV, P. W. Waters,

6 The
Sheilings, Hornchurch, Essex.
G3OXO, P. E. Morrison, 16
Broadview Avenue, Rainham,
Gillingham, Kent.

G3POQ, P. D. Hayes, Coppers,
98 Hawthylands Road, Hail sham, Sussex.

Yorkshire.

G3DJQ, B. H. T. Olver, Little
Orchard, St. Lawrence, Isle of
Wight. (Tel. Niton 204).
G3D0Q, C. P. Pirnie, The Pines,
Hepscott, Morpeth, NorthumCottage, Hook, Swindon, Wilts.

G3SWG, B. Tinton, Pineclose, 10
Glynville Road, Colehill, Wimborne, Dorset.
G3SWH, P. A. Whitchurch, 66

Sussex.

Devon.
Wicks,

I.

G3SVH, D. H. Perks, 87 Long
Lane, Newtown, Nr. Walsall,

(Tel.

Denbighshire.

Eythorne, Nr. Dover, Kent.
(Tel. Shepherdswell 311).
GW3SYE, W. J. Davis, 30 Maindy

Reading

ing,
Berks.
28897).

G3JAZ, B. M. Poole, Charnwood,
57 Annefield Park, Gresford,
G3JGO, B. Priestley, 43 Raymond
Road, Langley, Slough, Bucks.
G3JHM, D. T. Hayter, 16
A'Becket Gardens, Worthing,

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
EI2W, H. L. Wilson, 23 Rathgar
Road, Dublin, 6. (Tel. Dublin

Romany Lane, Tilehurst, Read-

All addresses published here are

reprinted in the U.K. section of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL
BOOK " in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received.
up to the limit of the space allowance each month. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

Nr.

Down-

patrick, Co. Down.

GM3IGY, W. A. P. Dellar (exVK5DK), R.A. Guided Weapons
Range, Benbecula, Hebrides.

G3RBR, F. B. S. Rogerson, 12
Croft Road, Thame, Oxfordshire.

G3RDC, A. Wood, 30 Baldslow
Road, Hastings, Sussex.

G5HB, H. Biltcliffe, Longlands,
Station Road, Steeple Morden,
Nr. Royston, Herts. (Station in
Cambs.).

GSKC, G. W. Kelley, 9 Cornwall
Drive, Fulford, York.
G8RY, F. E. Wyer, Four Winds,
New Works Lane, Wellington,
Salop. (Tel. Wellington 4025).

For anything radio you may want to buy, sell or exchange -use the Readers' Small Advertisement
section in " Short Wave Magazine "-See pp.183-191
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By

" Club Secretary"

(Deadline for June Issue: May 15)
(Address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary")

TS there such a thing as a formula for a successful
-I-Amateur Radio Club ? Many a harassed committee

would like to know, particularly as things begin to
fall off in that depressing way that many of them
know so well.

Well, maybe there's no such thing as a formula,

but there are certain ingredients that are most certainly
necessary. The first (and probably the most important)
is youthful enthusiasm. There's nothing like a bunch
of young, keen SWL's, intent on getting their tickets,
to keep a club alive. Enthusiasm is infectious,
remember.

The second stage, often arising from the first,

is

a group of members between whom a keen but
friendly rivalry exists-whether in the field of DX,

or of home -construction, or whatever it may be. Four
or five DX -minded members, each determined not to
be outshone by the others, can offer a wonderful tonic,

Service will hear a lecture by G2AOX on Satellite
Tracking and Prediction, on May 4 ; on the 25th there

will be an informal meeting (one week later than

usual because of the Whitsun holiday).
Mitcham, who recently pulled themselves out of
a deep depression, elected new officers at their AGM
(see panel for new secretary's QTH), and halved the
membership fee. It is even less for members under 21.

They report " Club now going well," and we are
very glad to hear it.
A Junk Sale will be held at Northern Heights on

May 13 ; on the 27th there will be a talk on
Transistors, by G3UI. Quite a few new licences among

the members are expected, and there

is a

lot of

activity in connection with special stations and outside
visits during the
Southgate will be hearing a talk on Green & Davis

equipment on May 14, with particular reference to

since they all have bright ideas now and then, and

Two Metres, by request of the club members. May 28

will certainly put them into practice. Hence " A " has
a better aerial system ; " B " a better receiver ; " C "
a higher -powered transmitter . . . but not for long,
since each of them will profit from the experience of

is

the date for an informal meeting, following the
pattern of the successful ones held in March and

the others.

April as the second meetings of the month. Note new
secretary's QTH.
The future programme at Spen Valley, who held

The secretary, if he does his stuff, will induce all
of them to tell the club about these goings-on, and
there is part of the lecture programme solved from

the Bradford club on May 12 ; a talk on " Missilemen,
1964 " on May 14 ; a visit to the firm of Research

their annual dinner on April 25, includes a visit to

within the membership.

Electronics, at Cleckheaton, on the 21st ; and a talk
on RTTY, by G3KEP, on the 27th. On June 3 they

disillusioned group of old-timers, who have worked
it all, built it all and done it all, wallowing in the

will visit the Met. Office at Church Fenton. Altogether
a pretty busy month.

Nothing is so certainly doomed to failure as a

nostalgic past. Without the young blood and the
enthusiasm for new ideas, a club soon becomes

Torbay, at a recent meeting, heard a talk on TVI
by G3LKJ, their P.R.O. Roger Western, son of their

moribund, and eventually defunct. Think it over.

secretary, G3NQD, now has his own callsign, G3SXW.

Point to Watch
How's your insurance position ? Derby recently
discovered, to their cost, that a loss of stationery and
news -sheet material damaged by fire cannot be
recovered from their Insurance Company because the

on May 6, and a talk on the 20th. A mobile week -end,

stock was not in the clubroom, but at a member's
private address. Check your policy-and read the
small print !

ACTIVITY REPORTS

On May 26, Barnet will be hearing about the

A.R.M.S. all -band SSB/CW transmitter -8 p.m. at

the Red Lion Hotel, High Barnet. The June meeting
(on the 30th) will be a Junk Sale.
Meeting, as always, at the Science Museum, Civil

There will be a Film Show by G3ERB at Wirral,

organised by G2AMV, will be held on May 9-10,
when it is hoped that a large turnout of members
will rendezvous " somewhere in Wales."

Cray Valley held their AGM in April, and the
review of the year's activity gave an encouraging
picture, including an increased membership. Their
officers were all re-elected.

West Kent continue to meet on the second and

fourth Fridays at Culverden House, Tunbridge Wells,

and report that recent gatherings have been well
attended. The full programme at Derby includes a
Surplus Sale on May 6, a talk on " Our Society-Its

Past and Future," on the 13th ; a D/F Practice Run
on the 20th and an Open Evening on the 27th. June 3
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is booked for a Junk Sale.
Lothians report that they were " royally entertained
by the Kingdom of Fife " when they recently visited
Dunfermline, who laid on an excellent programme of
talks, films, demonstrations and food ! At their May
meeting they are to hear about " Small Vessel
Communications " from Mr. W. R. Cook, of Coastal
Radio.

Stratford-upon-Avon will by now be recovering
from their efforts in connection with the opening of
the new Shakespeare Centre on April 22, when
GB2WS was due to take the air for four days, on four
bands.

Oxford continue to gather at the Cherwell Hotel,

Water Eaton Road, on the

second

and fourth

Wednesdays ; they are looking forward to their visit

from Heathkit (Daystrom Ltd.) on May 13, and on
June 10 they will have a lecture/demonstration by
Cathodeon Crystals Ltd. Also lined up for the future
is a visit from Racal Electronics Ltd. R.A.E. classes
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Headquarters, Sutton Road, on Fridays at 7 p.m.
-visitors always welcome. The March and April
lectures

at

Preston

were

given

by G2BQ-on

Aerials and Transmission Lines. On May 12 they
have arranged a visit to the Ribble Generating
Station -7 p.m. May 26 is the next date for an
ordinary meeting.
Evidence of fine work at Crawley-two new G3S - -

callsigns on the roll, and no fewer than 18 sitters for
R.A.E. A recent lecture, by GPO Engineers, covered
Radio Interference ; and a visit from DL1ZQ was

celebrated by the customary " tour of shacks and
liquid refreshment."

Meetings on the second and fourth Tuesdays
continue for Bradford ; on May 12 they will be
discussing Field Day arrangements, and on the 26th
the subject will be VHF Operating (G2HHV). On
May 14 they visit the Spen Valley club.
Grafton have come out with a " prototype publica-

are still run at every meeting, 7.15 p.m.

tion "-an excellent five -page newsletter. We are
especially pleased to note the diary feature on the

lecture by speakers from Birmingham University, on

any gen. on meetings after publication date. We gather

The May meeting at Midland will comprise a

first page, although it unfortunately does not give us

1.

that Islington Public Library have offered to display
a poster, and that Stoke Newington Public Library

On June 16 they will have a visit from Mr. H. V.
Sims (BBC Training School), who will give a

publicity channel that might be followed up by more

Lasers and Masers. This will be on the 26th at the
Midland Institute, Paradise Street, Birmingham

have asked for details of the club-an excellent

lecture/demonstration on Aerials.
Melton Mowbray will hold their monthly meeting
on May 21 (St. John Ambulance Hall, Asfordby Hill),
and the talk will be on " 70 ems.," by G2FNW.
Acton, Brentford & Chiswick will meet on May 12

clubs.

Chiswick, 7.30 p.m. Reading, having devoted their
April meeting to the SWL's, will be holding a Junk
Sale on May 30, and the June event (on the 27th)
will be devoted to the testing and
checking of receivers-the speaker
will be G3OLA. Three cups have

Southampton Area Group meeting on May 9, when
it is hoped that G3CCA will be able to talk about
his parametric amplifier for Two Metres. Failing

for an NFD briefing-AEU Club, 66 High Road,

A full programme for Luton (now owners of the
call G3SVJ) includes a visit to a neighbouring club
(May 5), a talk on Wartime Operating, by G2DPQ

(May 12), and a tape lecture, " Radio Over the
Years " (May 26). South Hants will hold the

been donated to the club, and

contests will be run for them this
year.

There has been a change of
secretary

at

Nottingham

(see

panel), and we are notified that
meetings are now held every
Tuesday evening, and also on

occasional Thursdays, 7.15 p.m. at
Sherwood Community Centre,
Woodthorpe House, Mansfield
Road.

Wessex have stepped up their
meetings to two a month, held on
the first Monday, and the Friday

of the third whole week, at the

Cricketers Arms Hotel, Windham
Road,

Bournemouth.

A

more

active programme has been drawn
up, and a 20 -metre SSB transceiver
has been bought. Pending its
arrival, a two -metre station will

be put on the air.
Mansfield ask us to note that
they

now

meet

at

the

ATC

Photograph taken at the annual dinner of the Thanet Radio Society, at which the total
attendance was 94. In the picture G3RAD is being presented with the Club's senior
construction cup, by Mrs. Chapman, wife of Thanet's president, G2IC.
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this, there will be a Junk Sale.
Things are flourishing for Salop, a fairly recently formed club. They report steadily increasing member-

ship and good attendance at meetings. The April

lecture, by G3BA, was the last of the 1963-64 session,
but visits to Shrewsbury Telephone Exchange and the

GPO station at Criggion are arranged for May and
June. Fortnightly meetings, at Chatwood Tennis Club,
Harlescott Crescent, Shrewsbury.
Purley have decided to cater for Morse -learners,

at the beginning of some of their meetings ; May 1
will be the opening session ; May 15 is the date for
the AGM. All meetings start at 8 p.m. in the
Railwaymen's Hall, Whytecliffe Road, Purley.

Medway will get together on May 4 to hold an
Mobile Rally at

inquest on the previous day's

Higham ; on May 18 they will have a discussion and
talks on Aerial and Earthing Systems. Both meetings

at the Brasenose Club, Nelson Road, Gillingham,
8 p.m.

May, 1964

bit bowled over to find a three -minute Morse test
included in place of the usual memory game -good
idea !

The AGM recently held at Cambridge was a
successful meeting, at which the secretary reported
membership standing at 50. (See panel for new
secretary.) On June 21 the club will be joining others
from the district in a combined picnic at Houghton
Mill, a delightful spot near Huntingdon.
The four May meetings at Chester are as follows :
May 5, Net Night (160 and Two) ; 12th, Lecture (no
details); 19th, G3EWZ will demonstrate his valve

tester, and members may make use of it ;

26th,

Pre-NFD discussion.

Hounslow announce a change of secretary (see
panel), G3NHH having left to become a VE3. They
report good progress and regular attendance, and will
hold their AGM on May 4. June 1 will be devoted
to " launching the club callsign."

Loughton will meet on May 8, probably for a

Yeovil met three times during April, but give no
details of May meetings. Similarly with Worcester they gather on Saturday evenings at Perdiswell Park,

Film Show ; on the 22nd the meeting will be devoted

Droitwich Road, but no further details are given

except that there will be a Junk Sale in May.
Clifton have a nice crop of new licences, and hope

the following day, when it is hoped to work all bands,
One -Sixty to Two. The venue will be Loughton Hall,

to be active again on Two, very shortly. At their

Debden Community Centre, Rectory Lane.
Boding Boys' Society announce that one of their
members has now become G3TAJ, and is a licensed
operator of the club station, G3SRE. They are trying

recent Quiz, versus Crystal Palace, members were a

to setting up GB3LOU for its special operation on

Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue :
ABERDEEN:

Aberdeen.

J.

McCall, GM3HGA,

1

Pinewood Place,

ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH,
188 Gunnersbury Avenue, London, W.3.
A.R.M.S.: N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, 79 Murchison Road, London,
E.10.

BARNET: F. Green, G3GMY, 48 Borough Way, Potters Bar.
BRADFORD: E. G. Barker, G3OTO, 63 Woodcot Avenue,
Baildon, Shipley.
CAMBRIDGE: S. Clarke, 47 Hurst Park Avenue, Cambridge.

CHESTER: R. Trickey, G3DRB, 31 Penzby Avenue, Chester.
CIVIL SERVICE: G. Lloyd -Dalton, 2 Honister Heights, Purley,
Surrey.

CLIFTON: J. Rose, G3OGE, 63 Broomfield Road, Beckenham,
Kent.
CORNISH: W. J. Gilbert, 7 Poltair Road, Penryn.

CRAWLEY: R. G. B. Vaughan, G3FRV, 9 Hawkins Road,
Tilgate, Crawley.
CRAY VALLEY: S. W. Coursey, G3JJC, 49 Dulverton Road,
London, S.E.9.
CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 10 Liphook
Crescent, London, S.E.20.
DERBY: F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5 Uplands Avenue, Littleover,
Derby.
EAST WORCS.: M. J. Nicholas, 12 Crabtree Close, Lodge
Park Estate, Redditch.
GRAFTON: A. E. Bristow, 37 Tyndale Mansions, Upper
Street, London, N.1.
HOUNSLOW: D. F. J. Walmsley, G3HZL, 153 Worple Road,
Isleworth.
LEYTON: R. W. Firmin, 9 Raglan Road, Walthamstow,
London, E.17.
LOTHIANS: L. R. Richardson, GM3AKM, 39 Silverknowes
Grove, Edinburgh 4.
LOUGHTON: A. W. Sheppard, G3JBS, 11 Barfields, Loughton,
Essex.

LUTON: D. J. Pinnock, G3HVA, 265 Chesford Road, Luton.
MANSFIELD: F. N. F. Bewley, G81 -1X, 116 Westfield Lane,
Mansfield.
MEDWAY: P. J. Pickering, G3ORP, 101 Chatham Road,
Maidstone.

MELTON MOWBRAY: D. W. Utley, G3FDF, 23 Melton
Road, Asfordby Hill, Melton Mowbray.
MIDLAND: C. J. Haycock, G3JDJ, 360 Portland Road,
Birmingham 17.
M.R.C.C.: J. Lockyer, G3OVA, 23 Beechwood Road, Birming-

ham 14.

MITCHAM: M. E. Carter, 31 Trewint Street, London, S.W.18.

NORTHERN HEIGHTS: A. Robinson, G3MDW, Candy
Cabin, Ogden, Halifax.
NORTH KENT: B. J. Reynolds, G3ONR, 49 Station Road,
Crayford.

NOTTINGHAM: R. W. Attenborough, G3RDJ, Beech House,
Chapel Lane, Epperstone, Nottingham.

OXFORD: B. Green, G3PMI, 3 Barnet Street, Iffiey Road,
Oxford.
PETERBOROUGH: D. Byrne, G3KPO, Jersey House, Eye,

Peterborough.
PLYMOUTH: R. Hooper, G3SCW, 2 Chestnut Road, Peverell,
Plymouth.
PRESTON: W. K. Beazley, G3RTX, 9 Thorngate, Penwortham,
Preston.
PURLEY: E. R. Honeywood, G3GKF, 105 Whytecliffe Road,
Purley.

READING: R. G. Nash, G3EJA, 9 Holybrook Road, Reading.
REIGATE: F. D. Thom, G3NKT, 12 Willow Road, Redhill.
RODING BOYS': R. J. Phipps, 51 James Lane, London, E.11.
SALOP: D. K. E. Jones, G3RRN, Greystones, Shrewsbury
Road, Church Stretton, Salop.

SCOTLAND: A. Barnes, GM3LTB, 7 South Park Terrace,

Glasgow.
SILVERTHORN: B. A. Lea, G3ICY, 9 Balgonie Road, London,
E.4.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM: A. E. Bishop Jr., 40 Cecil Road,
Birmingham 29 (Acting).
SOUTHGATE: Q. Wilkinson, 33 Amberley Road, London, N.13.

SOUTH HANTS: G. J. Meikle, G3NIM, 34 Victoria Road,
Netley Abbey.

SPEN VALLEY: N. Pride, 100 Raikes Lane, Birstall, Leeds.
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON: H. W. Gannicott, 17 Highfield
Road, Stratford-upon-Avon.
TORBAY: Mrs. G. Western, G3NQD, 118 Salisbury Avenue,
Barton, Torquay.

WAMRAC: Rev. A. Shepherd, G3NGF, 121 Main Street,

Asfordby, Melton Mowbray.
WESSEX: P. Cutler, G3MXF, 43 Langside Avenue, Wallisdown,
Poole.
WEST KENT: H. F. Richards, 17 Reynolds Lane,
Tunbridge Wells.

WIRRAL: A. Seed, G3F00, 31 Withert Avenue, Bebington,
Wirral.

WORCESTER: G. W. Tibbetts, G3NUE, 108 Old Hills, Callow
End, Worcester.
YEOVIL: D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil.
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to raise £20 or so to buy a tent
for their camps and field days ;
one project towards this is a
Jumble Sale, which may be
repeated if the target is not

reached. An old trek cart is also
being sought for transport purposes.
Silverthorn will be operating
G3SRA on May 29-31, when
Friday Hill Community Centre

holds its open week -end. Normal
meetings are on every Friday
except the first, 8 p.m. at the

Community Centre.

North Kent will be holding

their AGM on May

14,

and

making field day preparations on
the 28th. South Birmingham will
be having a Junk Sale, followed
by an exhibition of Early Wireless
Equipment, on May 21. They run
a net every Sunday, 1100 on 1.9
mc, signing G3OHM/A, and would
welcome SWL reports, especially
from over 25 miles.

WAMRAC have now issued a
printed register

Members of the Melton Mowbray Amateur Radio Society showing, back row, left to
right: G3FDF (hon. secretary, M.M.A.R.S.); G3FXP ; SWL Bradley; G3NVK ; and
SWL Fisher (who has his R.A.E. pass slip). Front row, left to right: G4MK, G3NGF
and G8CZ.

of members-a

publication running to 20 pages,
and the third (and largest) of the series. They are
getting ready for their third " Wamfest," which will
be held on May 30.
The five meetings at Aberdeen during May consist
of a talk on Practical Receiver Alignment (GM3ALZ)
on the 1st ; Junk Sale on the 8th ; Aerial Tuning
Units (GM5YK) on the 15th ; a visit to Stonehaven

Radio, GND, on the 22nd ; and NFD Preparations
on the 29th.
Cornish changed their name at the recent AGM-

they are now the Cornish Radio Amateur Club.

G3NKE is president, G3OCB chairman and Mr. W.
Gilbert continues as secretary.
G3JKY, of Clifton, will be talking to Reigate on
D/F Working, May 23 at the George and Dragon,
Redhill. Mobile activity is on the increase, and visits
to quite a few rallies are anticipated.
East Worcestershire will meet on May 14 at the
Old People's Centre, Redditch ; NFD will be the main
topic. The same applies to the Midland Radio Contest
NOTICE TO ALL HONORARY SECRETARIES

Appearance in this space is free to those Clubs
who care to make use of it for publicity and the
reporting of their activities. Hon. secretaries are
asked to ensure that their reports-addressed only
" Club Secretary," Short Wave Magazine, 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1-reach us by the
date given each month at the head of the feature.
We can give no undertaking to write in late
reports, received after the closing date. All reports
must always include the name and address of the
hon. secretary, for publication in the address panel.

Club, whose meeting on May 4 will be devoted to
it, as will the working week -ends which follow. They

will hold no June meeting, but on July 3 G2RO
will be talking about his Middle East experiences.
At Leyton in London, E.10, they have the use of
the Senior Evening Institute, Essex Road, for meetings
on alternate Tuesdays at 7.0 p.m., the next being on
May 12, when there will be a film show. A programme
is being drawn up and the group hopes that potential

members will get in touch with the hon. secretary

(see panel). For their April meeting in the local Tech.
College, Peterborough had a lecture/demonstration on

amateur TV, by G3REH/T, and Mr. J. Bransom
showed the possibilities of

625 -line closed-circuit

television.

Crystal Palace have a

site

problem for their

field -day effort-the landowner has by mistake given
two clubs the same piece of territory, but it is hoped
that the " situation will be resolved amicably."
Though they lost their annual quiz -battle with Clifton
this year, it turned out to be a most enjoyable event,
the final scores being : Clifton, 238 ; Crystal Palace,
214-near enough for the latter to feel that they lost
with honour.
Plymouth report a most able and interesting
lecture on DX, given by SWL Barry Curnow at one

of their March meetings-apparently, the audience
sat without a murmur through a talk given in fine
style and all who heard it learnt something, even if
not particularly interested in DX. What impressed
his hearers is that Barry Curnow is an expert at the
age of 15, and a master not only of his subject but
also of the art of public speaking-well done !
Summer activities in hand include a joint club outing
to Dartmoor and, to plan such events and avoid any
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clashing of dates, an inter -club committee has been
formed (consisting of the Exeter, Kingsbridge, Torbay
and Plymouth groups).

CLUB PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the

following Club Publications:
Medway (MARTS Newsletter, April); Scotland (GM
Magazine, March); South Hants (QUA, April); Southgate (Newsletter, April); Grafton (Newsletter, March);
ARMS (Mobile News, March); Cray Valley (Newsletter,
April); West Kent (QLF, March); Midland (News
Letter, March); Reigate (Feedback, March); WAMRAC
(Circular Letter, April); South Birmingham (QSP,
April); North Kent (Newsletter, March); Wireless

May, 1964

CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS

On p.79 of the April issue, the items for the

PSU were not specified in detail. The diodes
DI -D4 should be at least 400 p.i.v. for 300v. DC
output, and the toroid referred to is a Type 10C
HCR core with nylon former, obtainable from
Telcon

Metals,

Ltd.,

Manor

Royal,

Crawley,

Sussex. And on p.82, the use of the noise generator
is not clearly explained. The adjustments using the

NG should be carried out as laid down in the
handbooks.

In the circuit on p.87, April, the + sides of Cl,

C2 should go to base in each case, and not as
shown.

Institute of Australia (Amateur Radio, March); First

Class Operators' Club (Circular Letter, No. 192, April);
Radio Society of Great Britain (Bulletin, April); South
African Radio League (Radio ZS, February); and Reseau
des Emetteurs Francais (Radio REF, March).

SCUNTHORPE
It is intended to form an Amateur Radio Club
in Scunthorpe, Lincs. All interested persons are

asked to get in touch, as soon as possible, with
Harry Holmes, G3MSB, 69 Crosby Avenue,
Scunthorpe,

BOOK ABOUT BEAM AERIALS

" Inverted Vee DX Arrays "
EFFECTIVE directional radiation at low angles,
using a controllable beam system, has always been
understood and recognised as being the requirement
for reliable working over long distances-whether
on commercial point-to-point systems or on the
amateur bands.
The fact brought out in Inverted Vee DX Arrays

is that the professional aerial designer works for
low -angle radiation first, with gain as a secondary
consideration-whereas in the amateur field the
tendency is to look first at gain figures and only
secondly, if at all, at the radiation angle of a system

when assessing its merits as a DX array.

In this handbook, the author-Neville Jackson,

G3IAD, ex-5H3GC, VQ3GC, VQ5GC and VS6CE,
and until recently in the Government service as an
aeronautical telecommunications engineer-shows
that the inverted-Vee aerial configuration is particu-

larly effective as a low -angle radiator, and all his
designs are based on this concept. He deals with
single and multi -element Vee arrays and discusses
practical layouts for the amateur DX bands, as well
as some very interesting fixed directional systems
for 40m. and 80m. Design and constructional
details are given for a variety of HF-band arrays,

BBC ENGINEERING PROMOTION
In 1937, R. J. Keir joined the BBC as a student
apprentice,

under the Corporation's engineering
training scheme for new entries. Having become a
maintenance engineer at the Burghead transmitting
station in 1939, he served in the R.A.F. during
Hitler's War, and then on demobilisation re -joined
the BBC. After various engineering appointments,
R. J. Keir, O.B.E., B.Sc., M.I.E.E. has now been
posted as resident engineer to the BBC's Far Eastern
station, at Tebrau, Malaya.

all to take advantage of the inverted-Vee principle.
Some of these designs are claimed to give up to 15
dB effective gain over a horizontal dipole-and from

the arguments put forward by G3IAD,

it seems

reasonable to suppose that such gains can be achieved,

with sharpened beam widths and a lower radiation
angle in comparison with conventional beam arrays
having a greater overhang. It is shown that a fullsize two -element inverted-Vee for 20 metres requires
only a slightly larger turning circle than a horizontal
2-ele 15 -metre beam of the conventional pattern.
This is one of the advantages of the Jackson design
principle-reduced size in the sky with no compromise on dimensions. This factor of size is of
great importance where amateur installations are
concerned, as well as the requirement of being able
to work at least two DX bands using a single array
in the mechanical sense.
Even if the treatment in print is a little confused
as regards presentation and arrangement of material,

what Inverted Vee DX Arrays does make abunddantly clear is that its author has done a great deal
of practical work in order to establish the principles
and prove his arguments. And if the plumbing and
mechanical work looks too formidable, his firm can
supply Vee and VeeVee arrays to these designs.
Inverted Vee DX Arrays, pp.40 in covers, by Neville
Jackson, G3IAD, published by Vee Beams (Communications), Ltd., 22 Brooke Road, Morecambe,
Lancs., price 8s. 6d. post free.
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SAVBIT ALLOY

MITCHAM, SURREY

saves wear on

An Unrepeatable Bargain!!
Some exceptionally well made S.W.
Tuning Condensers, silver plated and

together.

Single gang size lix1fxli" . Cap. 50 Pf. 4/6 Worth 10/Single gang size

soldering iron bits
The world-famous copper
loaded alloy containing 5
cores of non -corrosive
flux, that saves the solder-

split end vanes. +" spindle with
extension for coupling two or more

. Cap. 60 Pf. 5/6 Worth 11 /6

Twin gang size

2r x I tx 11 " . Cap. SO Pf. 8/6 Worth 15/Air trimmer size 11x14-xl" . Cap. 100 Pf. 2/6 for 3
Worth 21/ -
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ing iron bit. Ersin Multicore

Solder is also available in
hightin qualityalloys.60/40
in

22 s.w.g. for printed

circuits, transistors, etc.

SAVBIT SIZE 1 CARTON
Contains approximately 37

feet of 18 s.w.g. SAVBIT.
It is also supplied in 14 s.w.g.
and 16 s.w.g.0btainable from radio and electrical
stores.

5/- each

THE HANDY DISPENSER

NON ELECTROLYTIC DUBILIER
NITROGOL CONDENSERS
8mF 600 volts
17/6
4mF 600 volts
5/6
2mF 800 volts
5/6
2mF 600 volts
4/6
2mF 500 volts ...
2/6
2mF SOO volts (WEGO) 1/-

Easy to find in the
tool box-simple to
rJ

use. Virtually a third
hand for tricky soldering jobs. 14 feet 5 core 18 s.w.g.

Aj

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

Strips insulation
without nicking

wire, cuts wire

SAVBIT alloy in a

cleanly, adjustable to most

continuous coil used
direct from freestanding dispenser.

thicknesses.
Splits extruded
plastic twin flex.

2/6 each

3/6 each

ERSIN MULTICORE

Please add 1/6 postage and packing

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

HERTS. (BOXMOOR

3636)

C,+.. 24

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
(" SITUATIONS " AND " TRADE ")
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/, No series discount. All
charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only
accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility
accepted for errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed
to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, Loudon, S.W.1

CASES, chassis, panels. ANYTHING in metal;
send your drawings for quote. Stove enamelled,
hammertone, or plain, in any colour.-Moss Watson,
40 Mount Pleasant Street, Oldham, Lancs. (Main
9400.)

QSL CARDS: Buff, blue, pink, green, 100, 15s.;
250, 25s.; 500, 40s.; 1,000, 75s.-Samples (s.a.e.);
Reilly, Panxworth, Norwich, 56.Z.

SITUATIONS

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

LABGEAR LIMITED have a few vacancies for
Electronic Technicians in their Laboratories and
Test departments. Skilled prototype wireman also
required.-Apply, giving full details of previous

3a. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order. Add 25%
for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full

TRADE

r) Receiver, 13 valves plus power pack; good conL.,Ziclition, £9 (postage extra). Jemco 30,000 o.p.v.
meter, practically new, £6.-S. Benda, 59 New End,
London, N.W.3.

experience, to: The Personnel Director, Labgear Ltd.,
Cromwell Road, Cambridge.

\WEBB'S LOG BOOK for recording signals heard
VV and worked; 112 pages 91 in. x 8 in. approved
format, semi -stiff covers. Excellent value; 6s. Od.
post free, or callers, 5s. 4d.-Webb's Radio, 14 Soho
Street, London, W.I.

QSL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS,

G.P.O.

APPROVED. CHEAPEST, BEST, PROMPT
SAMPLES.-ATKINSON BROS.
PRINTERS, LOOE, CORNWALL.
CATALOGUE No. 15 Government Surplus
Electrical and Radio Equipment. Hundreds of
DELIVERY.

items

at bargain prices for the experimenter and

research engineer, 2s. 6d. post free; catalogue cost
refunded on purchase of 50s.-Arthur Sallis Radio
Control Ltd., 93 North Road, Brighton.

punctuation

and recognised abbreviations.
No responsibility
for transcription errors. Box Numbers 1/6 Extra.
Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave
Magazine. 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
accepted

X1UANTED: General purpose oscilloscope. ImYY maculate two -metre QRP transceiver offered
(built Dec. 1963 G3NXD), on exchange basis with
cash difference. All letters answered.-R. C. Shuck,
Tregarrow, Lowe Lane, Wolverley, Kidderminster,
Worcs.

LG.300 H/B P/Pack and Mod. UM3, spare 813.
5R4, 6146, small rack, immaculate condx, £35.
Buyer collects.--GM3NIO, 10 Burdiehouse Drive,

Edinburgh, 9.

SALE: Polar relay tester 299AN, £2. RF Unit
TN -17, part AN/APR-4, £4 10s.-Bloom, 4

Langsett Ave., Sheffield.
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SEMI -AUTOMATIC "BUG"

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

justments for speed and comfort.

WANTED: Manuals for 19 Set and CR-300.-

Super Speed Morse Key. Seven ad-

Precision -tooled, anti -rust nickel plated brass and stainless steel opera-

VV Philpott, Russell House, Rye.
WANTED: VHF receiver, also midget trans-

ting parts.
Speed adjustable 10
w.p.m. to as high as desired. k"
silver contacts. Weight scale for
reproducible speed settings. New

model now fitted with dust -proof

transparent cover. A real bargain for radio amateurs and professional CW
operators 16i x 3 x 2i exclusive of knobs and feet. Weight, 24- lbs.
Imported. Price

E4. 12.6 post paid.

KEYING LEVER. Especially designed for use with all types of electronic
Fully adjustable, micro -switch action, no contact bounce,
precision made, finely polished parts, screw down base. Price 14.4.0,
post paid.
keyers.

HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSISTORISED MORSE OSCILLATOR
Fitted 24, Moving Coil Speaker. Uses type PP3 or equivalent 9V battery.
Complete with latest design Morse Key. 22/6, plus 1/6 P. & P.

All mail orders, also callers, to :-

SERVICE TRADING CO.

47, HIGH STREET, KINGSTONON-THAMES, SURREY

Personal callers only at

KIN 9450

9, Little Newport Street, London, W.C.2 GER 0576

NORCOL LTD
Under new management

STOCKISTS of ELECTRICAL and
RADIO COMPONENTS and KITS
CHEAP PRICES

* HIGH FIDELITY GEAR
* AGENTS FOR ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC
AND RADIO GEAR
* RUN BY RADIO AMATEURS
Write, Call or Phoneand have a chat about your
requirements.

Send S.A.E. for list

147 LONDON RD., YORKTOWN
CAMBERLEY 3743

CLOSED CIRCUIT
T.V. TESTERS
We invite applications from test engineers with previous

industrial experience on closed circuit T.V. equipment ;
interesting work on T.V. cameras, camera control units and a
variety of monitors, including transistorised equipment.
Successful applicants will be offered positions on the company's
permanent staff ; salary in line with qualifications and experience ; holiday arrangements will be honoured ; superannuation scheme ; company station transport.

Apply in writing to, Personnel Officer,

PETO SCOTT
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY

WHILE THEY LAST!

...

SPRING EDITION "Coll Book"
U.S. Listings, 45s. post free
DX Listings, (including U.K. section and all world outside U.S.A.), 27s. post free

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.

55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I

mitter -receivers. Reward leading to information
for gear or circuits that pick up speech sound from a
distance; also buying gear. -Thomas, 13 Sydney
Road, Marton, Middlesbrough. (Ph. 56115.)
SHACK CLEARANCE: SSB W2EWL PHASING
Tx, nearly completed, genuine American transformers; B & W phase -shift network and coils; VFO
and 2/1625 in o/p, as per QST, £15.
Below.
CENTRAL ELECTRONICS 10B, all -band SSB
kit. Genuine American main components, etc.,
all drawings and photo's, £18.
Below.
COMMANDO SSB Tx, 80m. to 10m., as new,
6146 o/p, £80.
Below.
SSB Table -Top Tx, using 813 linear, 2 x +-lattice
filter and G3AOO units; quite small; separate
1400 volt PSU, uses big Eddystone dial, £80. Below.
'PCS-12, COLLINS Tx and Rx, as original, no mod.
11 done, with genuine plugs and 12/24v. genny, etc.,
£25.

Below.

CHOREHORSE petrol electric lighting set, 250v.
250 watts 50 c.p.s. and low voltage o/p, £25. 420
mc converter, ex G5BD, in Philpotts case. £10. Below.
G4ZU Mini -Beam, 20, 15, 10m., twin boom,
hardly used, £10.
Below.

TNTERPHONE, from house to shack, with hand-I - sets, works off 2/41 volt flat cells, not home constructed, £5.

Below.

£12.

Below.

AVO signal genny, mains i/p, 500 kc to 80 mc,
flat model with built-in die-cast box and turret;
calibrated
and correct, as new,

75A4 Rx; s.a.e. with all enquiries.VVANTED:
Reference above. -Box No. 2999, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
WANTED: 2nd and 3rd IF Amplifiers for
R.278/GR receiver. FOR SALE: P.116 UHF
Rx, £30; R.322/ARN-18 Rx, £7; AN/USM-24B
'Scope, £40; CT -53 Signal Generator, £15; R.28/
ARC -5 Rx, £5; APX-6 RF Cavities, £5; R.2A/
ARR-3 Rx, £5. Ferranti No. 7 Rx, 1000-1100 mc,
£10. AM-913/TRC VHF Tuner, 100-220 mc, £15.
Offers considered. Carriage Extra. -E. K. Laskaris,
53 Hayes Hill, Hayes, Bromley, Kent.
FOR SALE: Cossor 339 'scope with spare tube,
pots. and handbook, £13 10s. Heath 5in. 'scope
and probe, £26. Sig. Gen. and matching field strength
meter, 90-156 mc, £3. AVO Sig. Gen., 100 kc to 80
mc, £7 10s. SCR -522 Tx, complete, 40s. Hunts
Resistance/Capacity Analyser, £7 10s. W/S No. 19,
variometer, with internal mains power, £3 10s. FL8

filter, £1. AVO Valve Tester, £6. Woden DTM-17

(750v./250 mA), £5. 0-250 mA Meters, 2+ in. flush,
12s. 6d. Aerial spreaders, 4 in., 100 for 6s. BC -453
Q5'er, £5 10s. Heavy " A.M." rass keys, (back contacts), 12s. 6d. BC -454, £3. BC -221, £15. All carriage

paid. Many other items, s.a.e. your requirements.G3MOE, 11 Westbury Road, Cheltenham, Glos.
CENTRAL Electronics 10B Exciter, VFO and

Xtals, mint condition, £40. Geloso 209R Rx

mint, £48. G8KW multiband dipole, £3 10s. Class -D

Wavemeter, £3. Field strength meter, £1. Heathkit
mobile power meter, new, £2 10s. Wayrad signal

generator, £2. Hallicrafters loudspeaker R7, £2. Short
Wave Magazines, 1960-'63, £2. Bulletins, 1962-'63,
25s. No reasonable offers for above refused.-DL2AI,

E. Bright, 25 Fd. Sqn. R.E., BFPO 16.
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TWO 4 -BAND COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

2/RT159/URC4 VHF/UHF Transceivers, xtal,

Bendix RA1B, 150-15 mc, new, £10. 6/BC-

1206A Beacon Rx's, 200-500 kc, 24v. wkng., £1 each.
BC -906C Freq. Meter, UHF, £4. Murphy, Pye,

MODEL HE30

_

L42, post paid

1

BRAND NEW

Hudson 50 kc R/T Equipt.-Box No. 3000, Short

MODEL RX60

Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,

4 -WAVEBAND

,

S.W.I.

GELOSO G299 Audio Oscillator; AR88D Handbook, bound volumes Bulletin and Short Wave
Magazine from 1955; Basic Electronics and other
student text books; J38 key; other items, s.a.e. list.Crabtree, 138 Hawley Road, Dartford, Kent.

FOR SALE: Owing to local QRN and my Bad

QTH, TW (6DS4) Nuvistor 2m. converter, excellent condition, £13. TW (6CW6) preamp., £4; both
have PSU, IF's 28-30 mc; also 2m. 6 -over -6 beam,

£4. £20 LOT.-Write Fisher, 64 Caldene Avenue,

f24. 15.0
Terms available
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

VALVES

FOR EVERY

AF118

APPLICATION

O 83
0084

SILICON
RECTIFIERS and
POWER
TRANSISTORS

38:

1,

EXCHANGE:

3,

4,

7,

8,

9,

Singer Portable

ls. each.
Sewing Machine,

11,

12.

value £15, for good communications Rx, HRO or
similar. All inc. p/p.-K. Livermore, 30 Johnson

Road, Barrow, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.
FOR SALE: R.B.150 Recording Bridges, comprising
two -deck chassis, panel, cabinet, mains xformer,
sec. 265-230 volts CT, 150 mA, 125 volts CT, 30 mA,
5 volts 3 amps, twice, 6.3 volts 11 amps. Various
other xformers, chokes, valves, capacitors, etc., £2 5s.
each, or will dismantle; s.a.e. full details.-Tynan, 29
Elm Walk, Stevenage, Herts. Phone Stevenage 1297.
SALE: AR88LF. Professionally re -aligned, cabinet
re -sprayed, excellent performance, £32 10s.-Box

1st GRADE MULLARD
6/0C44
14/6
5/0C45
AFII4 10/4/0070
9/6
AF115
4/0071
9/AF 116
0072* 6/6
8/6
AF 117
AC107

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

Calder Valley 3166.
Vol.

TRANSISTORS

TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING
OVER 700 TYPES IN STOCK

Mytholmroyd, Halifax, Yorks, or phone (evenings)

RS.C. power pack, 250v. 60 mA, 6-3v. 2A, 25s.
R.S.G.B. Bulletins, Vol. 37: 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12.

(illustrated)

9 VALVES

6/-

8/6
0C170 8/6
0C171 9/6
ADT140 15/-

MI
I

17/6

0075
0076
0081*

6/6
GET114* 6/6
GETII5 9/6
GETI16.15/-

*Matched pairs available

I

TRANSISTOR

0A8 I
0A90
0A91

'TRANS/RECEIVERS'

DIODES
0A95
0A70
0A79*
2/6

3/3/-

Catalogue, 2/We can supply most of the items
for constructors designs in this
magazine ; let us have your
enquiries. S.A.E. with list please.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

NEW LIST Valve, Transistor,
Rectifiers, Crystals, 8 pages. 1/-

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

303 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. PADington 1008/9

Street, London, S.W.1.
HRO Senior, 7 coils, crystal calibrator 100 and 10

-Lke, power supply, £15. Minimitter mobile transmitter, control box, power supply, whips 160, 80 and
40 metres, £20; s.a.e. for details.-Benson, 10 Westcliffe Terrace, Harrogate, Yorks.

WANTED: DX -100U Transmitter, must be in
perfect condition, not more than £60.-H. L.

Clarke, Westaway, School Lane, Newton -with -Scales,

Nr. Kirkham, Lancs.
FOR SALE: Collins TCS transmitter and receiver,
1.5 to 12 mc, complete with aerial loading coil,
crystal mike, phones, key, speaker, heavy-duty AC
mains power unit, 80w. CW, 60w. phone (10w. 160),
TVI-proof, excellent performance and condition, £32,

This Company's continued expansion in the field of

S.E.12.

A practical engineer for system design and construction.
This involves the interconnection of the Company's range
of modules with bought out equipment to produce data
logging systems to meet specific customer requirements.

FOR SALE: Z -Match by Tiger, 600-72 ohm output,

£5 10s. PCR Rx, Long/Med/Short wave, with
matching PSU, £4 10s. 234A PSU, 300/6 Volt, £3.

2+ in. dia. Oscilloscope, Type H, £2 10s. Tea chest of
miscellaneous 3A Teleprinter Spares, £3.-W. A.
Clapham, 239 Cambridge Road, Ellesmere Port,
Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: Manual for Eddystone 680/2 Rx.

Your price.-W. S. Sives, 125 Sunderland Road,
Gateshead, 8, Co. Durham.
WANTED: By licensed amateur, modern SSB

transmitter and double or triple conversion

receiver, also bandspread HRO coils.-J. H. Gorman,
7 St. Anthony Road, Cardiff.
SALE: Heathkit SB-10U, £30. As -new ZCI Mk. II,
modified, £5. Angle -Iron Tower, 8 in. square, £3.
-Ginder, 222 Whetstone Lane, Aldridge, Staffs.

3/6
2/6

3/NEW 80 page illustrated

NEW 9 -TRANSISTOR
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
Excellent Range and Value.
£25 PAIR, post paid

No. 3001, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria

o.n.o.?-G3SPJ, 31 Holmes Lacey Road, London,

6/6/-

DIGITAL MEASUREMENTS
Digital Data Recording Systems has created vacancies for
engineering staff.

System Design

Circuit Design
A competent transistor circuit engineer to design new
standard data logging modules and special purpose units
to customer requirements.

For this appointment an engineer with experience and
proven ability in circuit design is required.
Both appointments offer a wide range of interesting
assignments and ample scope for advancement.
Please write, giving brief details of experience, etc., to

L. V. Mayhead,

Chief Systems Engineer,
Digital Measurements Limited,
Salisbury Grove, Mytchett,
Aldershot, Hants.
Or

Telephone: Farnborough 3551
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -Continued

FREE Burki NT

WANTED: VHF receiver, from approx. 100 to
minimum 146 mc, must be in perfect working
order, reasonable condition and price. Required for
Flying Club. All replies answered.-G3DUV, 28

Kempson Ave., Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.

COMPACT FB 600 kc-31 mc Rx, Electroniques

TO BUILD

GC166 front end, !FT's, etc., S -meter, Eddystone
dial, £20. Mains BC -221, £12. -Collins, 32
Albany Road, Skegness, Lincs.
FOR SALE: Marconi Canadian 52 Rx, good condi898

0 Short -Wave tRANSCEIVER
Designed for 7 MC/s Wave Band. Can be adapted with
plug-in coils for other amateur wave bands. Case size

4" x 4" x 2f".

tion,

1.75-16.0

mc;

price,

including

power

supplies, £7 10s. o.n.o.? Carriage extra. Most suitable

for SWL.-D. Hicks, 51 Church Walk, Worthing,
Sussex.

AVELEY 12 volt transistor mobile p/pack, 300v.

200 mA, latest 18 gn. model, brand new, £12 10s.

S MAINS POWER PACK
Converts your battery transistor radio to mains operation.
9 volts D/C output 220/240 volts A/C. Compact, same size as 9 volts dry battery.

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS
JUNE ISSUE - ON SALE MAY 7th

-

SHORT WAVE (HULL)
GSG X
Second-hand Receivers
s.

d.

NATIONAL NCI88. 550 kcs. to 40 mcs. plus
amateur bandspread

NATIONAL NCI05.
bandspread

.

...

49

0

0

44

0

0

550 km. to 30 mcs.

Second-hand Transmitters
GREEN & DAVIS. 2 metre Falcon, 12 volt DC
PANDA PRI20. In excellent order ...
...
HALLICRAFTERS HT32A. SSB 80 to 10

30

0

0

49

0

0

160

0

0

148

8

4

46
50
34
62
125
135

7

I

0

0
0

48

0

0

185

0
0

0
0

New Equipment
NATIONAL NCX3. SSB transceiver, 80, 40,
20 - 200 watts

EDDYSTONE 870A
EDDYSTONE 840C
EDDYSTONE 940
...
EDDYSTONE 960. Transistor
EDDYSTONE EC 10. New transistor receiver
early delivery

EDDYSTONE EA 12.
receiver, ex -stock

8 II
5

0
0

8
0

New Amateur bands

MOSLEY CM I. Amateur bands

...
Carriage extra on all the above

86

665 allowed on your Eddystone 888A against
a new EA 12

Wanted - your modern receivers, SSB gear, etc.

24a NEWLAND AVENUE, HULL
Telephone : 408953

o/p trans., 22s. 6d. Comprehensive BC -348

35s.;

Manual, U.S. Army, covers every model, 45s. U.S.
Air Force luxury L/weight H/res. H/Phones, brand
new, 21s. BC -221 phones, miniatures, 25s. S -meter
(U.S.A.) R/H zero, suitable AR88, new, 27s. 6d. 12 volt Command Rx dynamotor, brand new, 22s. 6d.
Command Rx, 3-6 mc, new, usual mods. professionally done, 85s. Suitable p/pack, Eddystone louvred
case, 40s. WANTED: AVO-8 Mk. II, in new condition. All items plus carriage. -Box No. 3002, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.

MULTIBAND Antenna traps, 80-10m. high
efficiency, superbly finished, only 45s. pair.
Silicon diodes 1000 p.i.v. at 500 mA, 9s. 0C44, 45, 81,
81D, 3s. 6d. 0C170, 4s. 0C171, 4s. 6d. BM3 xtal Mic.,

37s. HE30 and HE40 communication Rx. All plus
p. & p.-Wakeley, 70 Arnold Road, Binstead, I.o.W.
(Ryde 3231.)
GELOSO G209 receiver, cost 89 gns., 2+ years old,

little used, mint condition, modified Top Band,

£60. Gonset 2 -metre Communicator, £32 10s. Various
Japanese receivers and equipment.-G3IDW, Orchard
Cottage, Hook, Swindon.

SALE: Modified G209 Tx, 45w. phone, in good

NATIONAL NCX/A. AC Speaker Console

NATIONAL NCX/D. DC P.S.U.

KW -160 Mk. II Top Band Tx, mint condition, with
manual, £22 10s. TW 2 -metre converter, 6DS4, IF
4-6 mc, as new, £10. TS148, 400-460 mc wavemeter/
Sig. Gen., brand new in transit case, with manual,
leads, etc., £6. HRO table model p/pack, brand new
45s. HRO S -meter, new, in original carton, 38s. 6d.,
AR88D spares, brand new: Mains trans., 55s.; complete set of IF's in sealed cartons, 65s.; crystal load
IF, 8s. 6d.; crystal filter, latest type, 12s. 6d.' main
tuning dial, 10s.; manual, 20s.; full set control knobs,

condition

with

circuit

diagram,

£11

o.n.o.?

(carriage paid).-GI3SOO, 79 Prehen Park, Londonderry, N. Ireland.

FBSX-28A with handbook, £25. Immaculate
.Geloso converter (6 -band version) with PSU

and handbook. £15. WANTED: Good Rx. s.a.e.-Box No. 3007, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55

Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
TWO -METRE tranceiver, 12 -volt, ECC88 cascode,
double super, transistorised audio, built-in transistor power supply, silicon rectifier, transistor
modulator, QQV03-10 PA, size 12ins. by 8ins. by
4iins., £50 or near.-GW3KYT QTHR.
SALE: K.W. Vanguard, 10-160m., £35. CR-100,
£15. Both in mint condition.-63LSC, 4 Norman
Avenue, Branksome, Poole, Dorset.
MORSE Record by G3HSC, excellent condition,
30s. or nearest secures. -Denis Downing, The
Square, Kenmore, Co. Kerry, Ireland.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-continued

FOR SALE: Labgear Wideband multiplier, professionally assembled for four 5763's to drive

150 -watt PA, all bands from 80m., VFO, £5. E.M.I.
R.A.E. course, £1. CR-100 handbook, 15s. R.114 2m.
converter, unmodified, U. RF-24, 12s. 6d. Large steel
instrument case with built-in PSU (callers only), £2.

WANTED: Case for BC -221; 455 kc mechanical
filter;
Londex coax relay plugs (urgent).McCagherty, 299 Whitewell Road, Newtownabbey,
Co. Antrim.
alt Teleprinter with silence cover, TVI suppressed,
-II- £9; delivery 50 miles. WANTED: ATM
CRM unit, your price paid.-G3MEW, 17 Testcombe
Road, Alverstone, Gosport, Hants.
HALLICRAFTERS SX-140 receiver, 80 to 10

metres, plus 6 metre band; full amateur band

coverage, xtal calibrator, ANL, silicon power supply,
etc. Immaculate, original carton, manual, few hours'
use, £35 o.n.o.?-Box No. 3008, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
EDDYSTONE 740 with S -meter, £25. Panda Cub

with ATU, £30; both items (unmodified), £50.
Buyer collects.-G3JUZ, 13 Carnegie Road, Wittering, Peterborough. Northants.
SALE: AR88LF, professionally aligned and completely re -sprayed July, 1963, p.v.c. wiring, £42.
Seen after 5.30 p.m.-Bray, 4 Ledway Drive,
Wembley, Middx.

VICEROY Mk. II, above average spec., exceptional condition, unmarked; can be examined
and tried, £98. Drake 2B, Q -Multiplier, speaker and
complete with 100 kc calibrator as supplied by
makers, manual, etc.,

TERN-CLYN
Etectro.ica Centred

Completely built and ready to go. High
sensitivity Superhet receiver covering 550
kc/s.-I,600 kc/s.. 1.6 Mc/s.-4.4 Mc/s., 4.4
Mcfs.-1 I Mc/s., I Mc/s.-30 Mc/s. Electrical
bandspread tuning. Slide -rule type tuning
dial. Internal ferrite rod aerial for Medium
waveband reception and a 59in. 10 -section
1

chromium plated telescopic whip aerial
for the Short wave bands. Sockets for optional outdoor aerial.

Internal
monitor loudspeaker. Latest modern miniature B7G base valves. Headphone
socket (may also be used for external loudspeaker). ANL BFO, Receive/
Stand-by switch. Built-in " S " meter 220/240 volt A.C. mains, 50-60 cycle
operation. Handsomely styled cabinet with grey crackle finish and handsome
front panel, with chrome and satin chrome fittings. Size 133 x 13+ x 5fin.

Weight III lbs. A comprehensive instruction manual is supplied. An ideal

receiver for the radio amateur and Short wave listeners of
all ages. Send S.A.E. for leaflet. CarriagePaid.
Price

One of the finest general coverage band spread Receivers available at this price.
Covering 550 kcis.-1,600 kc/s., 4.8 Mc/s.14.5 Mc/s., 1.6 Mc/s.-4.8 Mc/s., 10.5 Mc/s.30 Mc/s. Illuminated slide rule dial calibrated every 5 kc/s. on 80 and 40 metres.
Edgewise meter,
0-100 logging scale
coverage from 0.55-30 Mc/s. 8 valve plus
Rectifier Superhet circuit, RF stage with an
Aerial Trimmer. 2 IF stages. BFO control.
Q -multiplier. Controls Function Switch,
Audio Gain. Selectivity (Q -multiplier), Frequency (BFO), Band Selector, IF
gain, Trimmer AVC-MCV Switch, ANL Switch, Main Tuning, Bandspread
Tuning and Headphone Jack. Selectivity -60 clE1 at 10 kc/s., 0.8 kc/s. at 6 dB
(with Q -multiplier), IF -455 kc/s. External P.M. Speaker regd. 4 or 8 ohms
impedance. Output 1.5 watts, 8 modern Miniature 87G Base Valves and
5Y3 Rectifier. Size 15 x 10 x 71in. Grey crackle finish. For operation on A.C.
mains 220/240v. 50/60 cycles. Full instructions and circuit diagram supplied.
Send S.A.E. for leaflet. Carriage Paid.

Price 40 Gns.

THE NEW HE -80 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
The HE -80

has outstanding sensitivity,
scale for instant re -set,
" S " meter, special recording Jack,

0-100 logging

remote control socket allowing simultaneous control with transmitter. 100 kc/s.
crystal oscillator circuit providing accurate

S.W.I.

888A

unit, connector. Any offers? Buyer collects.-Write
R. Bunney, Trelawne, Cupernham Lane, Romsey,
Hants.

SALE: Heathkit RA -1 amateur bands Rx, £40.
R.206 with power pack and speaker. 550 kc-30
mc, working FB, £13. Marconi FM deviation meter

TF.934, 2.5-100 mc, deviation 0.25-50-75 kc, 100/250v.

AC, £14. Geloso amateur band converter, with dial,
no case. £7. Home-brew Tx, Geloso VFO, 160-10
metres, 50 -watt, plate -and screen mod 807's, working

FB, £12. PCR Vib. power supply, £1. Power supply

and LF amplifier Unit No.

2,

£1.

Best offers

accepted. Delivery 10 miles, otherwise buyer collects.
-E. Workman, 121 Norton Road, Coleshill, Birmingham.
BC -348, mains,

speaker, S -meter, good working
condition, £7 (£6 collected).-Brooks, 5 Police
Houses, Westburn, Cambuslang, Lanarkshire. (Tel.

Cambuslang 2225.)

F
HALLICRAFERS
S.38E, £4. Also R.220, mint
condition, £2 10s. Buyer collects.-Hogan, 4

Park Villas, Halsnead Park, Whiston, Prescott, Lancs.
NyTANTED: Communication receiver (AR88,
VV CR-100, etc.) in scrap and wrecked condition.

Will arrange collection.-G3SJX, 42 Gravel Hill,

Addington, Croydon, Surrey.
1962 issue of Short Wave Magazine urgently

JUNE
required by R. H. Williams, 35 Ave. de Lavaux,
Pully, Lausanne, Switzerland.

£24. 15. 0

THE HE -30 4 -BAND COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

immaculate, unmarked, £95.-Box No. 3009, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
ford 3879, 2 Berkeley Drive, Kingswinford, Staffs.
TCS-13 Rx, unmodified, good electrical and physical
condition, with mains p/pack, loudspeaker, control

houtgreat

THE HE -40 4 -BAND COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

boxes;

for sale, with blocks, £68. WANTED:
KW -2000 or NCX3.-G3ITH, Kingswin-

187

Frequency Coverage

harmonic signals of either 4 or 8 ohms
impedance. Two headphone sockets, one
high, one low. Technical Specifications :

Band I. 540-1,605 kc/s.' Band II, 1.6-4.8 kc/s.; Band III,
4.8-14.5 Mc/s.; Band IV, 10.5-30 Mc/s.; Band V. 144-146 MO. Bandspread
(Ham Band directly read) 80 Metre Band ; 40 Metre Band ; 20 Metre Band ;
15 Metre Band ; 10 Metre Band. Sensitivity : I microvolt for 10 dB signal to
noise ratio. Selectivity : Normal 10 kc/s. at -75 dB, 1.25 kc/s. at -6 dB. With
Q -Multi.: variable to 700 cps. at 6 dB. Operation AM, SSB, CW and FM.
AM diode detector. SSB/CW product detector (BFO). FM gated bean
detector. Power Source : 240 volts 50/60 cycles A.C. Power consumption :
60 watts. Audio Output 1.5 watts, 8 or 500 ohms impedance. Auxiliary
Circuits : Electrical Bandspread, Q -Multiplier, ANL, AVC-MVC, BFO, 100
kc/s. crystal calibrator. Valve line-up 4-6AQ8, 681_13, 3-6BA6, 2-613E6,
6AL5, 6AQ5, 0A2, 6CA4. Dimensions : I7in. wide, 6fin. CO ^
high, 10in. deep. Carriage Paid.
Price 07 %Jr's.

"STARFLITE TRANSMITTER"

Designed to meet the needs of most
amateurs the Starflite has single -knob

Bandswitching, front panel switch to select
any of five crystal positions with provision
for an external VFO. Controlled carrier

modulator permits almost 100% of the

CW input to be used on AM peaks. Grid block keying provides chirp -free operation.

A full wave silicon diode power supply
effects extremely low output ripple for

cleaner CW transmission, electron -coupled
Pierce Oscillator, capacitance bridge neutralization of the final and a threestage lowpass filter. An illuminated edgewise D'Arsonval panel meter.
Pi -network output provides the correct impedance match between the plate
circuit and any 50-72 ohm coaxial feeder. Easy to follow point-to-point
instructions supplied with each set of components. When constructed the

Unit is housed in a heavy gauge steel Cabinet finished in grey crackle.
Specifications Power Input -90 watts peak. Operation CW, AM Phone -crystal or VFO Control. Band coverage : 80-10 metres. Coupling Pi -Network. Valve line-up 6146, (2) 6CL6, 12AX7, 6DE7. Low Pass Filter. Size
13fin. wide x I2in. deep (inc. knobs) x 6fin. high (inc. rubber feet). Weight
28 lbs. Power requirements 200/240v. 50.60 cps, 225 watts. IC
Carriage and Insurance
May be built for

kis.

Call at Your Nearest STERN-CLYNE ELECTRONICS CENTRE
LONDON :
18, Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.I. MUSeum 5929/0095
(Premier Radio) 23, Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.I. MUSeum 3451/2.
(Premier Radio) 309, Edgware Rd. W.2. PADdington 6963.
109, Fleet St., E.C.4.
FLEet St. 5812/3.
162, Holloway Rd., N.7. NORth 8161/5.
9, Camberwell Church St., S.E.5. RODney 2875.
CROYDON :
12, Suffolk House, George St., MUNicipal 37.50.
BRISTOL
26, Merchant St., Bristol I. Bristol 20261.
MANCHESTER : 10, Withy Grove, Manchester 4. BLAckfriars 5379.
Mail Orders and enquiries to Dept. SWM.

162, HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7.

NORth 8161/5
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HE -40 DE -LUXE 4 -BAND

._,_

COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER

--

,

,

a

....,

Frequency coverage 550 kc/s.
to 30 mc/s. continuous.

. et !

`," .....- '.-

Operation 220/240v. AC/DC.
. .-,..., ' The perfect receiver for short
wave
listening.
- ,
Special
features include : Slide rule
tuning dial, Electrical bandspread, 0-100 logging scale, Improved selecti,^

vity, Built-in " S " meter, A.V.C., Noise limiter, B.F.O., Phone jack,

Built-in Sin. speaker, tone control, standby switch, Supplied with three
aerials, Ferrite loop for broadcast band, Adjustable 58in. whip /or short
wave and wire aerial. Smartly styled durable metal cabinet. Supplied
brand new and guaranteed with manual, E24/15/-, carriage paid. S.A.E.
for full details. Part Exchanges welcome.

HE -30 SUPER AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
Four

bands covering 550
kc/s. to 30 mc/s. continuous.
Operation 200/240 volt A.G.

Special features include : Easy

to read illuminated slide rule

Built-in Q multiplier,
Annul trimmer, Calibrated
dial,

electrical
bandspread
on
amateur bands, 0-100 logging

limiter, AVC1
Stable
B.F.O. for
clear CW and SSB reception.
Built-in edgewise " S " meter. Output for
scale,

noise

0 oscillator and
MVC

selector,

phones or STD. speaker. Supplied brand new and guaranteed with
manual, [42 carriage paid.
S.A.E. for lull details.
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME

\550

HE -80 14 VALVE AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

,

\
i

kc/s. to 30 mc/s. + 2 metre

band, 144 to 146 mc/s. Two
receivers in one. Continuous
coverage from 550 kc/s. to

30 mc/s. and 144 to 146 mc/s.
Dual conversion on 2 metres,
with extra RF and Mix. stage.
Special features include " S "
Wi. '
,..,,ra-Teb arit
meter, Crystal calibrator " Q "
"'up
-s,multiplier, B.F.O., Bandspread
Ci
on all amateur bands, large
iii
illuminated dial with logging scale.
Improved A.N.L. regulated power
pack. Output for phones or speaker (8 or 500 ohms). Operation 200/250
volt A.C. Valve line-up 4 x 6AQ8, 3 x 6BA6, 2 x 68E6, I x 6B1-8, 6AL5,
6AQ5, 6CA4, and 0A2. Attractive grey steel cabinet, 17 x
x 10in.
Supplied brand new and guaranteed complete with instruction manual.
59 gns., carriage paid. S.A.E. for full details. Part exchanges welcome.
-

.

n

,..."-..,

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS
First grade quality, Moving Coil panel meters,
available ex -stock. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet.
Discounts for quantity. Available as follows.
Type MR. 38P. I 21/32" square fronts.
50µA

32/6

100pA

29 /6

I mA 22/6 300mA 22/6
5rnA 22 /6 500mA 22/6
lOrnA 22/6 750mA 22/6

50v DC 22/6

2216

ILLUMINATED " S " METER

Ii

TM-59'er " S " METER
Signal strength meter using VTVM principles.
Calibrated in S units. Sensitivity and zero
adjustments. For any superhet receiver with
AVC. Requires 150/200V. and 6 or I2V.

NM

Complete with valve and full instructions.
82/6.

SILICON RECTIFIERS
400V. P.I.V. 4.7 amp. SCR 7/6
200V. P.I.V. 6 amp.
5/6
1000V. P.I.V. 650ma.
7/6
800V. P.I.V. 500ma.
5/6
400V. P.I.V. I amp.
5/6
400V. P.I.V. 500ma.
3/6
95V. P.I.V. I amp.
4/6
70V. P.I.V. amp.
3/6
150V. P.I.V. 165ma.
III

Discounts for quantities.
Please add postage,

Post and packing 2/6.
MS -435

SEMI -AUTOMATIC

' BUG'

Super speed morse key. Seven
adjustments for speed and comfort. Speed adjustable 10 wpm
to as high as desired, weight stale
for reproducible speed settings.
Precision tooled, anti -rust nickel
placed brass and stainless steel
operating parts. Size : 64," x 3" x
2i". Brand new E4 /12 /6, post
paid.

LARGEST STOCKS OF COMPONENTS IN THE COUNTRY
OPEN 9 a.m.-6 p.m. EVERY DAY MONDAY TO SATURDAY
Send

1/-

TRADE SUPPLIED
P.O. for full catalogue

and

lists.

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
3-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155

from early June. -Box No. 3004, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

HRO Junior, 160-10 metres, 6BA6 RF's, good
order, £10. Also PSU 600v. 200 mA, 6.3v. 3A,
£2 10s. No offer. Buyer collects.-GW3LSB, Holmcombe, Vicarage Avenue, Llandudno, Caerns.
MOVING to Mars for Dx-pedition. Gear to be
sold. BC -221, L.M. type with original p/pack,
metered, voltage compensating switching, £18 o.n.o.?
KW -500

fitted with

cooling blower, £72 o.n.o.?

20m. full-size 2-ele Hy -Gain beam, £22 10s. o.n.o.?
Brand new from USA, two Eimac 3-400Z valves with
cooling anode caps, one base, one cooling chimney,

£25 o.n.o.?-J. A. Steele (G3KZI), 12 Broadwalk,
London, E.18. (WAN 2321.)
AR88D in original and excellent condition, S -meter

fitted, manual, trimming tools, complete set of
spare valves, mains trans., smoothing condenser, all
in original containers, £45 complete; reluctant to sell,
but space required; Lancs area. Emerson FM/AM
3WB transistor portable Model 110, list 22 gns.,
brand new and unused. complete in carton with
guarantee, £14. WANTED: Heathkit. Griffin or
Grundig GDO.-Box No. 3006, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
SALE: Marconi 52 Set and PSU, working OK, £5.
P.104 VHF Rx with PSU, 100 to 150 mc, requires
slight attention, £5. Also CR-45 TRF, £3. R.1155A.
no valves or PSU, £2. Buyer collects, evenings. -S.
Seears. 60 Holywell Road, Watford, Herts.

WANTED: HRO chassis with tuning condensers,
VV drive and IF cans. State price. -R. Barker, 82
Main Street, Balderton, Newark, Notts.
WANTED: RTTY terminal unit AP66862 in good
condition, with or without matching PSU
AP66863. Collection in London area if desired. -Box

Tx, Elizabethan copy, fully metered,

10v DC 22 /6 750v DC 21/6

50mA 22/6 ,, n,-..,-, , 100v DC

,

LICENSED amateur needs room or flat with permission to operate and construct in London Area

Street, London, S.W.1.

121/32" sq. front. Cal. in S units, 6v. lamp, 29/6, P.P. II-.
-

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

No. 3005, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria

15v AC 22/6
50v AC 22/6
SCH:WA
25,- 100mA 22/6 '- -- '''',"' 150v DC 22 /6 150v AC 22/6
513-0-50µA 29 /6 150mA 22/6 SA DC 22/6 300v DC 22 /6 300v AC 22/6
100.0-100µA27/6 200mA 22/6 3v DC 22/6 500v DC 22/6 500v AC 22/6

27/6
,

200uA

May, 1964

Cables: SMITHEX LESQUARE

150
-WATT
L.A./
£9 10s. Hallicrafters R.19 Rx's,

16 -valve,

crystal controlled, 70 to 100 mc, 115v., £3 10s. each.
Sig. Gen. CT53, brand new, £14 10s. Two brand new
HRO Seniors, £14 each. 19 Set variometers Mark II,
8s. 6d. each.-Sharratt, 12 Clocks Close, Eddies borough, Dunstable, Beds. (Tel. Eaton Bray 297.)
CR150/3A, £20. Hammarlund Super -Pro 794, rack
mounting, EF183, 6BE6 front end, £23; suitable
PSU available, £2. BC -342, £8. Command Rx, 3-6 mc
less valves, 15s. BC -342 chassis, coils, 3 -gang condenser, £1 10s. Spy Receiver chassis, less valves,
£1 10s. B-28 less valves, £2. Pair of Hallicrafters
Marine HT/8 trans -receivers, less PSU, £10 each.
Command Tx covering 1.8-2-0 mc, £3 10s. Command
Modulator, £1 10s. Marconi TF-390 Sig. Gen. 4-100
mc, £4. TS Pulse Gen., £2. Morse high-speed undulator, with matching RB-150 converter, 600 -ohm or
5 -ohm audio, suit Club, £15. TA -24J transmitter with
motorised coil turret, 803 final, 150w. modulated
output. £5. Marconi amplifier Type C, 100 kc USB
and LSB amps., product detector, carrier amp.
limiter, xtal auto freq. correction, £7. BC -221Q,

perfect, less charts, £8. Waveguide, 10,000 mc rotary
unit, £1 10s. TCS Tx and 12/24v. PSU, £12. RB-150,
£3. 24v. gyro and repeater, £5. Tape Teleprinter 110v.,

works on loop, £3. AR88D, £32. AR88LF, scale

awaiting recalibration, silver grey crackle, £25. Buyer
collects. -Box No. 3010, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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VVANTED: Ex -Army Wireless Sets, Burndept
BE -201 or CN-348 in reasonable condition,

including manual, if possible.-G3DNK, K. Turffrey,
Hazlecroft, Scatterdell
Langley, Herts.

Lane,

Chipperfield, Kings

WEBB'S RADIO for the

SCANDINAVIAN amateurs still require (working
or not) AR88D, CR-100, BRT400, HRO, BC -348,

PCR3, BC221, LF-14; manual for 358X; amateur

bands crystals; second-hand Eddystone and Hammarlund receivers, etc. Collection within 200 miles

London.-B. J. Ayres, 21 Grange Road, Chessington,
Surrey. (Lower Hook 2000.)
MR1X Tannoy console (130 watt) comprising 5

units: two -50w. amplifiers; one -30w. amplifier;

VHF tuner unit 88-108 mc; control and monitor

NEW
TONE " EC10 "

unit; complete and perfect, cost over £200. Exchange
for best transmitter offered, or offers? E.N. Bradley

Oscilloscope complete, only to be checked and set

up, £7. Variable power pack 0-350v. AC or DC, with

LT taps, fully metered, £5. VHF variable receiver
unit similar to Responsor, brand new and pre -tuned
at 178 mc. £3. IM-81/UB standing -wave indicator,
brand new unit with handbook, £4. R.S.G.B. 2m.
converter, 28-30 mc IF, never used, needs tuning to
freq.; xtal 7733.0 kc, £4. Vols. 13 to 17 bound
Bulletins, £1. AVO Valve Tester, complete with book
and leads, £5. Set Newnes Radio/TV Servicing, 8
Vols., new condition, 1953/1960, £6. 84 Wireless
World; 96 Practical Wireless; 72 Radio Constructor;

32 Hi-Fi News; 24 Tape Record; various radio books
and Amateur Course; all in clean condition. Offers,
W.H.Y.? Buyers collect.-Willetts, 11 Milton Street,
Tantany, West Bromwich, Staffs. (West 0409 after
six.)

NEW TESTED valves 6SN7/GT, 3s.; 3B24, 3s. 6d.;

6SH7, 2s.; 30FL1, 6s.; 6/30L2, 4s.; 6L12, 4s.;

30P12, 5s.; U26, 6s.; 6C12, 5s.; 30F5, 4s.; 6C9,

8s. 6d.; 25L6, 4s. P/P, 6d.-Austin, 24 Clarkes Road,
Hatfield. Herts.

A FULLY TRANSISTORISED
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Combining compactness and efficiency

\WANTED: Good modern receiver suitable for

YV SSB. Also decent SSB transmitter and a general
coverage receiver. Full details and price required in
first instance.-Box No. 3011, Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

BEST OFFER for new K.W. Mark II Vanguard,
10-160 metres, 8 weeks old. Also K.W. Geloso
converter, 10-80 six band, mint condition.-Taylor,
156 Clarendon Road, Broadstone, Dorset.

R,6C or near for the lot: K.W. Vanguard 160-10
0 metres. SX-28 ZC1 Mark II, less PSU. Large
quantity components, including transformers, meters,
valves, McElroy bug key. Purpose -made oak finish
cabinet. Several years Short Wave Magazine and
Bulletins. Buyer arranges collection.-G5WZ, 67
Severus Avenue, Acomb, York.
SURPLUS to Scandinavian amateurs requirements,
large number of receivers, etc., now at Chessington. All thoroughly checked/overhauled and in perfect

working order in anticipation of shipment to Scandinavia. These are now available for resale individually in this country. Delivered within 200 miles
London. Write/phone your requirements to: B. J.
Ayres,

21 Grange
(Lower Hook 2000.)

Road,

Chessington,

Surrey.

COMPLETE Set of HRO coils including band spread types, £10 10s. Stripped HRO with new

drive, £3. BC -453, £1. 2 -metre 6 + 6 slot -fed 7 -Beam,

with balun, £5. Labgear 10 -metre Cubical Quad, £5.

AR77 cabinet, £1 10s.-Box No. 3012, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Batteries 5/- extra. U.K.

PRICE £48

delivery

no

extra

charge.

Export quotations by return
of post.

Powered by six " U2 " type cells. Tunes

550 Kc/s to 30 Mc/s in 5 ranges. 10 transistors, 2 diodes and voltage stabilizer in
high efficiency circuit, including RF stage,
2 I.F. amplifiers and push-pull output.
Integral speaker, headphone jack. Pushbuttons select BFO., AGC and Audio
Filter for selective C.W. reception.
Size 121" wide, 6C high, 8" deep. Weight with batteries 14 lbs

A fine Receiver suitable for
Home Mobile or professional use.
Call in and see it at

Webb's NOW-or write for details.

WEBB'S RADIO
14 SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,W1
Telephone: Gerrard 2089 & 7308

Cables: CRISWEBCO LONDON
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FIXED OR MOBILE

SALE: CR-100, £12; good condition, S -meter,
10 Glenlyon

FOR
manual. Buyer Collects. -Holder,

GET WITH IT !
WHATEVER YOUR INTEREST, TW EQUIPMENT IS DESIGNED TO

GIVE YOU OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY

70 ems. A2521 TROUGH LINE CONVERTER.

2 m.

6D54 nuvistor G.G. mixer, 6BQ7A cascode
I.F.
12-16 mc/s. or to order 6J6 xtal osc.
6054 multiplier.
LI8
TW-2 lOw. TX. Complete with modulator. 23 gns

TW NUVISTOR CONVERTER (6DS4)

(With built-in mains supply £15). II gns.
All transistor RX.

any I.F.

TW TWOMOBILE.

144-146 mc/s. Self-contained.

£30

TW TRANSISTOR CONVERTER. I" x
I" x 3". Philco transistors. I.F.s 4-6, 14-16,

4 m.

24-26 mc/s.

Suits any RX.

9 gns.

TW NUVISTOR CONVERTER. Any I.F.
TW4 lOw. TX. Complete with modulator.

TW TRANSISTOR RX.

70.2-70.4.

TW TRANSISTOR CONVERTER.

I" x 3".
160 m. TW TOPBANDER.

E30

1" x
9 gns

lOw. TX. Complete
High stability V.F.O.
£23
TW TOPMOBILE. All transistor RX. 19 gns.
Mains and Mobile P.S.U.s for the above transmitters, complete
with aerial switching, EIS
For full details, write to:-

with modulator.

T. WITHERS (Electronics)

Leicester.

WANTED: 14 mc transmitter, about 75 watts,
TVI proof. -Box No. 3014, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

HI-FI
(variable), with LT taps, £15 o.n.o.? Sundays only.Gorrill, 4A Southgate Parade, Crawley, Sussex.
FOR SALE: R.107, four new valves, good condition, manual, £10. Two 38's with junction boxes,
aerial rods, 30s. each. 19 Set Variometer, 10s. 14ft.
copper aerial rod, unjoined sections, 10s.; all good
working order. Short Wave Magazines, Oct. '62 March '64; Practical Wireless, Dec. '57 -March '64;
s.a.e. any details; post/packing extra. -N. Stickells,
27 New Town, Uckfield, Sussex.
SHACK CLEARANCE: CT53 Signal Generator

TPG11 Television Pattern and Signal Generator, £7
10s. (cost £110). Two Marconi 12v. transceivers
aligned to 144 mc, with crystals, and complete

G3HGE

Tel. Waltham Cross 26638

list.-G3ERB, 56 Kings Lane, Bebington, Cheshire.
HRO-MX with power pack, spare valves, coils for
all LF/HF bands and bandspread on 40-20-15
metres. Offers? -D. Harding, 18 Park Road, Birstall,

8-9 to 300 mc, brand new, crated, £12 10s. Murphy

15b GILBERT STREET, ENFIELD, MIDDX.
G3HGE

London, S.W.1.
7IN. LP tapes, used once, 12s. 6d. TR.1986's. Masses
other bargains, transformers, crystals; large s.a.e.

LFaMbotruantoeur, brapsnud newsiabcciristeid16,tose115£001v0..

Same price as 2m. models.

Same price as 2m. model.

Road, Eltham Park, London, S.E.9.
SALE: 358 Receiver with PSU and 10 coils, £14
o.n.o.? Prefer buyer collects (Essex). -Box No.
3013, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,

TR.1520 modified to 144 mc, £15 the lot. Lustraphone

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
WALKIE-TALKIE TYPE 88. Set only, in good clean condition.

1S5, 2 IA3. Crystal controlled, 4
channels, range 38-40/40-42 mc/s. 90 volts H.T. 1.5 volts L.T.
Price £2 each, post 7/6.
Valves : 13A4, 6 IL4, 4 1T4,

I

MARCONI CR100 RECEIVERS. Good condition and working
order, L18/10/-, carriage £1.

B44 FOUR METRE TRANSCEIVERS, less
excellent condition, £3, carriage I0/-.

crystals.

In

V.H.F. RECEIVERS P104. Similar to R 1132 but crystal controlled.
Supplied in good condition, £31101-, carriage I5/-. Covers 100
to 150 mc/s. 13 valves. Matching power unit 230v. AC, L2 /S /-,
carriage 10/-.

4" rod type. 10 amps. 250 volts. 25 to
105 degrees centigrade. Differential 4 degrees. Brand new, 12/6,
post 1/6. The range of these can be altered within wide limits.
THERMOSTATS.

TRANSISTORS, Type MAS20, 5/-. Post 6d.

230,.. DRAYTON MOTORS, 37 r.p.m.
light beam, 20/-, post 2/-.

Ideal for turning

METERS. 2" round, 500 microamp, staled 0-15, 0-600 volts.
Ex 19 or 22 set. Tested and guaranteed, 8/6, post 1/6.

STEEL CABINETS. 15+" x 8+" x 18f".

Ex P58 receiver. As

new condition, 30/-, carriage paid.

RECEIVER SECTION OF WALKIE-TALKIE. 18, 6 to 9 mc/s.,
or 68T, 3 to 6 mc/s. Complete with 3 ARPI2 and I AR8 valves,
25/- post paid. Either type.
KITS for 18 or 68T. Comprising : headphones, microphone, key,
box of spare valves and wire aerial, 20/-, post 2/6.

40-42 PORTLAND RD., WORTHING, SUSSEX

LFV59 stand microphone and S/2B base, £5 15s.
(cost £10). Vitavox B50 hand mike, unused, boxed,

£3 (cost £6). Mullard UHF tuner, brand new valved,
45s. FT -243 crystals, valves, transistors and resistors,

large amounts, all brand new; s.a.e. for list. Post
extra. -V. Cedar, 2A Convent Hill, London, S.E.19.

FOR SALE: Command Receiver 3-6 mc, brand

new, £4. Command Receiver output transformer,
10s. Set of 3 IF transformers 2830 kc, 15s. S27/36
output transformer, 15s. Taylor 45A Valve Tester,
£7 10s. HRO-Mx/5T manual, 25s. HRO 110 -volt
rack mounting power pack, 45s. Spares available for
AR88D/LF, HRO, S.27, S.36 and S.36A. Send s.a.e.
for list. Postage extra on all items. -A. J. Reynolds,
139

Waller Road, New Cross, London, S.E.14.

Telephone New Cross 1443 (after 7.30 p.m.)
MOBILE? PIERSON KE93 miniature receiver
6/12 volts; additional mains PSU, speaker; spare
valves; handbook; crystal controlled 12 -valve doublesuperhet with 14 razor-sharp tuned circuits, 3 kc
microvolt;
bandwidth; sensitivity better than
variable squelch, ANL, AM/CW/SSB; turret tuner,
1

electrically

bandspread,

10/15/20/40/80/160

metres,

plus 1650 to 3500 kc, plus full broadcast band. Size
only 5 x 6 x 9 inches. The ultimate in receivers; best
offer over £60. H.P. possible. DUAL PSU input 12v.
DC/250v. AC, output 225v. DC at 125 mA, plus 12
volts AC/DC 6 amps, £3 (postage 7s. 6d.). MOBILE
LOG transistorised tape recorder, 14 -minute tape,
push -to -operate on mike, £4 5s. G3IES, QTHR
(Edgware 0937.)

FOR SALE: DX4OU + VFO, £25. KW -160 Tx,
£20. HRO-MX Rx, GC coils + PU, £18; or £60
the lot. Carriage extra.-GW3OSV, Park East,
Clarbeston Road, Pembs.
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DRAKE 2B RECEIVER, with Top Band, Q -

Multiplier, speaker, crystal calibrator, absolutely

cost £145, best offer over £90 accepted.
Specified HC6U crystals for additional bands availmint,

able at £1 each.-G2HCV, 34 Grasmere Avenue,

London, W.3. (Acorn 1564.)
CR-100/2 with ANL, £16

o.n.o.?

MR44/2,

modified, with matching speaker, £35 o.n.o.?
MW Command Rx with 12v. dynamotor, £6; less
dyn., £5. 4-5.3 me Tx, v.g.c., £2 10s. 5-3-7.1 me Tx,
£1 15s. BC -454, £2 10s.-P. J. Davies, 25 Pembroke
Road, London, E.17. (COPpermill 4364 after 6

VARIABLE
FREQUENCY ANTENNA
The DX aerial for

p.m.)

OSCILLOSCOPE Model OS -1, mu screen, factory
assembled, little used, £22 (save £7). Transformer
250-0-250v. 80 mA, 12.6v. 1.7A, 6.3v. .65A, new, £1.

any QTH !

Conversion Manual No. 2, 15s. ARRL Handbook,
38th Edition, 15s. Carriage extra.-Thompson, 134

Royal Oak Road, Manchester,

23.

Hear and work that spicey DX with the
Joystick-lift yourself out of the frustra-

(Wythenshaw

tion of "lump of wire" local contacts-

2897.)

pump out a real beefy signal-yes even
from inside a flat or bungalow.

COLLINS 75S RECEIVER with accessory CW
filter and extra crystals. Collins 30L-1 Linear

Heathkit HO -10 Monitor 'Scope, £30.
Withers Twomobile with speaker, £23. Hammarlund
amplifier.

HK1-B electronic keyer, £12. EL -Key paddle and
straight key, £5. Aveley 12 -volt 60 watt transistor

pack, £10. Jennings vacuum variable capacitor 5-100

pF with dial, £10. Lots more gear, also complete
Leica outfit. Details from-G5RP, Old Gaol House,

A life time of experience and aerial " know-how "

Abingdon, Berks. (Telephone Abingdon 380 evenings)
after May 9th.

has gone into the development of this revolu-

tionary principle of a Variable Frequency Antenna

on which World

EDDYSTONE 740 RECEIVER, good condition,

\WANTED: To buy or borrow, handbook, circuit,
VV modification details for No. 22 Set Tx/Rx.-

all over the world are already equipped with the
Joystick-testimonials have poured in-

WANTED: Vanguard 160-10m. SELL: All -band
VV QRO Panda ATU, Eddystone Bug Key.-

SIZE 7'6"
VERTICAL
2'3 METRES

Apache Tx, as new, £75. SB-10U, perfect, £25.-

MADE

MORSE EASY

!
The famous RHYTHM RECORDED COURSE
cuts practice time down to an absolute minimum !
One student, aged 20, took only 13 DAYS, and

another, aged 71, took 6 WEEKS to obtain a
G.P.O. pass certificate. If you wish to read

Morse easily and naturally, enclose 6d. stamp for
full explanatory booklet to :
RECEIVING SPEED CHECK RECORD 15s., or FREE with Course

G3HSC, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY

Similar results have been reported by G4HZ and

A

poor QTH is now no excuse

for a weak signal - act

£5.-R. J. Newey, 23 Lea -House Road, Causeway

._

Comparing indoor ' Joystick' in Bungalow with a
very popular multi -band dipole, GM3KPD reports:
"' Joystick' down on local QS0's, level over medium
distances and WELL UP over greatest distances."
G2FRY.

Menzies, 60 Beech Avenue, Newton Mearns, Glasgow.
5.640 Receiver for sale, £15, in good
1-/DDYSTONE
condition. Radar TV Pattern generator (Midland),

Green, Oldbury, Birmingham.
LTAMMARLUND HQ -145X with crystal calibrator,
cost £145 when purchased, 48 hours' use only,
£89.-Ewert, 41 Hayes Chase, West Wickham, Kent.
(Spring Park 5989, week -ends only.)

are now pending.

SWLs and all licensed stations. Over 1,000 stations

Watts, 30 Steyne Road, Seaford, Sussex.

G3KNA, 5 Manor Street, Hartshead Moor,
Cleckheaton, Yorks.
SALE: HQ -180, brand new condition, £110 o.n.o.?

Patents

Possessing the unique property of an even performance over all frequencies between 1.5:
30 mu. the Joystick's special matching facilities
and associated A.T.U. ensures efficiency on any
frequency. Peak performance for transmission
and maximum voltage for reception-the
Joystick is a major break -through for ardent

L./complete loudspeaker and output meter, also
manual, £25.---GM3MUQ, 17 Brunstane Road,
Edinburgh, 15.

.

-

.

I ORDER YOUR JOYSTICK NOW I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Full " money -back" GUARANTEE

I

you're not completely satisfied.
Not convinced ? Still complete the coupon
below for a detailed brochure and showers
of testimonials !
if

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD.,
7, Sowell Street, Broadstairs, Kent

I

Thanet 62535

Please supply " JOYSTICK " (tick appropriate box)
0 Standard make, L3 10s.
De luxe make (all copper RF elements) C4 10s.

" JOYMATCH " A.T.U.

10s.

(+ Is. P/P unless ordered with Joystick)
Enclosed is cheque/M.O./P.O. value f
0 Please send brochures and testimonials

I

Callsign

NAME

I ADDRESS
County

Town
1.1

EN

51

NM Ell INN EN Mg
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JACK TWEEDY G3ZY
SPEEDY AND RELIABLE SERVICE
Eddystone Receivers and Accessories Stocked

New Equipment.

Eddystone 870A, £30/17/6 ; EA 10, E48 ; EAI2,
£185 ; KW77 MK. IV, 6120 ; EAGLE RX60, £24 ; G. & D. Converters
and Transmitters ; CODAR CR66 assembled, E20 ; Geloso VFO's,
L5 /17 /6 ; Miniciter VFO's ; MOSLEY V46 AERIALS, £14 ; Vibroplex keys.
Used Equipment. JOHNSON VIKING VALIANT TX, 160-10 metres
275 Wall, CW 200 watts AM provision for SSB, E110 ; Two LG50s
one E25 -one £27 10s.; Geloso G222 80 co 10 metres, £40 ; Minimitter top 2-7 as new, £25 ; KW77 with speaker, £105 ; AR88D
with S meter, E27 10s.; EDDYSTONE 840A, E35 ; Class D WAVE METERS and No. 10 CALIBRATORS.
Valves, transistors, components
M.P. terms available.

G4GZ's BARGAINS
VALVES

EA50, EF50, 6H6M, 6AC7M, I2SC7M, 1/6 each. 6K7G,
12SJ7M, 2X2, 6880, 6C4, EL32, E1391, 6AM6, EF9 I, 616, 2/- each, 18/ -

dot.

12A6, ARPI2, AR8, 1626, TTI I, VP23, Z77, 2/6 each, 24/- doz.
6.17G, 6C5M, I2K7G, I2Q7G, 35Z4G, 959, EF85, EF89,
6X4, 6SL7GT, 6F6M, 80, 12C8M, I2AU6, 12AU7, 12A77,
42, 6AU6, 6BH6, 613.16, 6X5, IRS, 155, 6K8G, PCF82, PCC85, PY83,
VRI50/30, 4/6 each, 48/- doz. 446A, PL82, EM80, EZ40, EZ80, EZ8I,
EABC80, EBF80, 6/- each, 66/- doz. ECC84, 6L7M, 50L6GT, UCH81,
6AK5,
EF80,

ECH42, ECC85, 3A5, 6K8M, 6L6M, 7B7, 7C5, 7/6 each. 5R4GY,
5763, GZ32, 9/6. 4E27, 40/-. P/P 6d. per valve, free over £5.
Skirted B9A Valveholders, moulded, 5/- doz. £2 gross. Micalex
ditto 6/6 doz., 55/- gross. Cans 5/- doz. extra.
ET4336 Trans. 190-250v. input, 2-1-v. 10A CT twice, 10v. 10A CT., 35/ -

plus 7/6 carr.
Gunfire Time Switches. 200-250v. A.C. 20A. contacts, offered brand
new and boxed at the unrepeatable price of only 47/6 each plus 2/6 P/P.

JOHN ANGLIN

Trade-ins accepted

21 BIRKIN LANE, GRASSMOOR, NR. CHESTERFIELD

May, 1964

385, CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315

Tel. HOLMEWOOD 506

R

THE SPOT

.S.C

.

DEBBY 41361

2 METRE. 5 element W.S. Yagi and super mast bracket, 39/6 ;
8 element, 59 /- ; add on 3 element to make 5 into 8, 19/6. All
plus 4/6 each carr.
S.S.B. components.

lk. and 2k. Carbon lin. controls.
I" SF6, ferrite rings, 3/9 each, 6d. P. and P.
MATCHED pair 0A79 diodes, 6/-, 6d. P. and P.
VIBRATOR UNITS. I2v. 1/P D.C., 300v. 100 m/A 0/P, with
spare vib, etc., 19/6 each, 7/6 carriage.
E DDYSTONE RX's. 940, E125 ; 840C, E62 ; 870A, etc.
B .40 RECEIVER, 640 kc/s.-30.5 mc/s., £30, 15/- carr.
B.M.3. XTL MIKES on Desk Stand, 59/9, 2/6 P. and P.
CR 150 RX., with P.P., E40, 15/- carr.

FIELD STRENGTH METER, complete with earpiece, 69/6,
plus 1/9 P. and P.
Send SAE with enquiries.

Aerial equipment list available

R.S.C. (DERBY) LTD
EX NORMAN BIRKETT LTD

THE SPOT, 26 OSMASTON ROAD, DERBY

Short Wave Magazine
Advertising

RADIO AMATEURS
LICENCE

We supply a special course of home study prepared specifically for the
Radio Amateurs sound and TV Licence as issued by the G.P.O. It covers

every aspect of the syllabus -starting right from the beginning -so
that no previous knowledge is necessary. The fullest details of the

licence requirements, itself, are included and the method of sitting the
examination and applying for the licence is fully described. At the end of
the Course, a complete series of specimen exam. questions with fully
worked model solutions are provided -giving invaluable revision before
students take the exam. We also provide full training for the Morse
Code -including morse key, transistor audio oscillator and 12 in. L.P.
practice record. This latter equipment is available separately from the
Course if required. Our record of successes by our students for the Exam.
is unsurpassed by any other institute. Established 23 years. COURSES
ALSO AVAILABLE for all subjects in Radio, TV and Electronics and for the

City & Guilds Technicians Certificates, etc. Write NOW for full details
without any obligation, to :-

Dept. 20, BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL,

RADIO HOUSE, RUSSELL STREET, READING, BERKS.

BUSFIELD'S ASTRO-MARINE
MOHICAN. .6 to 30 mc/s., transistors, very good, with
E30, carriage 10/-

HALLICRAFTERS SX28.

E35, carriage 30/ -

EAGLE RX60.

gives

NEW.

.55 to 30 mc/s.
E22/101-, carriage I0/ -

NATIONAL H.R.O.
and battery P.S.U.s.

World -Wide Coverage

Good condition.

Very good condition with mains

E22/10/-, carriage 30/-

H.P. - PART EXCHANGE - WANTED GOOD RECEIVERS

45/47

Eastborough, Scarborough, Yorks.

in the

Amateur Radio Field

BARGAIN owing to ill health

Wiltshire
For Space Rates apply:
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
3,300 square feet

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

and 4 bedroom house on I acre plot

(Tel.: Abbey 5341)

Full details, photos, apply Box No. 3003, Short
Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I.

Suitable for warehouse or mail order purposes, etc.
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G:ISJ QUARTZ CRYSTAL RESONATORS LIMITED
APPROVED PRODUCTION E.I.D. and A.R.B.

CRYSTAL UNITS
Range :
1,500 kc/s. - 21,000 kc/s. Fundamental

15,000 kc/s. - 100,000 kc/s. 3rd and 5th Overtones

Specifications :
I.

A.R.B. and E.I.D. Standards. DEF 5271-A
U.S.A. Jan/MIL SPECIFICATIONS (CRI(A)AR - CR79U)
To customers own requirements.
Units are all metal. No glass envelope types are produced.

2.
3.

Note :- Where designation in Specification or 2 is not known or listed state :(a) Nominal Frequency (Crystal fundamental)
(b) Channel Frequency (Where applicable)
(c) Input Capacity (Where not stated units made to 30pf.)
(d) Holder type (or send sample)
I

(e)

Equipment

As many of these as are known must be given, though in many cases equipments are known to us and in these
cases crystals may be made from either (a) and (e), or (b) and (e) only.

Stonehouse Street

-

Plymouth

-

S. Devon

A Giard A 'Lli\JCPJ

A Member of the Gianinni Scientific Group of

Tel. 61876

-

(Established 1910)

Companies

Reliable Equipment of Distinction

available from stock
Top left:
H 61145X. Double conversion super. General
coverage and Bandspread, II tubes, E115.
Top right:
H X-50.
55I3 Transmitter. 130 watts p.e.p.,
crystal filter, self-contained power supply, as used

on many DX-peditions, L175.
Bottom left:

HQ170A.

Triple -conversion super.

1461100A.

General coverage and Bandspread.
10 tubes, £80 (clocks extra).
General coverage and Bandspread,

bands only. 17 tubes, E140.
Bottom right:

Amateur

" Q " Multiplier.
H61180A.

18 tube triple conversion superhet, LI77.

H Cal 10A. Amateur bands only, 12 tube double

conversion superhet, E100.

NEW! H XL -I Linear Amplifier. Two
752A tubes in the final. Max. 1500

watts p.e.p. 1200 watts c.w. Can be driven by
HX50, Viceroy. 3253 etc. We are taking orders
for delivery early May. Reserve Now Price 165
Sole U.K. Distributors

Easy terms available

Trade Enquiries Invited

KW

ELECTRONICS LTD Vanguard Works
I HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT Cables : KAYDUBLEW, Dartford

Phone: DARTFORD 25574

01"7.7714A

Save money building any Heathkit model
A wide range of over 50 British models to choose from

Radio -Amateur Equipment

-

Test Instruments

(All models are available either in kit form or assembled.

-

Hi-Fi Equipment

Kit prices given below. Assembled prices on request)

II

I

SB-IOU

RA -I

DX -40U

GD-IU

V -7A

from 600 Kc/s. to 1.5 Mc/s. and 1.7 Mc/s. to 32 Mc/s. Send for details

f39 16

0

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model DX -40U. Compact and

self-contained. From 80-10 m. Power input 75 W. CW., 60 W. peak,
C.C. phone. Output 40 W. to aerial. Provision for V.F 0. E33 19 0
SINGLE SIDEBAND ADAPTOR, Model SB-IOU. May be
used with most A.M. transmitters. Less than 3 W. R.F. input power
required for 10 W. output. Operation on 80, 30, 20, 15 and 10 m.
bands on U.S.B., L.B.S. or D.S.B.
£39 5 0

THE " MOHICAN " GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER,

Model GC -I U. In the forefront of design with 4 piezo-electric
transfilters, 10 transistors, variable tuned B.F.O. and Zener diode
stabiliser.
An excellent fully transistorised receiver for both
Amateurs and Short-wave listeners. See specification Sheet. f37 176
Suitable Battery Eliminator. Model UBE-I.
E2 17 6

Covers all
amateur bands 10-160 metres. Half -lattice crystal filter at 1.6 Mc/s.
I.F. Provision for fixed, portable or mobile uses. Switched USB and
LSB for SSB. Send for full details.
£39 6 6

OPTIONAL EXTRAS. Crystal Calibrator CL -I E4 12 0. Matching
Loudspeaker Cabinet SG -4 El 9 6. Loudspeaker El 4 5 incl. P.T

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model DX -100U.
amateur bands from 160-10 metres, 150 watts D.C.
contained incl. power supply, modulator and V.F.O.

The ideal tower for " Amateur " or TV use.
Height 32ft., square tapering section 3ft.

by 3ft. at base. No stays required. Accessories available for fitting fixed or rotatable
tube ext.:
HT-IG kit (galvanized finish)
HT -1 kit (Red oxide finish)

Q MULTIPLIER KIT, Model CIPM-I. May be used with receivers
having 450-470 kc/s. I.F. provides either additional selectivity or
signal rejection. Self powered.

Model QPM-I6 for 1.6 Mc/s.

E8 10
E8 10

I.F.

0
0

GRID DIP METER, Model GD-IU. Con-

(Comprehensive American Heathkit Catalogue-over 200 Models -1 /- post paid)

f35 15
E29 15

0
0

tinuous coverage 1.8 to 250 Mc/s. Self-contained. 5 plug-in coils supplied.
E10 19 6
VAR. FREQ. OSCILLATOR, VF-IU.
Calibrated 160-10 m. Fund. outputs on 160 and

40 m. Ideal for our DX -40U and similar
transmitters.
£12 10 0
HI-FI FM TUNER. 88-103 Mc/s. Tuning unit (E2 15 0 incl. P.T.) with

10.7 MO. I.F. output and I.F. amplifier (i13 3 0) complete with
cabinet and valves ; self powered.

VALVE VOLTMETER, Model V -7A.

Total EIS 18

0

7 D.C.,
A.C., r.m.s. and pk to pk. voltage ranges 0-1.5 to

HI-FI AM/FM TUNER. FM : 88-108 Mc/s.; AM :

for TV servicing,

16-50, 200-550, 900-2000 m. Tuning heart (E4 13 6,
incl. P.T.) and I.F. amplifier (al 16 6) complete with
cabinet and valves ; self powered. Total E26 10 0

1,500 v.
fI3 18 6
Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE, Model 10-12U. Has
wide -band amplifiers, essential

F.M. alignment, etc.

Vertical freq. response 3 c/s.
to 4.5 Mc/s. T/B covers 10 c/s. to 500 Kc/s. in 5
ranges. NEW LOW PRICE.
E32 12 6
" OXFORD" TRANSISTOR PORTABLE
Model UXR-2. A luxury two waveband receiver,
ideal for use in the home or out of doors. E14 18 0

SHORT WAVE TRANSISTOR PORT-

ABLE, Model RSW-I. Four bands (2 short,
Trawler and Medium).
£19 17 6

CAPACITANCE METER, CM-IU. Direct -reading
4iin. scale. Full-scale ranges, 0-100 nkt.F, 0-1,000

GC-IU

µAR, 0-0.01 µF and 0-0.1 /IF.

All prices include free delivery U.K.
Deferred terms on orders above £10

Please send me FREE CATALOGUE
Full details of model(s)

(Yes/N1

EIS 15 0

DUAL -WAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE, Model UXR-I. Medium and long
wavebands. Real hide case.

E12 II

DAYSTROM LTD
DEPT. SWS, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

NAME
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

i ADDRESS

L

Covers all

Input. Self£79 10 0

2,1in. PORTABLE SERVICE 'SCOPE, OS -I. A compact, portable
oscilloscope ideal for servicing and general laboratory work. Overall
size 5" x 8" x 144" long, weight 104 lb.
E2I 18 0

PLEASE SEND FOR
FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE

KIT AERIAL TOWER, Model HT -I.

I

VF-IU

kit -sets of highest quality at lowest possible prices

NEW ! SELF-SUPPORTING. HEATH -

I

CM-IU

@PM -1

RG-I
GENERAL COVERAGE AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER, Model RA -I.

NEW ! HIGH SENSITIVITY
RECEIVER, Model RG-I. A high performance, low cost receiver
for the discriminating Short-wave listener. Frequency coverage

Easy -to -build

DX -100U

SWLI

A member of the Daystrom Group
manufacturers of the
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS
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